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Many organisations are data rich and information poor. This action research 

project helped British Columbia Parks staff set management priorities for a rapidly 

expanding protected areas system, by using business intelLÏgence tools to transforn 

data into information. Thmugh this work and pardel research, a list of success 

factors for business intelligence projects has been compiled. This research suggests 

many factors including metacontent snd a collaborative culture are important, and 

that business issues are more s i w c a n t  than technicd ones. Because business 

intelligence tools encourage integrative thlliking and s hared decision making, their 

use raises issues about organisational "silos," over-arching organisationai goals or 

needs. collaboration, information sharing, and empowerment of front iine staff .  If  

trsed as a catolyst for open dialogue and enhanced understanding, these tools have 

the potentiai to buüd bridges Erom mechanistic organisational structures of the 

past, to the more systems-based approaches of the future. 
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GLOSSARY 

Underlined terms are described elsewhere in the glossary. 

None of the following are dictionary definitions. For terms commonly used in 

the literature, 1 have selected definitions which represent the views of many 

authors, and which I believe best illuminate the issues 1 explored in this 

research paper. In one case, a term is currently debated in literature, and 

that debate is referenced. 

Annual management planning is a process undertaken each f d ,  by the 

sponsoring organisation, to set management priorities for each protected area 

in a system conte-. 

Business. In this paper, I have used the term business to refer to the 

purpose and primary activities of an organisation. Mthough it may be an 

unusual, or even offensive, term for some readers fiom public or non-profit 

sectors, it is concise, generic, and is commonly used for this purpose in 

information technology literature. 

Business intelligence, as  described by Gill(1999) '5s an umbreIla term for 

a set of tools and applications that allow corporate decision makers to gather, 

organise, analyse, distribute, and act on critical business information, with 

the goal of helping companies make faster, better, and more informed 

business decisions. Successful BI systems provide an integrated view of 

business, extend malytica.1 capabilities to users, and Ieverage a corporation's 

data and expertise ... From a management perspective, BI Ïs about taking on - 
the positive, proactive management of the business." 



Capability is the range of expected results that can be achieved by an 

individual or group following a course of action ... Only if agents and teams 

measure the* performance c m  they understand their capability- Ifwe c d t  

or  don% measure cument performance, it is hard to predict what we're 

capable of. Ifwe dont know what our performance is or what we're capable 

of, it is unlikely wetlI make credible commitments. (Kelly, 1999, p.76) 

Data are "raw, unprocessed facts that  are input to a computer sys t ed '  

(O'Leary & O'Leary, 1995). Data need thoughtfid attention in order to be 

transformed into information. Davenport and Prusak (1998) list common 

elements of that transformation: conte-, categorisation, calculation, 

correction and/or condensation. 

Dialogue begins with the Greek prefix meaning two, and goes weU beyond 

what is commonly thought of as communication. Dialogue opens 

possibilities, erodes the potential for, and vdue of, ligid positions, and 

enables synergy. 

Information is "data endowed with relevance and purpose" and is intended 

"to make some ciifference in... outlook or insîght." (Davenport and Pmeak 

1998) 

Knowledge is the capacity for effective action. Senge (1999 citing John R. 

Searle) Unlike data and information, knowledge contains judgement. 

(Davenport and Pnisak @ .10,1998) When an organisation gets Iarger than 

about 200-300 people, especiaIIy if there are multiple offices, staff members 

wi I I  not know each other well enough to have a reliable grasp of the 

organisation's collective knowledge, @p. 18-19) and new tools will be needed. 



Leadership is a didoeue ... inclusive of the constituents' aspirations; ifs an 

i d e d  and unique image of the future for the common good. (Kouzes J. and 

Posner B. 1995, p.124) 

leaders hi^ vs. Management: So much of what we ca l l  management 

consists in making it difficult for people to work. LeadershiD is about 

removing the blocks. (Ilavenport and Prusak citing Drucker) 

leaders hi^: Transactional vs. Transformational Picard (1998, pp4.2- 

4.3) cites several authors in contrasting these two models as follows. Most 

traditional leaders hi^ models are known as "transactional" ... Simply stated, 

transactional leaders give followers something they want in exchange for 

something the leaders want. Bass (1985). He states transactional Ieaders 

were limited, for the most part, to simply maintaining or marginally 

improving the quality and quantity of employee performance. In fact, he 

stated that in most instances. this transactiond leadership Ieads to 

performance mediocrity. 

Transformational leadership, on the other hand, occurs when leaders broaden 

and elevate the interests of their empIoyees, when they generate awareness 

and acceptame of the vision, purposes and mission of the organization. 

TransformationaI leaders are those who shape, dter. and elevate the motives 

and values of foUowers (Burns, 1978); they fkequently raise the standards, 

take cdculated risks, and get others to join them in their vision of the future 

(Bass, 1985). Perhaps most importantly, transformational leaders are 

considerate of their empIoyees and are wilIing to treat their employees 

differenty, as individu& (Bass, 1985; Burns, 1978). Burns believes that 

'people can be IiRed 'into' their better selves" as the essence of 

t r d o r m a t i o n d  Ieadership. In transformationd Ieadershb, both Ieaders 

and foIIowers raise one another to higher leveIs of motivation and morality. 



The motivational literature acknowledges the operative presence of higher 

motivation in increasing performance. This is exempmed in the work of 

Herzberg (1966) and Maslow (1943). 

Kouzes and Posner (1995), in their investigation and interviewing of over 500 

exemplary corporate leaders, provided some additional depth to the concept 

of the transformational leader by describing the following required leaders& 

behaviours: 1) chdenging the process (experiment and take risks); 2) 

inspiring a shared vision; 3) enabling others to act (foster collaboration and 

strengthen others); 4) modehg  the way (set an example); and 5) encouraging 

the heart (recognize individual contributions and celebrate 

accomplishments) . 

Levels of Management: a tool used by the sponsoring organisation to set 

management priorities in a brotected area] system context. This tool is 

made operational through an annual management planning process. 

Metacontent: is a term used by Kucera and Faulkner to describe a 

combination of metadata and metauiformation. &AU of these terms describe 

descriptions of data to make it better understood. Stnctly speaking, 

metadata is a technicd term which only refers to the syntax contained in the 

data dictionary that defines the physical database schema. AIthough this is 

very important to the technicd staff, metacontent also includes iaformation 

which wodd help the business user End the best data to heIp solve a probkm 

or answer a question, and give the user some indication of the data's 

strengths and shortcomings. 

Performance is the history of actual resd ts  achieved by an individual or a 

group foIlowing a committed course of actions/interactions (the game plan). 

Mer committing to and executuig a course of action, what were the 



measured results? Tracking what one intends to do, does, and the results of 

that "doing" are key to self-awareness and potential for change in i.dis6dua.I~ 

and collaborative groups. (Kelly, 1999, p -76) 

Protected areas: are pieces of land which are protected, by law, fiom many 

of the high-impact activities which occur outside their boudaries. In British 

CoIumbia. where they are generally referred to as parks and ecologicd 

reserves, protected areas cover about 10% of the land base, and protect 

natural, cultural heritage and recreation values. 

Silos form a common metaphor for the tall, pardel, separate columns which 

are characteristic of many traditional organisational structures, and the 

mindsets, communications channels and functions associated with those 

structures. Silos impede collaboration, and are notoriously difiFicult to 

integrate. 



CHAPTER ONE - STUDY BACKGROUND 

The ProblemlOpportunity: 
HOW can BC Parks ensure that kont-line staff members have effective access 

to key information for setting management priorities? 

Introduction 

This project is about systematic management. It began with a business need: 

to manage each piece of land, in a rapidly growing system of protected oreas, 

as a unique component of a cohesiue systern. This business need brought BC 

Parks face to face with new information system chdenges. The existing 

VAT databases were like silos: standing side by side, mirroring the 

organisation's administrative structure. Like the organisation's hierarchy, 

the databases had strong links f?om the top to the bottom (e.g., one codd 

easily report on fadities in the park, district or province,) but there were few 

or no links across disciplines (one codd not report on how facilities reiate to 

recreation planning, expenditures, etc. without re-keying data.) B d d i n g  yet 

another 'silo" wouid not solve the problem; it wodd compound it. 

This paper begins with how 1, as a business person with almost no database 

experience, Iearned about what information technology profession& c d  

*business intelligence". In lay terms, 1 wodd persona& describe business 

intelligence tools as tools which are crit ical for the leader who 

a) recognises the rapidly growing importance of connections, 

(as demonstrated in recent fiterature fkom diverse fields induhg 

business, chemists; physics, chaos theory, compIexiw theory, 

systerns theory, Ieadership and Mie sciences); 



wants to get away fkom bIamÎng, and build on the exïsting 

strengths of an organisation, particularly culture, data, technoIogy, 

and expertise; 

wants to activdy support values of sharing, synergy, flattened or 

web-lÏke organisational structures and empowerment of fiont h e  

decision makers; and 

wants to use information technology to encourage dialogue. a 

common vision, and sound decision making. 

Throughout the project, 1 worked towards two objectives in pardel: to lead a 

successfid business intelligence project for the sponsoring organisation, and 

to document how to lead such a project successfully, based on this experience, 

and the shared experience of others who have worked in this field. 

I use the term "business* in this paper, in the contexts of business 

intelligence tools, business persons, business needs, and so  or^ 1 have walked 

the thin line between the information technology and business corporate 

cultures, and their respective Ianguages, throughout this project. 1 WU 

comment here, and onIy here, that I am not cornfortable with the "business" 

terms in this paper. I use them because they are generic, succinct, generaily 

well understood by the information technology community, and hopefully 

adequately explained here for context. My discornfort, shared by many, is 

based on the belief that government is not business, and that the use of 

business ianguage and approaches in govemment offends some people, and 

can undermine the public good (Mintherg, 1999, CBC). However, business is 

a generic term which 1 hope readers will relate to their professions, whether 

they be in the private, government or not-for-profit sectors. 



A Turning Point 

In the falI of 1996,I walked into Derrick Cameronts office, a spreadsheet in- 

hand, and introduced myself. 1 was nearing the "last resort" mentality. 

Derrick was the head of the hancial information unit. and his office was the 

most recent of dozens 1 had entered to explain what 1 was trying to 

accomplish, and why I coddn't accomplish it, because of the limitations of the 

tools 1 was using. Here 1 was, charged with one of the most exciting projects 

I had ever been given, and 1 was being pulled into a mire of techno-trivia. 1 

worked for British Columbia Parks: an organisation in which people c m  

passionately about the parks they manage. Despite BC Parks' reputation for 

efficiency, staff members could not keep Pace with the responsibilities of a 

rapidly growing park system, and rapidly increasing expectations for more 

comprehensive public involvement, planning and management. The project 

was to heIp the organisation set priorities in a logkat, systematic and 

defensible way. We were to accomphsh this by deveIoping and applying a 

new tool, c d e d  "levels of management." 

"This is what 1 need to do ..." 1 began, all patience for s m d  t& long gone; 

and this is how I'm forced to do it ..." I described the convohted generation 

and pruiting of mainfi.ame reports, the re-keying of data, the mediocre 

analysis options, the frustrations of the resdts  being fkozen in t h e ,  and the 

need to repeat the entire process every time we tested a design improvement. 

Front-he workers were entering the resd t s  of thoughtful discussions into a 

cornputer, but they might as weII be putting them into a safe with no key. 

"There has to be an easier way; can you help us with this?" 

Derrick sat back when 1 was finished, and dÏddt Say anything for a minute, 

This was new, and a bit disconcerting. When he spoke, his commitment and 



understanding were obvious: "I've been waitÎng four years for someone fiom 

BC Parks to ask that question." 

That moment marked the beginning of a tremendous opportunity for the 

sponsoring organisation. And at the time, 1 was completely unaware that 

this opportunity could become a success story to be viewed by thousands of 

organisations which are facing the same dïiemma: they are data-rich, but 

in formation-poor. 

The Continued Focus on Business 

Derrick Cameron was an unusual information technology specialist. He 

understood much of the business of the organisation, and had a good eye for 

indicators that were important even in business he did nct understand weU. 

He cared about service. He knew he couid not move very far towards his 

vision of decision-making supported by the best information avaiIabIe, 

without partnering with the decision-makers. He also knew they wouid be 

overwhelmed by much of what needed to be done, so he budt a foundation 

that would make work with the data much Iess overwhelming. He tried to 

communicate hÎs vision, but it was either not heard, or not understood. So, 

he waited. 

While he waited, o u  section of the Ministry, BC Parks, undement massive 

changes. The amount of Iand and number of protected areas (typically parks 

and ecological resemes) doubled within a few years; the budget did not. 

Front-he workers needed to rethink priorities, and make very cIifTicult 

choices. They often did not know much about the new protected areas, and 

their oId ways of making decisions weren't dways effective. They needed 

new took 



That was m y  job. I was to lead the "levels of management" team, which 

wodd determine 

1. The rationale for where we wodd put our management effort; 

2. What data we needed to create, or tap into, tu view the entire 

system of ald and new protected areas in light of that rationale, 

3. How to create the new data, and 

4. How to transform the data, or "raw, unprocessed facts that are 

input to a computer system" (O'Leary & OZeary, 1995) into 

relevant, accessible and meanin@ information. 

We were to design the system in such a way that we could look at the 

idormation fkom many different perspectives; notjust up and down through 

a geographic hierarchy, 

The group 1 worked with was as exciting as the pmject. The approach we 

developed was approved, and through a new "annual management planning 

process," district teams applied the IeveIs of management tool to priority 

setting for each protected area: about 700 in total. Staffdocumented basic 

data about why each piece of Iand was important, how it was being managed, 

how the team thought it should be managed, and the short-term priorities for 

action. The process was supported, not ody because it helped with decision- 

making, but dso because it heIped build teams. 



However, there was a si@cant limit to gmwth (Senge, 1990) in this new 

1 L 

f NewAnnual / Goal: To Manage 
I 

Management + PmtectedArsw - Resistance 
Planning Piocess/ 

Data can't be accessed; 
information is not available; 

tool "isn't working" 
Figum 1-1 i.imit to Gmwth Which Projeci 1s Meant to Remove 

The district teams could see the bits of data from their discussions, but they 

could not view them as patterns and trends to help them refine their 

decisions. The fourth step, described above, was the missing link: the 

transformation of data into information. It was the essence of what the 

information technology (IT) world ofien refers to as "business intelligence'," 

and what Derrick Cameron was trying accomplish. It is a field in which 

information technologists have invested huge amounts of effort, expertise and 

soul, but which has still had relatively little success in practice. 

Not many peopIe fiom outside the IT world work with business intelligence 

toois. Since the meeting wÎth Derrick Cameron, 1 have ventured Ïnto that 

worId enough to accomplish the most critical of our project's objectives. This 

expIoration has convinced me that these tooIs have tremendous potentid for 

BC Parks, and for many other organisations who face similm challenges. 

This project is Ïntended to do two things: 

1. to remove the Iimit to growth (Senge 1990 pp.95-10l)fiom the BC Parks 

initiative, by getting key information - the patterns and trends described 



above - into the hands of hnt -he  decision-makers, and 

2. to study the process of achieving (or progress towards) this end so that BC 

Parks and other organisations can begin to dose the gap between the 

potential, and the application, of business intelligence tools. 

' fiom tesm ~mceas: 

, the Importance 

Attencknce + and Management 

Urban Centres 

Figure 7-2 A conceptual diagram showing how, using business intelligence tools, 

data fmm separate systems cm be viewed as a potenfially infegrated whole. 

lm pactlSignificance of the ProblemlOpportunity 

British Columbia sits on the north-western edge of the New WorId- In a 

global context, settlement and development are generaIlg coIlSidered very 

recent, and their impacts minor. First Nations history is rich and varied: the 



mild climate and abundant resources setting the stage for the emergence of 

cornplex cultures. Many of us who moved to British Columbia by choice. were 

drawn by its natusal beauty. It has a more varied naturd environment than 

any other province in Canada, and BC Parks protects approximately 12% of 

the province's land, induding some of the most spectacular examples of its 

diversity. The long-term goal of this project is to support the teams who 

manage the components of this protected areas system. by encouraging the 

growth pmcess fiom data. through information and knowledge, to wise 

decision making. 

In a more operational context, this project fits very well with 

1. the recommendations of a panel reporting to the Minister which 

were approved by govemment in July 1999, and 

1. the Ievels of management project 1 desmied, to address where we 

put our management effort, which activeIy invoIves almost aII 

district staff and has executive support. 

It also fits well with business needs identined by BC Parks' information 

technology staff described Iater in this paper. and succession plans which are 

criticd for BC Parks because of the Iarge percentage of stafïmernbers eligible 

for retirement during the next five years. 

Because stafF members are a s h g  for much simpler access to the information 

they need for priority-setting, it is important that we respond. In many 

organisations, headquarters cultures are viewed as being obstructionist. By 

responding with an action research approach, (Stringer, 1996) and removing 

barriers to information access as a E t  to growth in the process, (Senge, 

1990) this project can heIp to b d d  trust, communication, and a recognition of 

the leadership which I believe Ïs very much alive at the h t - h e ,  but may be 

Iargely unrecognised. 



In an action research fkamework (figure 1-3), which includes observation, 

refiection and action, the diagram below shows work. in black and grey, 

which is relatively solid, (i.e., taking place, supported and meeting most 

objectives,) contrasted with the white pieces. which require information not 

accessible by districts. 

Status of Annual Mimagement Planning in BC Parks W c t  Offices 

Figure W Status of Annual Management Planning N, Action Research Framework 

The system context referred to in the action phase, refers to the fact that each 

protected area plays a unique roIe in the total system. Not every protected 

area can be d Ihings to a i l  people. If the primary purpose of a smaU area is 

to protect an endangered species, it will be managed very differently than a 

huge rugged wilderness park, or a Iakeside park where thousands ofvisitors 

camp. picnic and enjoy the natural surroundings. 



If the limit to growth remained, distrid stafîrnembers, mho are responsible 

for implementing protected area management decisions, would be restncted 

to viewing the data they have produced as  stacks of protected area-specific 

paper documents. Either they would not use the levels of management tool 

(feedback suggests this is their usual reaction) or they would se-key data into 

dinerent systems, increasing workload and stress (there is evidence of this 

approach as well.) In addition, the progress made to-date in developing a 

consensus-based decision-making process codd be jeopardised. 

The Organisation: 
British Columbia's hst provincial park, Strathcona. was established in 1911, 

about 25 years aRer Canada's first national park was established. Over the 

decades, Iand was gradudy added, and occasionally deleted fiom the system. 

These changes took place at a relatively slow rate, until the 1990s. British 

Columbia is unusud in that the vast majority of the land is "Crown Land," 

very little Iand is privately owned. In the early 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the provincial 

govemment embarked on a huge Iand use pIanning initiative calIed the 

Protected Areas Strategy, which was to bring more certainty to resource 

industries and protect more of the natural diversity important for its own 

sake as weII as for human health and weIl-being, traditional use, 

understanding and appreciation, recreation, tourism and research. 

Since 1991, over 200 parks and protected areas have been created, and the 

strate= has moved the system a long way towards its goal ofprotecting 12% 

of the province by the year 2000. Total annual Visitation to BC Parks has 

increased fkom approximately 3,000,000 visits in 1960 to weIl over 

20,000,000. There are thousands of superlatives in the system, including the 

opportunit9 to view the woddk most productive sockeye s h o a  run at 

Roderick Haig-Brown ProvinciaI Park; the largest intact masta1 temperate 



raidiorest in the world in KitIope Hentage Conservancy; Della F d s  in 

Strathcona Park which is one of the ten highest f d s  in the world; and Haley 

Lake Ecologicd Reseme which was designated to protect the Vancouver 

Island marmot, one of the rarest mammals in North America. 

Nthough BC Parks' protected areas system is provincid, it has 

international significance in t e m s  of its values, benefits and as a potential 

mode1 for innovative management. 

I There are many other related tens  including cornpetitive intelligence, decision-support, 

data mining and knowledge management The Oracle carparate website describes business 

intelligence as follows: 

Business intelligence is an umbrella term for a set of tools and applications that allow corporate 

decision makers to gather, organise, analyse, distribute, and act on cmcal business information, 

with the goal of helping companies rnake faster. betîer, and more- informeci business decisions. 

Sucassf i~ i  BI systems provide an întegrated view of business. extend anaiytb[ capabiiïties to 

users, and ieverage a corporation's data and expertise-wherever that data and expertise reside in 

a distributecf enterprise. 

From a management perspective, 81 is about îaking on the positive. proactîve management of the 

business. Fmm a technology perspective, bmadly speaking, it encompasses a range of 

intelligence systems and analytid applications that include data warehouses and ma-; ad hoc 

query twls; enterprise reporthg tooïs; online-anaIyücaI-processing (OLAP) engines; and 

prepackaged queries. templates, and reports." (Gilf 1999) 



CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW 

Review of Organisation Documents 

Fit with Objectives of the Most Recent Reorganisation: 

Based on just over 10 years experience, 1 have seen BC Parks change 

organisational structure thoughtfully, and hfrequently. The most recent 

signincant reorganisation took place six years ago, in 1994. The goals of that 

reorganisation are condensed and paraphrased £iom an unpublished work 

below: 

1) BC Parks' role clearly understood interndy and externally; 

2) a responsive, flexible structure; 

3) enhanced ability to work with the public, govermnent, other key 

organisations including BC Environment and Forest service, First Nations 

etc. 

4) effective stewardship of fiscal and human resources; strengthening 

partnerships within the Ministry; 

6) resources, management decisions and accountabdity doser to the point of 

delivery; 

6) shortened communications charnels between executives and those who 

develop and deliver programs; 

7) encourage respect, teamwork, cornpetence, empowerment, and creativity. 

In concrete terms, a major feature of the reorganisation was to eliminate the 

regiond Iayer, and move those staff rnembers either to headquarters or to 

districts (with ernphasis on the latter.) In generai terms, this reorganisation 

emphasised and reinforced an exkting phiiosophy of decentralisation. This 

goal (110.5) and the nnal goal of teamwork and empowerment, both fit 



extremely weII with the objectives of this project. Teamwork was also 

highlighted in another section of the document concerning new ways of doing 

business with the bullet "develop a new sense of teamwork between, and 

within, the Department's programs." 1 do not perceive that there are any 

inconsistencies or clashes between this project and any of the reorganisation's 

goals. 

Seven principles are spelled out for the reorganisation, and again, there 

appear to be no contradictions with the project, and several examples of 

strong alignment, uicluding 

Program delivery is park or ecological reserve specific; Le., it is focused 

primarily on the designation and management of distinct parks and 

ecological reserves. .. 
Program delivery within theses parks and ecological reserves is the 

responsibility of BC Parks' district BeId offices. .. 
Managerial and operational responsiveness and cooperation within a 

corporate cornmitment to the ministry's and the agency's priorities and 

clients is the responsibility of a l I  BC Parks offices. 

Fit with Results of the Most Recent Employee Survey: 

The five highest priorities for management effort in response to the most 

recent emphyee survey were 

1) ensuring O& necessary administrative policies and procedures are in 

place; 

2) provide opportunities for training and upgrading; 

3) deveIop an o v e r d  team spirit; 

4) deveIop a feeling of trust throughout the agency; 



5) work as a team to accomplish work priorities. 

The degree of correlation with the project depends largely on how, and how 

thoroughly, the project is implemented. Strong conclusions are therefore 

beyond the scope of this project. However, discussions do show potential 

links. For example, during a provincial officers' meeting in the fd of 1999, 

80% of workshop participants said that the levels of management tool and 

annual management planning process was doing a good job of encouraging 

team work and reducing disagreements and numerous edits associated with 

less collaborative processes of the past. AH officers agreed that they felt less 

confident commenting on the use of reports and information technology, a s  

they did not yet have access to the information, tools and training they 

needed to explore their potential. 

The review of supporthg Iiterature suggests that trust is a strong 

prereguisite to the successfut application of business intelligence work. The 

fact that employees think more effort is needed in building trust (priority 4) 

can provide direction for priority-setting. 

The project sponsor, Bob Dalziel, has suggested that  a training plan for this 

project wodd fit well with corporate priorities for training (priority 2). The 

project fits with corporate direction about systematic management of 

protected areas (a good content fit); uses information technology (where there 

are signincant, identified skills gaps) which is pmticdarIy effective at 

integrating M e r e n t  data sources (one of four identined business needs for IT 

work) and Ets with the reorganisation's objective of getting persons, 

expertise, knowIedge, ski& and accountabiIity as dose to the point of 

delivery as possible. 



I think objectives 1 , 3  and 5 (streamlining processes, team spirit and 

teamwork) are closely related and interdependent. Streambing typically 

takes teamwork, innovation and a focus on what is r e d y  important. 

Successes in achieving the things that are really important leads to more 

effective and rewarding teamwork, and genuine cause for celebration. Some 

s t amembers  have said the levels of management tool has huge potential to 

help staff focus on what is really important, and to help align dwction fkom 

headquarters which sometimes seems to be developed by dinerent authors 

and sections, with somewhat different criteria. In other discussions, s t a f f  

members have sounded quite excited about the idea of setting and achieving 

manageable goals, with criteria which are consistent and commody 

understood across the organisation. The fact that the data are generated in 

a team environment has already effected some excellent teamwork and team 

spirit, as  shown, for example, in quotes fiom field staff in the project 

BulIetins described Iater in this paper, and induded in Appendix D. 

The fiterature review, below, touches on some potential ditTeremes in the 

ways that men and women might relate to this type of project. It is 

interesthg to note that the fïfth o v e r d  priority (teamwork) was considered 

high priority amongst 26% of fernale staff members compared with 13% of 

males, 

Fit with Business Needs Identified in the IT Strategy: 

Since this project began, four key business needs have been articulated as 

guidance for information technoIogy initiatives Ied by BC Park Information 

Systems Manager Sophia Howse (personal communication, 2000). They are: 

1.AU BC Parks staff must be able to access, andyse, integrate, and report on 

appropriate ernSting data 



%.The walls between existing BC Parks data sets m u t  be removed- 

3.The new architecture must read information maintained by external 

organizations. 

4-The new architecture must support and encourage district-lead initiatives. 

There is excellent alignment between the project's objectives and these 

objectives (described furlher in findings), as the purpose of the project is to 

provide districts with key [often attribute] information (1), derived primarily 

fkom spatial data maintained by other organisations (3) for management 

priority-setting in districts (4). In order to provide key information. it is 

integrated in ways that make sense for particular decisions (2). 

Fit with Protected Areas Strategy: 

In designing the levels of management tool and Bamework, the working 

group adopted the policp direction fiom the Protected Areas Strategy. 

"Cabinet-approved Protected Areas Strategy polis. made the planning work 

relatively easy: the framework tu assess values had aiready been designed 

and reviewed by several ministries and public groups." (MacGrllivray, 1999). 

This was because the strategy was recent, had cabinet endorsement, provided 

information about what sorts of n a t d ,  culhiral heritage and recreation 

values shodd be protected in protected areas, and because it did incorporate 

BC Parks' previous (therefore supported) consemation and recreation goals. 

Where district teams could not access analysis work done as part  of the 

protected areas strategy, to rate values, they used a simplined version of the 

rating system h m  that strategy- 

The policy direction h m  this strategy Ient itself to the application of 

business intelligence tooIs. Rather than takùig an approach typical ofpark 

agencies which positions peopIe and the* environment in separate, and ofken 



co&ontational camps, the strategy focused on humans' reiationships to the 

land. Many criteria Iooked at combinations of facts. For example, is a piece 

of land a particularly accessible example of part of the bioIogical diversity of 

the province, and therefore of value fkom an education perspective? 

Fit with Legacy Panel Recornmendations: 

A group of volunteers with interestç and experience in conservation and 

outdoor recreation and education, formed the "Legacy Panel." They were 

charged with developing recommendations for enhancing Iong-term 

sustainability of British Columbia's protected areas system. The panel 

submitted its recommendations to the Minister shortly before this project 

began, pu t thg  simiIar emphasis on the natural environment, with humans 

being part of that whole. The panel brought forward many concepts and 

phrases fkorn the Protected Areas Strategy, and the Legacy initiative is 

positioned as a subsequent stage of the strategy. In addition to a good 

Bamework fit, the pane1 also emphasised the need for good resourcing of 

protected area management, and a systematic appr~ach  to setting 

management priorities. (British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands 

and Parks.) 

Fit with Succession Planning: 

Like many organisations, and like Canadian society as a whole, BC Parks' 

workforce is ageing. In the most recent issue of BC Parks newsletter, 

Crions, Lgnn Kennedy wrote "...one in three of us will be eligibIe for 

retirement in the next few years." According to a recent British Columbia 

Ministry of Finance reprort (1999) 42% of the Ministry's senior stafhre over 

49 years of age. B ig diEcult to mmprehend the amount and vdue of the 

knowledge that wiII walk ont the door when retirements peak in a few years. 

DuRng 1997, in the B.C. government as a whole, 1,697 employees Ieft the 



public service, resdthg in the collective loss 31,E 1 years of experience. 

(Office of the Auditor General, 1999) 

BC Parks staff members have commented on how the new AMPs process 

provides an o p p o r t u n i ~  to share and document s t a  knowledge about each 

protected area. This is particularly important when so many persons are 

almost eligible for retirement. One of the final survey respondents also 

commented that it is ided that the information is being stored in a database, 

which is a cornfortable adieu  for many of the new younger staff members 

who are cornfortable with information and uûormation technology as part  of 

decision making processes. 

Review of Supporting Literature 

1 have explored five domains, presented in the following sequence: 

Data, information and knowledge; 

Business intelligence (competitive intelligence; data warehousing; data 

integration; leaming object economies; knowIedge management); 

Communication, with a particdar focus in the intercultural" 

communication issues between professionals working with information 

management, and business; 

Change, wîth pBFticuIar reference to information technology, 

decentralisation and transformational leadership; and 

The "web" and c o ~ e c t i o n s  as important emergent concepts in science, 

business, information technoIogy and organisations. 



1) Data, Information and Knowledge 

J led by sorneone \ 
with wisdorn is more .'.\ 

-Fi likely to retain its soul. \A 

- Knowledge k the capacity 
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* for effective action. z 
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Perplexily is the beginning of knowledge. 
--Kirby and Hughes 

citing Kahlil Gibran (p.107, 1997) 

v Ecerybody neeh  information to do their work. 
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Figure 2-7 Quotes on Data, Information and Knowledge 

Before explorhg business intelligence, communication, change and webs, it is 

worth Iooking at the concepts of data, information and knowIedge, as they are 

central to a.U domains in this project, and I ofken hear them used almost 

interchangeably. There is no consensus on dennitions, but 1 wiU share some 

of the concepts which have been vaIuabIe to me in exploring m y  research 

questions. One way of looking at how these concepts relate is as building 

bIocks, with data being the most cornmon, and the lemt valuable of the three: 



Figure 2-2 The Flow Of Data Through Knowledge. 

This cluster of concepts could be expanded verticdy, where it might indude 

understanding, wisdom and application, 

OZeary & O'Leary, (p.5, 1995) state "data consists of the raw, unprocessed 

facts." Davenport & Pnisak (p.2, 1998) describe data as "smictured records 

of transactions." These might include the number of visitors to a given place 

in a given time period, or dollars spent on an item. When data are entered 

into an information system designed for andysis, the resdting assembly of 

data is usudy calIed a database. Databases for a park system might include 

one for expenditures, another for facilities, and so on. Many organisations 

have huge quantities of data, yet may be starved for good information. In 

Lance Secretan's book Reclaiming Higher Grotmd (p.6, 1996) he speaks of the 

abundance of data, rushed workers, and the resdt that the "soul is lefi with 

no time for contemplation." He goes on to say that 

"The current data deIuge is makhg people's lives miserable. 

Organizations need to deveIop an active and rigorously disciphed 

program Ieading to a dramatic reduction in the volume of data with a 



cornmensurate increase in its qualityen 

According to Davenport & Prusak b.4, 1998). data can be transformed into 

information by being: 

Contextuahed 

Categorized 

Cdcdated 

Corrected andlor 

Condensed, 

They quote Peter Drucker's definhg idormation as is "data endowed with 

relevance and purpose," and go on to Say "Information is meant to shape the 

person who gets it, to make some ciifference in his outlook or insight." 

Davenport & Pmsak @.3,1998). In other words, when the data are 

organised and put in contes, it must be done with considerable thought. Not 

only must a purpose be dehed ,  but the information builder must understand 

the business, the needs, and the culture o r  style of the persons who might 

access the information. 

At this level of transformation fkom data to information, such activities as 

contextualisation and condensation can be managed. By studying both the 

business of organisations, and the strengths of information techdogy tools, 

relevant information can be made available to workers. But this, in no way, 

guarantees a commensurate increase in knowledge. 

In my opinion, extemal management of knowIedge is probably not possible. 

As Davenport & Prasak phrase it, "Kuowledge derives fkom minds at work," 

b.5) and "IniowIedge includes wisdom and insight." b.3). Knowledge is an 

individual tiung, which bIends f i m a t i o n  and the human mind, with alI its 

variations and eccentricities. For knowIedge to grow, there must be 



motivation, ability and resources. A leader can help to establish good 

conditions for a healthy, Iearning organisation, but cannot tnily manage 

knowledge. However, there is a growing body of literature on "knowledge 

management." Senge (p. 421, 1999) suggests that poor communication is at 

the heart of the cohsion. "Much of this confimion ... cornes fkom this la& of 

clarity. People are investing in systems to capture, organize and disseminate 

idormation. and then c d h g  it "knowledge." ... Information technology, while 

nitical for enabling the spread of information, cannot "capture and store" 

knowledge. Only people can do that." 

However, I think these debates will continue for some tirne. Systems theory, 

with its focus on interrelationships, patterns and new views of reahty, also 

brings views of the mind which do not meld well with Newtonian science. 

Not that these ideas are new; it could be argued that the book of Genesis' 

statement "In the beginning there was the word," presents a systems theory 

concept. Capra (p.172. 1996) describes the mind as follows: 

"Accordhg to the theory of living systems, mind is not a theory, but a 

process - the very process of He, In other words, the organizing 

activity of living systems, at ail levels of He, is mental activitytSf The 

interactions of a living organisrn - plant, animal or human - with its 

environment are cognitive, or mental interactions. Thus He and 

cognition become inseparably comected. Mind - or, more accurately, 

mental process - is immanent in matter at aU levele of Me." 

In this context, perhaps knowIedge, or even wisdom, could be "managed" 

(using management in a much more colIaborative context than îts standard 

use-) 



In a more Îmmediately practicd r e a h ,  Davenport & Pmsak (p.6, 1998) Est 

the following activities as important for information to be transformed into 

knowledge: 

Cornparison 

Consequences 

Connections 

Conversation, 

It is d s o  important to note that comparison, connections and conversation 

are, by nature interdisciphary. In fact, Davenport & P n s a k  state that the 

staf f  members who are the most effective knowledge seekers, virtually always 

have to cross boundaries and ignore formal channels to get what they need. 

Dialogue and business intelligence tools are both vehicIes for encouraging the 

transformation of information into knowledge, and ultimately into wisdom. 

Mthough performance measurement could easily be  a domain on its own, the 

questions of cornparison and consequence beg comments about the connection 

with performance. There is a large body of recent literature on this topic, 

with a focus on global economies and cornpetition for the private sector, and 

accountability for the public sector. 1 wiII only make one comment here as a 

bridge between data/information/knowledge and business intelligence. In an 

on-iine article about effective business intelligence practices, Perkins (2000) 

wmte "The most effective and useful performance measures aie cross- 

functiond and are Linked to the appmpriate strategies, objectives, and 

performance criteria. Management's targets and thresholds for the measures, 

ofken based upon exterd benchmarks, torm the structure for an enterprise 

performance measurement system." 



2) Business Intelligence 

"From a very early age, we are taught to break apart problems, to 

fragment the world. This apparently makes complex tasks and subjects 

more manageable, but we pay a hidden, enormous price. We can no 

longer see the consequences of our actions; we lose o u  intrinsic sense 

of comection to a Iarger whole. When we then try to "see the big 

picture, we try to reassemble the kagments in our minds, to list and 

organize alI the pieces. But as physicist David Bohm says, the task is 

futile -- s i d a r  to trying to reassemble the fragments of a broken 

mirror to see a true reflection. Thus, after a while we give up trying to 

see the whoIe dtogether." 

- Peter Senge @.3 1990) 

Perhaps business intelligence tools couid be described as tools to help 

humans unravel the damage of reductionist thinking. 

This domain is important because it is the aspect of information management 

on which 1 have chosen to focus. A more comprehensive picture would, for 

example, indude records other than databases and maps (e.g., paper files, 

photographs) as  weU as issues amund unrecorded information. 

Business intelligence tools transform data into information, in the hope that 

the information will become applied knowIedge in successful Iearning 

organisations. These tooIs help to combat information overload, by helping to 

siR through huge quantities of data, and fit Iogical pieces together in a 

succinct and accessible way, to inform particdm deusions. Business 

intelligence is considered different than its predecessor, "decision support," in 

that it is a strategic tool intended to heIp with planning and pedormance 



measurement, rather than with purdy operational decisions. (Van Dnmen, 

1999). 

Much of the literature related to this project, cornes fiom the world of 

information technologists. Even within that world, the terms Vary amongst 

disciplines. David Porter of Open Learning Agency emphasised use of the 

terms "knowIedge management" and "Iearning object economies" in the 

education field. (personal communication, July 28, 1999) while several 

authors nom the business world refer to busuiess intelligence, cornpetitive 

intelIigence, data warehousing and debate issues around economies of scale. 

(Gruske 1998: Buckler, 1998; Crone, 1999; 

h t t p = / I ~ ~ 7 ~ . s o R w a r e . i b r n . c o m / d a t a / b u s n ~ i n t e ~ ;  Van Drunen, 1999; 

h t t p ~ / ~ ~ w . s o u r c e l c o n s d t a n t s . c o m / C o m p ~ x . h t m :  Hunter, 1999; etc-) 

These t e m s  seem foreign to many not working in infiormation technology, 

and arguable to others. For exampIe, Susanne Kelly (personal 

communication, August 4, 1999) states that "you cannot manage know1edge." 

Regardless of Ianguage, severai common themes emerge in much of the 

literature. h o s t  aII writÎng in this domain refers to the need to integrate 

data fkom previoudy separate sources, and often references information 

overload, or the concept, as I word it, of organisations being data-rich, but 

information-poor (Greiner, 1997; Crone, 1999; Hunter, 1999; Gmske, 1998; 

'Software Geared Software Geared To New Corporate Paradigm", 1996; GU, 

1999; Deck, 1999; Atre, 1998 Warehouse Wisdom; Quinn, 1999). A recent 

study of Canadian businesses, sponsored by the National Research Coucil, 

found this is a pattern right across the country; perhaps more so than in the 

U.S. The study, as desdec i  by Crone, (1999) concIuded that "Canadian 

business must beef up intelligence sküls or risk getting le& behind ..." Co- 

author Jonathan CaIof said "the d e  of thumb in intelligence work is that 

only 20% to 25% of y o u  time shouId be spent m collection." The sponsoring 



organisation mifiors this common situation, spending more effort coUecting 

and storing data than using it. The data are stored in " d o s  which match 

administrative silos in the organisation, whereas most plans and decisions 

conceptually cross, or shodd cross, administrative boundaries. 

The tone of much of the writing in the business intelligence domain is 

energetic, and optimistic about the potential of existing technologies to 

reduce effort and impmve effectiveness ("Software Geared to New Corporate 

Paradigm", 1996; Gill, 1999; Deck, 1999; Dombek, 1999; Gibson, 1998). 

Much of the l i t e ra tw  speaks to the rapid growth of business intelligence 

andlor data warehousing. Perkins, (2000) a former systems analyst fkom the 

White House staff, says in uncharacteristic vernacular: "Data warehousing is 

one of the hottest hdustry trends - for good reason. A well-defined and 

properly implemented data warehouse can be a vaiuable cornpetitive tool.." 

AIthough much of the writing focuses on private sector examples, comments 

are similar for the public sector. Dorobek (1998) points out that rnembers of 

the public have increasing expectations for a "single government face," and 

Gill(1999) describes how governments at dl levels are "modernizing systems 

to stzeamiine processes, improve information exchange and provide better 

quaIity and breadth of services tu their citizens ..." 
(http://www.oracle.com/publicsectorl) Osborne & PIastrik (1998) describe 

several major changes in the evohtion of governments, some of which, such 

as performance measurement, customer-orientation and decentralisation, are 

a logicd fit itth business intelligence tools. 

It occurred to me chat the enthusiasm in many articles may be i d a t e d  

because of the biases and vested hterests of the t echn id  writers and 

editotial policies of periodicah. Because of my own inchations to be 

optimistic about th& teciino10gg. 1 Iooked for opportunities to confirm or 

contest the "biased technician'' idea. Very IittIe seems to have been dt ten  



by business (as opposed to technical) persons, so 1 searched to h d  

information about how well businesses are treating business intelligence 

professionals. At present, experienced professionals in this field are in very 

high demand, and average as much as 88,000. American dollars annually in 

the most lucrative sector (pharmaceuticals.) DuRng the course of this 

project, an IT professional with whom 1 have been working, has had a 

number of offers. with huge increases in inrome. h m  the private sector. 1 

think it unlikely that private sector corporations, with their focus on the 

bottom line, would make signiscant investments in hardware, software, 

salaries and contract dollars without sharing that optimism and without 

seeing some tangible benefits within a reasonable period of t h e .  

However. many articles are dso  tempered with observations that few 

organisations are taking advantage of that potential. that failme rates of 

projects are extremely high, and that reasons for failme relate to both 

cultural and technical issues. (Deck. 1998; Deck, 1999; Dryden, 1997; Bruno, 

1996; Crone, 1999; Foley, 1999; Perkins 2000). Burger (1998) goes so far a s  

to say that Canada's adoption rate of business intelligence is "at a standstill? 

A key cultural issue which is broader than the business intelligence field is 

the tendency for information technology specialists, who may have little or no 

background in the business of the organisation, trying to effect the potential 

of the technology, while persons who know the business me not being 

engaged in those discussions (Porter personal communication July 28,1999; 

Dewar, personal communication, August, 1999). Aaron Zornes, executive 

vice president at META Group is quoted by Gill(1999) as saying that 

L I T  shodd also team with an appropriate business partner, or 

'champion,' for the proposed BI project. Skeptical management will be 

more receptive to a project that has business backers who can c o d k m  

and acknowledge the benefits expected? 



One &tical reason for Ïnvolving business persons is because of their 

knowledge of the data. Meta-data, or information which describes the data, 

is "the glue" of success of business intelligence efforts, (Porter, personal 

communication, Jdy 28, 1999) and is reinforced in article afker article such 

as the following piece by Deck (1998.) 

"Meta data is a hot topic right now because more and more long-term 

business decisions are being made on the basis of data warehouse data, 

said Michael Abbey, president of Michael Abbey Systems International 

Inc., an independent consultancy based in Ottawa ... 

The halists selected by coiifesence organizers as  Pioneering Products 

of 1998 also show how much attention is being paid to meta data. Tools 

for meta-data management and administration captured three of the 

six nnalist spots.m 

Strictly speaking, metadata is the syntax contained in the data dictionary 

that dehes the physical database schema, but it is often used more broadly, 

to include useful information about the data. Kucera & Faulkner (1998) 

propose the term metocontent to describe both. Metacontent serves both 

technical needs, and allows peopIe to find data that meets a particdar 

business need, and judge its fitness for use 

One unfortunate hding in the literature is that the information technology 

community working in this field of data integration does not seem to have an 

integrated vision. Not ody are there fkactures amongst content disciphes 

(e-g., education's "Iearning object economies" and the "cornpetitive 

intelligence" of business) but there are fkactures reIated to optimal scope (Le, 

the more holistic "data warehouse" vs. the more confhed and mmageabIe 



"data mart"). (Saunders, 1998; Gruske, 1998; Hunter, 1999) Perhaps these 

turfbattles are products of the frustration being experienced by specialists 

who feeI undemdued and under-utilised. Such pressures can bring cornmon 

organisational Iearning disabilities, such as the concept of the enemy being 

out there," to the surface (Senge, 1990). John Zachman highlights the irony 

of being in the midst of an information frenzy with the information systems 

communïty experiencing unprecedented IeveIs of stress because of down- 

sizing, out-sourcing, workload, etc. In speaking about the scope of projects, 

he describes efforts to build systems piece by piece, program by program, and 

hdinp that when they are done, they typicdy dodt fit together all that well. 

This c m  compound scepticism in management cirdes. So the modest 

contained efforts which some professionab promote as being simple, can have 

long-term costs. 

On a h a I  note, 1 found two references to fears that idormation technology 

may be a threat to the perceived value of humans. The fkst, from an on-Luie 

article reads: 

"...part of what knowledge management seems to be trying to do is 

embody in automated systems the critical knowledge that makes the 

organization tick. 1s the real goal to make people less important, 

because too many managers redy don't Like the idea of peopIe being 

too vital?" (Buckler, 1998) 

The second is a wonderful quote of Sydney J. Harris, used by Davenport and 

Pmsak @.123,1998) to introduce their chapter "TechnoIogies for Kitowledge 

Management? 'The reaI danger is not that computers will begin to think like 

men, but that men will begin to think like computers." 



Perhaps the common gmund here is best stated by Senge @. 167,1990): 

forest trïpped and feu. As the blind man nimmaged about the forest or 

he discovered that he had f d e n  over a cripple. The blind man and the 

cripple struck up a conversation, commiserating on their fate. The 

blind man said, "1 have been wandering in thÏs forest for long as 1 c m  

remember, and 1 cannot see to fînd m y  way out." The cripple said, "1 

have been lying on the forest floor for as long as 1 can remember, and 1 

cannot get up to walk out." As they sat there talking, suddenlp the 

cripple cried out. "I've got it," he said. Tou lift me up onto your 

shoulders and 1 wiU teII you where to waIk. Together we can find our 

way out of the forest." According to the ancient storyteller, the b h d  

man symbolized rationality. The crippIe symbolized intuition. We d l  

not h d  our way out of the forest und  we learn how to integrate the 

two," 

Perhaps this story recounted by Senge is a way of describing a gap in our 

current pallet of sciences. As Dr. Seeley articdated it in a recent Victoria 

lecture on complex adaptive systems (ZOOO), "it is time for a f i s t  person 

science." 

In sumrnary, BC Parks is not alone in recognising the need for transforming 

data into relevant, accessibIe information. Based on the literature review, 

the organisation may be unusual in that a business person h s t  sought out 

the information technoIogy tools to fiIl a business need. In actual fact, there 

are pmbably many organisations which, Iike BC Parks in 1997, have few 

i n t e d  IT specidists and resources, and where business persons need to be  

change agents. Good commnnication is devdoping between business and 

information technology sections of the Department and Mhhtry, as reflected 



in a technical journal article by Mhistry IT staff member Andrew Faulkner 

("Deploying Business Intelligence in a Dishibuted Data Warehouse Using 

Oracle Discoverer and Reports" 1999) 

"Through developing expertise with Oracle Discoverer and integrating 

it with Oracle Reports, the Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks 

has leveraged available resources and th& investment in the data 

warehouse in£rastructure to deliver timely, appropriate and previously 

inaccessible decision support information to the right user. Choosing a 

business intelligence tool for the user has dramatic cost and 

functionality implications ... &4t mLP, BI involves the integration of 

base information (both attribute a spatial) ... to detect signiscant events 

and dari& difficult issues. Specific examples include.. htegrating 

park and protected area information ..." 

In Empowering an Environment, Philip Gill(1999) describes a practicd 

application in the Ministry. "One of the reports we produced guides priorities 

for conducting rkk assessments in each of those protected areas," says 

MacGiIIivray . "We pull together basic information about the parks fbm one 

database; management status and target idormation fiom a second 

database; and safety and security incidents &om a third-and we put those 

incidents into a ratio with the number of people visiting the protected area, 

f?om a fourth database. W e  publish this information in Iogisticd 

administrative packages sorted fkom the highest to Iowest ratios of incidents 

to visitors." 

Faulkner outlines some of the hctors which his section's manager. Gary 

Cooney, thinks are key to the progress and successes in the Ministry to-date: 

"enforcement of data management and technology standards; 



a clear understanding of the key business requirements; 

keeping the vision dynamic and non-technicaI; 

management of expectations; 

using ministry staff  in a team environment to brainstorm, 

prototype and Mplement the vision; 

creating an environment to encourage experts to be innovative." 

Later in the report, 1 wiU note that staffmembers of this Ministry's 

information systems section were fkequently mentioned by BC Governent 

sunrey respondents as being leaders in data integration and information 

management, implying that the list above has had some testing and 

rehement  in a public sector context. 

In British Columbia's Ministry of Environment Lands and Pmks, there is an 

unusual opportunity to tap into the potential of the technoiogy, and apply it 

to strengthen a process which is gaining momentum. This opportunity is 

particularly signiticant for BC Parks, because it deda with such a wide range 

of interreIated data. The human-centred action research approach, using 

elements ofappreciative inquiry, is founded in the beIief that front-Iine staff 

members are centrai to the process, and the business intelligence tooIs are 

just that: tools to help sort and present staff knowledge in ways that wiU 

help people make informed judgements more quiddy and easily. 



3) "lnter-culturai" Communication 

"He that would be a leader must be a bridge" 

Welsh Proverb quoted by Walker (2000) 

Tower in organizations is the capacity generated by reIationships." 

Kirby and Hughes quoh'ng Wheatley b.64.199 7) 

"UnfomuiateIy, our BTJ industrg is famous for teaching Greek in Greek." 

Anil Kapur (pers comm 2000) 

"People can't share knowledge if they don't speak a common Ianguage." 

Davenport and Rusak (p.98,1998) 

"This is what I consider dialogue - for people to realize what is on each 

other's minds without coming to any conclusions or judgements. In a 

dialogue we have to sort of weigh the question a Iittle, ponder it a 

Little, feel it out. You become more familiar with how thought works." 

David &hm quoted by Sur7 Gablik @p.25-26, 1995) 

There are many references in the Iiterature to the importance of getting 

business (non-technical) persons involved with projects. This does not 

surprise me, as 1 have been treated as something of an odditg in my deaLUigs 

with the information technology community. 1 have generdy found that 

systems experts are very surprïsed and pleased that 1 am interested: 1 have 

sometimes heard comments dong the lines of Tve heard one should h d  a 

champion - that must be what you are,' or 'Oh - you're a real user!' 1 have 

&O found it unusudy chdenging, to say the ieast, to &are my 

understanding and vision of applied technoIogy. Some business persons are 

codortabIe, as Iong as 'technoIogy" is left out of the equation (Tm only 

talking about a h e w o r k ;  this doesn't have anything to do with a 

database,")d some IT persons can have equal diEcnI@ understanding 

potentiilr appIicatiom of the technology ("1 understand why we are having 



trouble communicating; you're taKing about business needs.") These 

experiences have led me to think about communication between business and 

technical communities - with their Merent  vocabularies and work styles 

(Musselwhite & Ingram, 1999) - as inter-cultural communication. 

Some may consider my use of the term "inter-cultural," and my use of some 

traditional inter-cultural research extreme. Before beginning the literature 

search in this area, my comfort with this direction was intuitive. It was 

based on my own experiences tsying to bridge communication between those 

cultures, and my awareness of the often signincant "Iinguistic" dineremes 

between them. Just as Zdu has developed 39 one-word concepts for green to 

address their culturai needs. (Lewis, 1996) and "no westerner could possibly 

appreciate the spider's web of duties and obligations implied by the Japanese 

words gin' and on, " (Lewis, 1996. p.13 l), information technologists have 

created many tenus, such as business intelligence, for concepts absent in 

plain English. My cornfort grew as 1 found adaptable concepts in the broader 

literature, and recognition of interculturd communications issues in business 

literature. For example Davenport and Pnisak (1998) write about British 

Petroleum hiring consultants to translate ideas fkom North Sea oil rig 

roughnecks into language the executives can better understand. 

Mintzberg (cited by Cossette, 1998) presented research that "managers 

devoted between 57% and 89% of their time to verbal communication.'' 

Cossette utes Mintzberg, Pondy, Mitroff and Smircich in discussing how IÏttle 

research has gone h t o  language in the context of organisational cultures. 

Without a Iarge Iiterature base to support or refute my treating information 

technoIogy and business communities as cdtures, with different 

vocabularies, grammars, and experience bases, 1 have proceeded with the 

inqtliry. 



Language is a good starting-point. I have attempted to minimise jargon in 

this proposal, but the temptation is strong to adopt some information 

technology language, such as "business intelligence," because there is no 

efficient translation. This is why terms such as "esprit de corpsn get dropped 

into our language: not so much because we really understand and embrace 

them, but because we just dont have the same concept, o r  a simple term for 

it, in Englïsh (Lewis, 1996). 

The technologists, who may be  driving the data Litegration movement, have 

a language of their own. Because 1 am working to avoid it through the rest of 

the paper, 1 am going to directly quote the three major entry points - or 

welcome mats ifyou wish -- to the IMS website: the website of a group 

dedicated to improuing the accessibility of educational materiak 

"Welcome to the IMS web site. IMS is a gIobal coaIition of academic, 

commercial and government organizations, working together to define 

the Intemet architecture for Iearning. IMS is an initiative of 

"http://www.educause.edur' EDUCAUSE." 

"In November 1994, Educom (now "http~/www.educause.eduP 

EDUCAUSE) launched a new initiative c d e d  the National Learning 

Infrastructure Initiative ("http:/~w~w.educause.edd~~~ The NLII 

identined a common need among educational institutions for 

nonproprietary, Internet-based strategies for customizing and 

rnanaging the instructional process and for integrating content h m  

multiple publishers in distributed-or *al-learning 

envkronments." 

The primary work of IMS revolves amund the production of technical 

specincations for IMS cornpliant envimnments and mate*. The kst 



version of the IMS technical specincations and an integrative 

protome was reIeased in March of 1998. The version 1.0 work efforts 

of IMS are organized around the development of specincations in four 

areas: 

Meta-data 

Packaging and Run-time services 

Profiles 

Enterprise integration." 

Readers who Iive in the IT world may not be aware that it wodd take a very 

motivated lay person to step beyond these "welcome mats." 

Even in face-to-face communication, problems are bound to arise. 

Information technology has borrowed dozens of words from English, but 

changed their meaning signincantly enough to cause confusion. As a cchild 

studying French, my teacher c d e d  these "faux amisw or "fdse friends": 

t e m s  you rnight think you understand through familiarity, but probabiy 

don't. Enterprise, platform, client, legacy, system, application, and 

nomalishg are just a few examples. 

In a recent full-day meeting about information technology 1 heard many 

examples. For example, an IT person proposed "mu& serve a variety of 

clients," as an evaIuatiun criterion. Rnowing that the business persons in the 

room were probably thinking of clients in the context of "public," "field staf f  

and so on, 1. encorrraged more discussion, where it became clear the reference 

was to "thin," "medium" and "thick" clients: terms which desmie technoIogy 

choices based on the nature of the data users want to access, and the nature 

of the work they need to do when they get it. The term "Legacg" is one 

example 1 h d  partidarIy interesting, in that two organisations with whom 



1 have worked have used this term as a high-profile, value-based concept 

associated with leaving natural Iandscapes intact for hture generations. 

Here is a typical phrase using "legacf' fkom the information technology 

world: "the inventory of existing systems has corne to be referred to as 'the 

Iegacy,' a kind-of "albatross," a penalty to be paid for the mistakes of the 

past.." (Zachman, l993-l997) 

Part of the reason 1 h d  the confusion in terminology so interesting is 

Susanne Kelly's (personal communication, December 1999) reference to 

complexî~ literature, in which "one finds that in the case of two networks 

rnerging (e-g., business Itechnology) they will connect at the f i g e  of each 

(where constituents of each are able to leam the Ianguage of the other.)" In 

other words, the fertile ground for synergy amund one of the most important 

concepts of our time - interconnectedness - is a minefield, unless 

participants are motivated. humble, and patient enough to engage in true 

dialogue. 

Not only do information technologists have their own Ianguage, but 

information technology itself has characteristics which resemble Ianguage. 

For example, the human mind can easily envision "many to many" 

relationships (another borrowed IT term which 1 will attempt to exphin in 

English.) A grocery store can selI produce, meats and baked goods; baked 

goods can be sold by grocerg stores and bakeries; meats can be sold by 

grocerg stores and butchers, etc. Each vendor can  have many product h e s ,  

and each pmduct line can have many vendors. No pmblem, right? 

Cornputers are fm less flexi%1e, and if they are to serve their users efficiently, 

they adhere to a form of r@d grammar whÏch favours one to many, or one to 

OIE, relationships to conneet data which are to be integrated and andysed. If 

business persons are to prepare fiameworks whkh can be used by cornputers, 

they need to consider "cornputer grammafl in their delcberations. 



This is awkward and a bit humiliating. Many decades ago, anthropoIogist 

Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whod (cited in Haviland, 1990) argued that 

language can shape, as well as reflect, culture. Camps forxned (and still 

exist today) arguing for or against this hypothesis, (with appreciative enquiry 

being one schooI favouring the Whofian hypothesis.) What staff members of 

many organisations are now experiencing, is a driving need for integration of 

their systems, so that they can speak to efficiency, effectiveness and 

performance targets, coupled with varying stages of realisation that they 

cannot do this without having their culture reshaped by the "Ianguage" of 

technology. "We must collaborate as we have never done in our history," says 

David Porter of the Open Learning Agency (personal communication, J d y  28, 

1999.) Managers h d  they need to share standards across cultural silos if 

they are to be able to integrate their data (such as customer and hanc ia l  

information; or senrice and satisfaction data). The silos may be nested, and 

the sharing of standards may need to extend amongst ministries, companies 

and institutions, either for purposes of effectiveness, e.g, many companies 

may want to use common demographic data, or commerce, e-g., post 

secondary institutions may want to seII, trade or  licence course materiah. 

(Porter, persond communication, Jdy 28,1999.) 

1 have been unable to h d  writing fkom the business perspective about how to 

approach, and effectively communicate with, the technology community. 

Writing fiom the information technology perspective about communicating 

with business persons usudy has a t e c h n i d  focus (e-g., how to "create 

stunnùig 3-D charts in minutesn (Tessler, 1999)J If the focus is not technical, 

it IikeIy has a career advancement or  sales focus, s u c .  a s  Jacob's (1998) Iead: 

"No matter how good your technicd sMs are, you probably won" move up 

the IT career Iadder uniess your writing measures up." One of the rare 



artides to focus entireIy on communication with business persons uses an 

extended sports metaphor, and excerpt of which follows: 

"...Those crucial points are known as 'customer moments'-interactions 

when other humans either embrace or ignore differentiating aspects of 

your company's credentids or  your marvelous solution. F d  here and 

the game is lost . 
So what tools do you have to win these moments? What strategies are 

in your playbook? -And what's the other team doing to win this away 

&om you? 

* Tool No. 1: Your Br ain..." (Wax, 1997) 

hother of the communications techniques beuig use to pmmote business 

intelligence technology to the corporate world is the use of machuiery 

metaphors. Articles indude references to management cockpits, war rooms 

(Keenan, 1998) and executive dashboards (GU, The Business Intelligence 

Game, 1999). Using tems which emphasise codüct, or achievement over 

connections may be a successîid marketing pIoy for some target audiences, 

but wiU exdude others. For example, many women and some men who tend 

to focus more collaborative agendas, may be put off by miIitary or machuiery 

metaphors çraMen, 1991). These metaphors dso, in my opinion. have the 

potentid to misrepresent the nature and advantages of business intelligence 

tools. Technology has changed war, just as it is influencing organisational 

culture. S d y  Helgesen (1995) descriies Operation Desert Storm as the hst 

post-modern war, which Uustrated how "technology bas] become an 

instrument for rad icdy  difhsing hierarchical power in the very prototype of 

the chain-ofkommand hiemchical organization, the military unit." b.26) 

Fortunately, most North Americans today are exposed to war more through 

histoRcal media than thmugh recent experience; this history does littIe to 



illuminate interco~ectedness as an emergent prerequisite for the 

architecture of organisational cultures and information systems. 

By sifting through the jargon, ball games and war moms, it is possible to h d  

the occasional artide which addresses the inter-cultural challenges of 

communication. Executive Communications Group Chairman Peter Giuliano, 

(cited by Steen, 1999) speaks about the effectiveness ofstorytelling. He 

criticises most presentations as being "strings of connected bits of data," and 

recommends storytelling a s  a way of making information "tangible and 

mernorable." When asked where to begin in preparing a story, Giuliano 

replies 

"Throw your mind wide open; let your emotions nin free. We work so 

hard to think as opposed to feel and imagine, and you've got to allow 

yourself to feel and imagine. Most of lifers decisions -- personal 

decisions and business decisions -- are driven by emotions." 

This fits well with obsewations by George, Jones and Gomales (1998) in 

their paper on the role of affect in cross-cultural negotiations. They point out 

chat Little research has been done in this area, but that linguistic Merences 

can dampen positive moods and contribute to uncertainty and negative 

What about the belief that peopIe are better educated, more Iiterate and have 

proportionately more knowiedge and ski& for overcoming communication 

barriers? At Ieast two factors may be working against this assumption. 

There is a common joke amongst students in Asia, decribed by WaÎtIey @.IO, 

1995) which goes something Like this: Q. What do you c d  someone who 

speaks two Ianguages? A Bilingud. Q. What do pou c d  someone who 

speaks more than two langriages? k Mdtilingud. Q. What do you c d  



someone who speaks one Ianguage? A. American. 1 think a typical Canadian 

response to this "joke" wouid be to disassociate ourselves fkom American 

attitudes, but o u  track records with extirpation and extinction of some First 

Nations languages, and many emotional responses to official biluigualism (a 

word fiagged as non-existent by this spell-checker) indicate otherwise. In 

this culture we may not embrace opportuzilties to embrace new language, 

partïcularly when it requires revealing ignorance and using advanced 

communications skills in which most of us have had no formal training. 

Secondly, there is evidence that our language abilities are shrinking. 

"Linguistics experts estimate that the average citizen's vocabdary is 

decreasing by roughly 1 percent a year. The English language has 

over 450,000 words. Most of our daily conversations are made up of a 

mere .100 words - of which some of the most commonly used are 1, me, 

rny and mine." 

--(Waitleyp. I2, 1995) 

What c m  be done to improve communication between business and 

technology-centred cultures? George, Jones & Gonzales (1998) referencing 

Graham suggest that "the extent to which negotiators are prokient in each 

other's language has important implications for negotiation processes," partly 

because those who do not understand the other language may feel 

threatened. The same authors cite Forgas's affect infusion model, which 

links the emotions which negutiators feel with their abilities to process 

cornplex information. Fear and complexity aren't very compatïïle. AIthough 

Graham was speaking of Ianguages in a traditional sense, my experiences 

observing persons who use business and techaicd jargon without adequate 

context and paraphrasing, effect the same results: discornfort and 

dimininhed capacities to Iearn or envision the appIicaticm of that Iearning. 

When I k s t  became invohed with business intelligence, I was abIe to 



delegate work to tdented individuds t e m p o r d y  available for that purpose. 

It was not mtil they lefi, and I had to Ieam more of the Ianguage, grammar 

and context of systems, that 1 began to feel cornfortable and constructive in 

my work with technology professionals. 

When confronted with the jargon and mystique of IT professionals, it is easy 

to assume they live in a culture of cofidence. Jeff Fbwler (1999) wrote a 

very candid piece about the psyche of IT professionals, based on many years 

of work in that culture. He acknowledges communications issues are 

significant and claims that understanding the "IT psyche is crucial in making 

communications work,.." He shares storÏes which explain why many persons 

in the profession share four attributes and experiences: fear of Iooking 

foolish, often being yeiled at, feeling of under-appreciation. and diniculty in 

communicating. 

The signincance of these experiences is even greater when put in the context 

of Blanshard's work (pp.171-172, 1997) which describes ego as the greatest 

addiction problem in organisations today, with self-doubt as a particularly 

destructive manifestation of this addiction, 

In his own way, Fowler again reinforces the importance of cross-culturd 

specialists by advising managers: "if your Company is fortunate enough to 

have a technicdy-sawy marketer or a marketing-sawy technician, hoId on 

to that person for dear Me.'' 

In BC Parks, one of the reasons we have more of an opportunity than a 

problem is that we do have cross-cultural specialists in both the central 

Mini- and in BC Parks. Part of the project wi l l  be to explore the 

sipaincance of such cross-culturd links. 



4) Change 

"Thought creates the world ... I diddt do it-* 

David &hm quoted by Peter Senge @p-353-354,1999). 

'The only constant is change,' is a cliché of our the ,  so it is not surprising 

that there is a large and varied body of literature on this topic. Despite the 

apparent inevitability of change, much of the literature focuses on eEecm 

change, presumably to fit with the needs of the organisation, the interests of 

the practitioner, or both. Change in the public sector (at aU levels and in 

countries around the world) is being driven by "a global economy, dissatisfied 

citizens, and fiscal crisis." (D. Osborne & P. Plastrik, p.8, 1997). They go on 

to list strategies for government improvements which the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECO) describes a s  common amss 

many jurisdictions. These include decentralisation; a re-examination of what 

government shodd  do; downsizing combined with privatisation and 

corportisation; more cost-effective delivery mechanisms; customer orientation 

incIuding explicit quality standards; performance measurement and reduced 

regdation. 

The concept of leadership is inevitably associated with change; leadership to 

maintain status quo in times of change seems like an oxymoron. Kouzes and 

Posner @.36,1995) contrast management with Ieadership, looking, in part, to 

dictionary descriptions of their roots: 

"...the word lead, at its roots, means 'go, travel, guide.' Leadership has 

about it a kinesthetic feel Leaders 'go nrst.' They're pioneers. They 

begin the que& for new order. They venture into unexpIored temtory  

and guide us to new and unfamiliar destinations." 



Kouzes and Posner go on to describe how exernplary Ieaders ofien effect 

profound changes in organisations which made things rad icdy  different. 

(p.37) No doubt, these changes affected many individuds, and caused 

associated stresses and uncertainties. Action research and appreciate 

inquiry principles emp hasise how critical it is to support organisational 

strengths. This can be particuiarly chdenging when, as Fisher points out, 

massive change ofken leads to cul tura l  erosion. Eric Newell paraphrased this 

conceni in a discussion of the need for innovation in Syncrude, when he said 

'ou culture has worked weU for us in the past; we need to figure out if, o r  

how, we can save the best of that culture while movùig into the future.' 

(personal communication, August 14 1998) Persons in leadership roles need 

to be acutely aware of not ody the issues and strategies of change 

management, but also the rationaie and ethics behind the change initiative. 

Exploration of the ethics of change must involve acknowledging and working 

with the conceptual baggage the author has about the topic (Kirby and 

McKenna pp.49-52. 1989). Three potentidy important observations about 

myseff corne to mind when I think about change. First, as nn innovator 

(based on Musselwhite and Ingram's Change Style Indicator,) 1 am relatively 

comfortable with change. 1 am also working on this project with several 

information technology professionds, and persons in this profession f d  into 

the innovator category much more fkequently than is stat is t icdy probable 

(Greer, pers. cornm. 1999). Susanne Kelly (author, vice president, CitiCorp) 

describes this in the context o f c o ~ c t i n g  objectives: 

"Connicting objectives are interesting dso. People are comfortable 

with what is, and wiI I  many times stay with a "what is" that's awful 

and known rather than move to the "potentiaPr of something that 

might be better but is unknowm NaturaIly that means their objective 

is to keep things the same. The whole objective ofpeople in tecbnoIogy 



is to change things - make things different. They have a strike against 

them h m  the onset." (personal communication, December 1999). 

Secondly, as an "intuitive" ("NT" based on Myers Briggs,) 1 think in the realm 

of possibilities. I am not concemed if my Îmmediate conceptual environment 

is somewhat chaotic, because it is in transition fkom the past to the hture, 

hopefully driven by important principles and goals. 1 am aware (from 

attending a large Myers Briggs workshop in our organisation) that our 

organisation has a largely "SJ" culture: strong on pragmatism and 

application. Thirdly, 1 lean towards decentralised organisational models, so 1 

ask rnyseif if a potential change would help fhnt h e  staff members. If it 

would, I am more inclined to proceed. These three sets of perspectives give 

me advantages for doing important work which fits with organisational 

direction. However, these perspectives are also very Merent  fkom those of 

many staffmembers with whom 1 work. This, coupled with the chdenges 

faced by our organisation, creates what I believe is a typicd leadership 

scenario: the need for change, the potential for change, and numerous 

challenges, ranging fkom communication to strategy, associated with that 

potential. 

Recent writings about organisationai change ofken move beyond the cause- 

and-effect school of leader behaviour into systems and complexiw theory. In 

The FiRh Discipline, Senge @.3, 1990) relates this to our cuIture and 

childhoods by stating: "From a very eady age, we are tau& to break apart 

pmblems, to fkagment the worId ... but we pay a hidden, enormous pricel" 

One of the many change models avaiIabIe looks at three apparent reasons for 

resistance to change. It categorises those reasons as foIIows: 



(Greer 1999 referencing Kotter) 

Figure 2-3 Causes of Apparent Resistance to Change 

The graphic emphasises that dthough people may not appear to be willing to 

change, a la& of willingness is relativeiy uncommon, compared with missing 

information or s u s ,  

Because many believe we have changed fiom food foraging societies, through 

agricultural and industrial ages, and into an information age, many authors 

link ideas about change with those about data, information and knowledge. 

In their exploration of research, Iiteracy and equity? Rirby and McKenna 

(1989) reference Bernays' Chomsky's and others' ideas of knowledge as 

power, the engineering of consent, the fieedom to persuade and suggest, and 

the domination of the fiow of information. They emphasise that many do not 

have access to even basic information (compromising the democratic process) 

because of Iiteracy issues. In many modem organisations, one could add 

workload and information overload to those issues which can segregate staff 

members &om impoamt information. 

Systems and complexity theory proponents aIso make this link between 

change and information sharuig. Tom Petzinger (cited by B. Stevenson, 

Royal Roads University, unpubIished work, 1999) in his study of 

entrepreneurs and Ieaders using compIexÏty science to change ways of doing 



business, notes that %y distributing information and authority while 

celebrating individuality and creativity over conformity. everyone gains." In 

"Swimming in the Enterprise Pool - An Allegory," Susanne Kelly shares four 

simple d e s  which she believes are key in supporting unity of purpose. One 

of those d e s  is to "Leam together by sharing our perspectives or versions of 

information - Institute open learning for everyone." (Kelly, unpubhhed 

work, 1999). Waitfey (p.9.1995) states that, "me dramatic transformations 

caused by knowledge portabihty and global cornpetition leave no time to pass 

orders down a chah of command. Leaders must empower others to react 

quickly." James R. Fisher Jr., PhD. lists numerous reasons why the 

information age does not mesh well with hierarchical or cause and effect 

thinking. His points include 

The information explosion has far outpaced the worker's abiLity to 

comprehend, much Iess control it. Obsession with control o d y  exacerbates 

the chaos 

Information technoIogp is creating distiilctIy different workers, with 

solipsistic styles and perspectives. Their transitional posture is often 

counterproductive and counterintuitive, meaning they fail to respond to 

conventional demands and motivators. 

Information is the critical mass of work, not conventional activity. 

Productivity is gauged less în hours spent doing and more in illuminating 

insight thinking. 

The information edge no Ionger resides with management, but is weU- 

distributed throughout the workforce. With beepers, cellular phones, 

faxes, e-mail, laptops, the Internet, and video phones, there are no more 

secrets. 

Helgesen (1995) cites ZubuEs work w6ic.h examines how information 

tecbnoIogy forces front-iine people to deveIop a more comprehensive and 



conceptual grasp of their work and their organisations. In m y  experience 

there is a complement to this observation. Information technology forces the 

traditional thinkers or advisors of a Iearning organisation to better 

understand the firent-he issues. 

A common theme in this literature is the fiusion of contsol. Raised in a 

reductionist culture, it is easy to think that if the leader does A & B. then 

change C w i l l  result. They challenge this notion, and the larger concept of 

control, in a world which is very complex, interconnected, and bears virtudy 

no resemblance to the test tube environments in which cause and effect can 

function in a comfortably reliable way. KeUy says it can be particulady 

chdenging for persons within an organisation to redise the organisation 

itself is not a dosed system, and change must be considered in the context of 

its interactions with surrounding systems. (seminar, 1999) 

According to Osborne and Gaebler (1992), it is ais0 difficult for government 

organisations to give up control of delivery, and focus on poIicy and planning. 

They describe this as "steering rather than rowing" @p. 25-48) and suggest 

that government should divest itselfof as much hands-on work as possible. 

(The levels of management hmework worked with in this process, focuses on 

accomphhments, r e g d e s s  of whether they are achieved by staff, 

contractors, volunteers, or other groups or organisations.) 

'49 compIexiity is better understood, and information is more effectively 

shared, traditional leadership practices are being questioned and changed. 

Rigidity, centralisation and hierarchy, which have aU been valuable tools in 

other times and places, are ofken recogaised as comtraints. Traditional, 

transactional models of leadership (Picard, 1998) are giving way to 

transformational models which better B with complex systems and instant 

information access. Authors, Ïncluding Morgan, have pointed out 



shortcomings of rigid systems and strengths of flexible ones, in an 

idormation age. 

"Bureaucratie organizations tend to be variety-reducing systems, They 

take complex and uncertain patterns of information and, through 

d e s ,  programs, and standardized fiames of interpretation, try to filter 

the variance and create confor mity... They encourage organization as a 

disciplined activity." 

Self-organizing systems, on the other hand, try to remain open to 

novelty. They thrive on randomness, ambiguity, and contradiction. 

using the dilemmas and problerns thus created to generate innovative 

responses. (Morgan pp. 17-18 1997) 

BeIasco and Stayer state this change in the context of penonal Iearnings and 

the predictability of herd animals in "Flight of the Buffalo." 

"For people to want to own the responsibility, and stop being victims, I 

had to change my behavior. I loved rescuing people. 1 loved solving 

problems. The result? People were h e d  up waiting to be rescued, 

People kept bringkig me problems to soIve. My people did just what I 

wanted them to do. If1 wanted to play head buff 'o ,  they were more 

than wdhg to play buffalo herd member." (p.64, 1993) 

Tramdiormational leadership c m  be subtle. A practitioner will probably be 

far Iess visible than the "command and controP or "chaRsmatic" leaders with 

which we historicdy have more Eamiliarity. Literature sometîmes refers to 

"invisibIe leaders," (WaitIey p.145) or "Ieading by following." (Lao Tsu, 

http#wwwshinapage.org/gnihtd)- In O'Brien's study of persons who have 

been successfuI transformational Ieaders in the Iow-statu field of records 



management, he states "participants tend to minimize the import of their 

own leadership cornpetencies. While proud of their achievements, they are 

nonetheless qui& to credit others ..." Even those who are scepticd about 

these "new" leadership models and think they have not witnessed their 

success, may be surrounded by them or part of them, without realising it. 

Transformational leadership. with its products of participation. f l e x i b w  

and responsiveness, could seern exciting, frightening or both. Mintzberg 

(1999) presented graphics depicting the f o u  philosophies of managing: the 

set, the chah, the hub and the web. Sets are associated with allocating; 

chahs with controhg, hubs with co-ordinating and webs with energising. 

He states: 

"For companies to thrive in today's economy, management has to be 

put in its place - another place, that is. Not atop the chart - at least 

not in ail but the most tightly controlled, highly programmed 

bureaucraties - but d o m  into its essence, whether at a center. as a 

hub, or throughout, as a web." 

The graphic depicting how BC Parks data might look with database barriers 

removed using business intelligence tools, looks remarkabIy IÎke Mintzberg's 

hub: 
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Figure 2-4 lntegrated Data Wodeimas a Hub or Web 

.And, although a two dimensional Mage does no justice to the technology's 

potential, a more realistic sketch would remove more of the boundaries, 

which were included to help people identify known data sources rather than 

for accuracy about structure. These changes wouId make the depiction more 

like Mintzbergk web- Perhaps a hub is a transition state from which 

organisations can either choose to pull back to chahs, or to move towards 

webs. Business intelligence tools appear to have a naturd fit with hubs and 

chains, but may be ~WEcult or impossible to aIign with chah-like structures 

and processes. 

1 do not mean to imply by this overview, that a huge transformation has 

occuwd in many or most organisations An understanding of the need for 



change in leadership models, information systems or other structures, does 

not ensure their evolution- 

"men conventional wisdom held that the earth was flat, people who 

had invested heavily in that paradigm tried to diseredit new 

exphnations because they'd Iose face if it was proven wrong ... Not very 

long ago, the prevailing leadership paradigrn was the power of central 

authority. Management by command and control seemed everlasting - 

which is why shiRing away from power over others to em~owering 

others is proving so difficult." (Waitley, p.29. 1995) 

Wheately (1999) also speaks about the inherent tensions between traditional 

management and work in the information age, where she describes 

information as "soIar energy." She explores the apparent contradictions of 

ideas such as the following (p.97): 

"As long as communication occurs in a shared context, fertilim 

abounds. These new births require freedom ... Of course, such fkeedom 

is exactly what we try to prevent ... And there are good reaçons for OUF 

stem, puritanical attitudes toward information; unfettered information 

has created enough horror stories to justifjr fkequent witch hunts ..." 

She then (p.97) puts information in the context of systems theory, e.g., 

"information is necessary for new order, an order we do not impose, but order 

nonetheless." 

1 aIso do not want to convey the impression that by understanding and 

supporting the general concept of change management and empowerment, 

that change will necessarily occur, information be better shared, o r  the 

hedth of an organisation impmve. Sustained effort is reqirired for 



sustainable change. Harvard Professor John Kotter expIains that new 

behaviours wilI quickly degrade if they are not rooted in the organisation's 

shared n o m s  and values. (D. Osborne & P. Plastrik, p.259, 1997). 

Leadership and change are Ilifused with paradox. In fact, one of the biggest 

challenges for modern leaders is to develop a high level of tolerance for, and 

even comfort with, paradox. (Bennis and Townsend 1995). Belasco and 

Stayer (1993) share stories of a number of unsuccessful attempts to improve 

communication through communication initiatives; teamwork through 

teamwork training etc. They emphasise the importance of systems, 

structures and environments as powerful shapers of attitudes and reinforcers 

of the "don't change" mentality. (p.202) Without developing employees' 

capacities to challenge and help align these fundamental components of 

organisations. long-term success will not be attainable. It would be easy to 

feeI overwhehed by the interlocking aspects of successfid change initiatives. 

It may be helpful to recognise that it is even simpler to overwhelm persons 

and teams by a collection of weII-intentioned, but disjointed approaches to 

change. Rather than struggling to maintain power and control in a complex 

world, Waitley, Covey and others encourage recognition of the fact that the 

more we share power, the more it grows. And with uicreased power cornes 

the potentid for positive change. 



5) Webs 

".. .web organizations reflect organic rather than mechanical principles; 

that is, thev work in the same wav that life does. ... as we move away 

&om the notion of the organization as a great machine ... we ale0 move 

away fkom perhaps the essential aspect of the estrangement of human 

beings fkom nature that took root in the Industrial Revolution: the 

belief that, to be efficient, organizations m u t  mimic the design and 

workings of a machine." 

Perhaps the importance of connections, in data, information, 

knowledge, processes, decisions and actions, is even more important in 

park organisations, which are mandated to reconnect human beings 

with their natural and cultural heritage. 

I spent part of my childhood as an amateur naturalist, fascinated by how 

wild birds and mammals uiteracted with each other, and with their 

environments. As a young adult, 1 worked ("played" would be a better 

descrip tor) with schooI chiIdren in naturd environments, exploring the 

ecology. Sometimes each child took on the d e  of part of an ecosystem, and 

we used a b d  of string to show how each apparentIy distinct element was 

connected to the others. The children built  physicd webs that represented 

the webs of life surrounding them. The web is a concept that is very 

cornfortable and familiar to me, and a good metaphor for the way 1 perceive 

my workplace environment. 

It is fascinating to me to hear respected consdtants and authors. in the EeId 

of leadership, "discove~g" life sciences and ecdogy (Senge 1999; KeUyt 1999; 

HeIgesen, 1995). It's cIassica1.y egocentric* o r  ethnocentric, of me to assume 

everyone understands the basics ofecology. Those same consultants and 



authors have probably built subtle and inspiring metaphors from experience 

in hedth care, social services or finance, to which 1 have been oblivious- It is 

equdy fascinahg for me to see long-term managers realising, perhaps for 

the fhst time, that there are potential and existing alternatives to 

hierarchies in their organisations. In goverment, there are signiscant 

constraints on structure, reporting and classincation. Nonetheless, those 

same organisations dways have altemate processes structures, such as webs. 

working within them. The webs have folk names such as grapevines, 

networks and skunk-works. Waitley says it is critical. when approaching a 

new challenge o r  business risk to get to know the "distinctive papevine" 

(p.59) as well as formal communications channels. Sometimes these 

networks are formalised as advisory or decision-making teams, outside of the 

formal hierarchy. ORen they are facilitated by information technology, as  e- 

mail distribution Lists, discussion groups and Iistserves. 

Webs relate not only to electronic communication, and communication within 

a culture, but also to cross-cultural communication. SuP Gablik (pp.25-26, 

1995) describes dialogue with a web metaphor: 

"...I hope the practice of dialogue may become more widely recognized 

for the specid sorts of harmonies that it offers: a latticework of 

thoughts and points of view that interweave and compliment each 

other. Wowing the tnith to emerge not from any one point of view 

but fkom many makes any entrenched position open to question: it wiU 

always be destabilized by another perspective. For this reason the 

very process of dialogue can, of itself. transform the world view of self- 

assured individualism and radical seK-dliciency, since when 

individuai consciousness breaks out of the bmits of its own 

preconceptions and expectations, it travels more fkeely, m many 



Merent directions." 

In The Female Advantage, (1990) Helgesen talks about the webs that many 

fernale leaders weave, sometimes as forma1 organisational structures, in 

order to position themselves most effectively in the middle of the web. @p. 

28-30) She contrasts this with the senior men studied by Mintzberg twenty 

years earlier, who tended to ensure information fuMelled up to them through 

the hierarchy, and who dso tended to hoard information gathered &om 

intemal and extemal sources. In The Female Advantage, Helgesen theorises 

whether the differences are related to time, gender or both. Regardless of the 

reasons, Helgesen is only one of many authors. incIuding Mintzberg (1999) 

who are exploring the importance of new. more flexible and Iess hierarchical 

structures 6 t h  organisations. 

Although this paper does not explore the question of webs and gender 

preferences in depth, 1 believe it is worth mention. 1 have had a surprishg 

number of women (in a department and Mh~Ïstry with relativeIy few women) 

interested in this project, Several authors, including Caroie Gilligan, (1982) 

Deborah T a ~ e n  (1991) and Sdy Helgesen (1990, 1995) talk about the 

importance of connections, relationships and context for women. Helgesen 

adds some historicd perspective as weLI (p. 60,1990): 

*In mythologies alI over the world, femde deities are depicted at the 

Ioom, kxlittÎng together the fabric of human He, spinning out the 

thread that links the events of the past with the potentialities ... of the 

future. " 

The [male] information technology professional with whom I have worked 

most on this project told me about a text he and hÏs felIow students were not 

t h d e d  at the prospect of having to read Margaret Boden's work, whÏch 



compared computer progrRmming to weaving. The programmer who helped 

me prepare initial reports was one of the very few women in her computing 

program at university. She is both a programmer and a fabric artist, and can 

move fluently and with equal enthusiasm bekveen business and technical 

objectives and terxns. The very fact that  1, with minimal information 

technology trainingy was drawn so strongly to this project, is signincant. The 

pull had nothing to do with the dure of technology, but rather with the very 

integrative nature and objectives of a project 1 was leading. Without the help 

of integrative technology, front-line staff members codd not access the 

information they needed to use the business tool they had developed. I do 

not intend to imply that ail women find this kind of work interesting, and 

men Iess so. Indeed, most business intelligence professionals are men. But 1 

have obsewed what I think may be a deep-rooted a l i m e n t  between the 

interests and values of many women, and some men, and the potentid of 

tools which help to integrate data, information, knowledge, goals, strategies 

aad/or cultures. 

The emergence of the web concept in business is convergent with the 

evolution of idormation technology. Not Iong ago, much of the information 

flow within an organisation was predictabIe. In ifs written form, it might 

begin as dictation fkom a manager to a secretary, fouowed by typing, using 

carbon paper, in order to distribute and circulate using a coding of "tom and 

"cc" accompanied by hierarchicd communications channels, to spread the 

message. Of course this was supplemented by meetings, Iibraries, 

discussions, and so on, however, it bore Iitt1e resemblance to the plethora of 

virttdiy instant information access tools now available. As Fisher states: 

"With beepers, ceUuIar phones, faxes, e -md ,  laptops. the Internet, and video 

phones, there are no more secrets." 



A41though the term "web" is not formalised in business intelligence fiterature 

(except for web-access to BI tools,) I h d  it an extremely "web-me" field. 

Often an organisation's idormation systems are constructed within the 

paradigm of organisational structure. A "sales" section rnay construct "sales" 

databases which may be separate h m  "accounts receivable" databases fkom 

an "accounts" department and nom a "customer research" system developed 

by a research department. In reality, a l l  three. and others, hold data 

necessary for seeing the more complex and interrelated whole of who 

customers are, what they wmt, and how they make purchases. Just as a 

human web of inclusion could bring together specialists fkom different 

departments to explore opportunities or End solutions, an electronic web, 

made of business intelligence tools, can begin to make sense of patterns and 

trends fkom Merent systems, departments and organisational cultures. Just 

as Helgesen's women Iistened for, and transmitted every signincant 

movement in each ray of their webs, do integrative information technology 

tools have the potential to monitor, focus and catalyse change and related 

communication, 

The web - the worldwide web - overlaps with the metaphor used by Helgesen 

(1990,1995), Gagan (1982) and others for organisationd structure. It d s o  

overlaps with the metaphor of the "Web of Men used in at Ieast two book 

titles. The first was a lay persons guide to ecoIogy published in 1977 and the 

second, Capra's primer on systems theory, published two decades later in 

1996. This convergence, and sharing of metaphors, is extremely sipnincant. 

As Susanne Kelly puts it, "In compIerrity Iiterature, one Gnds that in the case 

of two networks merging (e-g. business ftechnology) they wiU connect at the 

f i g e  ofeach (where constituents of each are able to leam the Ianguage of 

the other.)" (personal communication, December 1999) The shared concept of 

a web is becoming a wedge that d o w s  diverse ideas to flow together, 

synthesise, and open hemendous possibilities in many fields. 



Although webs are non-hierarchical by nature, they do relate stmngIy to the 

concepts of centralisation or decentralisation, and staff vs. line roles. 

Although government organisational structures are often considered 

consemative, and perhaps outmoded, the concepts of decentralisation and 

"flattening" have been popular in recent years as recognition of the fact that 

t d .  rigid hierarchies are expensive and difficult to maintain. 

I want to conclude this very cursory exploration of the web concept with the 

ideas of tmst  and truth. Just  as  a chain is as strong as its weakest Link, the 

vdue of an information web and its components (e-g., integrated data. 

dialogue, relationships, and vision) is as strong as it is honest. Susanne 

Kelly (personal communication, August 4. 1999) spoke about a sophisticated 

electronic performance measure system, b d t  before the Company had 

established a c h a t e  of trust and truth. Production figures improved 

dramaticdy when the performance system was instituted, until a ceiling 

coiIapsed under the weight of fauity products being hidden there. Henry 

Mintzberg is currently researching performance measurement in the public 

sector, and is very disturbed by the tendency to measure o d y  the simplest 

fragments of truth (inputs or  sometimes outputs) when the public sector, by 

definition, is in the business of benefits which both cross disciplines and are 

hast impossible to measure. He sees a trend towards systems and 

processes which show improvements (e.g., reduced costs) in kagments of the 

web, while eroding capabilities to deIiver benefits. As with the CE0 who cuts 

costs and retires with a bonus, Ieaving the impacts of the cuts for successors, 

government, in Mintzberg's opinion, is often undermining the goals for which 

it was created. (1999 CBC) Mintzberg may be correct that things are ofken 

managed in the public sector because their benefits cannot be measured, and 

their benefits cannot be attnbuted to one source. However, if they can 

sometimes be measnred it is through the kinds of techno1ogies which d o w  



researchers to go to divergent sources of to assess patterns and trends we3l 

beyond the scope of inputs such as expenditures. 



CHAPTER THREE - CONDUCT OF RESEARCH STUDY 

Research Methods: 

There were two separate outputs associated with this project. For the 

sponsoring organisation, I wanted to provide front-line decision makers with 

effective access to key information for setting management priorities. When 1 

began the project district staffs did not have any on-line access to the data, 

let alone combinations of the data tailored to decision-making processes. The 

fist output 1 hoped to achieve was for &ont-line stafYmembers to be able to 

access a t  least some samples of this information from their desktops. The 

second output was preliminary research of how t o  do this kind of work 

successhUyY M y  hope was that even i f 1  were unable to produce the products 

needed by the organisation, 1 codd Iearn from other organisations whch had 

been successful, and theorise about how one codd overcome obstacles which 

prevented my progress. 

1 chose a qualitative approach, using an action research fkamework and 

elements of appreciative inqujr to answer the question: "How can BC Parks 

ensure that &ont-line s t a E  members get effective access to key information 

for setting management priorities?" 1 am denning action reseearch as 

research which results in actionable recommendations, and as qualitative 

research which incorporates elements of observation, reflection and action 

(Stringer. 1996.) The elements of appreciative inquiry important to th% 

project are a positive focus, or "appreciative eye" (Hammond p.6, 1998), and 

the following assumptions of appreuative inquiry: 

1. In every society, organisation, or group, something works. (In this 

case, I am focushg on the new Ievels of management tooI and the 



new annual BC Parks management planning pmcess through 

which it is implemented. These have had some very positive 

resdts in some or ail district teams.) 

2. What we focus on becomes our reality. (Specifidy, by removing 

the limit to growth in the annuai management planning process, 

using business intelligence tools, BC Parks can better achieve the 

goal of more systematic management in the expanded system.) 

3. People have more confidence and cornfort to journey to the future 

(the unknown) when they carry fornard part of the past (the 

known). (Specincally, becoming cornfortable with aspects of 

information technology because it is senring thern by organising 

their knowledge in a way that supports their decision-making.); and 

4. The Ianguage we use creates our reality. (Specincdy, that the 

Merent "languages" of information technology and business 

professionds contribute to communications, and resdting 

management, challenges.) (Hammond pp. 20-21,1998) 

Most of the research was deductive, as 1 developed hypotheses through a 

combination of Iiterature reviews, personal communication, and observation 

of the organisation. However, that observation also brought inductive 

reasoning into play on several occasions. 

This fiamework and the qualitative nature of the research is a logicd choice 

because it d o w s  the researcher to be part of the pmcess. This may be 

imposant for the reader, because of the conhuity of knowledge and 

observations deriving fiom mg role as team leader in the est stages of the 

leveh of management initiative which preceded the Royal Roads research 

project. It aIso keeps the focus on action and practical r e d t s  for the 

sponsoring organisation- 



The reasons for indusion of elements of appreciative inquiry are linked to m y  

beliefs about the organisational culture and the nature of reality. Earlier in 

the evolution of this project, districts worked with two very different 

approaches to determining the values and target management levels of 

protected areas. One approach was labded "scientitic," and was largely 

driven by data and algorithms. 1 think many individuals trained in science 

disciplines thought (and still think) that this is most appropriate. however. it 

was uniformly rejected by the teams which tried it. The second approach was 

termed "subjective" or  "intuitive," and was a consensus-based mode1 pooluig 

district teams' knowledge. This was a very good fit cultwally for district 

teams. If one were to assemble a focus gmup of traditional scientists, 

postmodemists, action researchers etc., one wouid hem a range of 

perspectives on why one method "worked," and the other did not. Some of 

those perspectives would have to do with the nature of reality. AMthough 

district stafhtembers didn't kame their reactions in this way, my 

interpretation is that they believe the human mind is a much better vehicle 

for exploring the complexity of what humans value in protected areas, than 

are data which are hgmented, and ody appear to be objective or real. 1 also 

interpret their experience with the "subjective method" as building on the 

strengths of the organisation - such as a sense of f d y  and an oraI culture - 
which are threatened by the increasing workload, an apparent shift in focus 

fkom principles to poIicy, and the demographic transition associated with 

baby-boomer retirement. 

Wthin  an action research fiamework, I used several surveys, the anaIysis of 

which indudeci some quantitative approaches of essentidy qualitative data. 

Because 1 am attempting to provide &ont-IÎne decision rnakers in BC Parks 

with access to relevant idormation, and ushg that experience as part of the 



action resesrch to determine what makes such pmjects successfid, the 

research tooIs are used in an iterative rnanner with implementation tools. 

Data Gathering Tools: 

The data gathering tools varied with the research questions being asked. 

Within the overd question of "How can BC Parks ensure that &ont-hie s t d €  

members have effective access to key information for setting management 

priorities?'' there are several subsidiary questions. 

1. #y is priority-setting critical? 

2. Why do fiont-line decision makers not have access to the data? 

3a) Why do front-he decision makers not have access to the data as 

information? Based on easlier research, 1 think this codd also be 

phrased as 

3b) What makes business intelligence projects succeed? 

Question 3 can again be broken down h t o  severd questions induding 

How can business intelligence tools be used to facilitate 

kont h e  priori@-setting in a government organisation? 

Which tooIs are appropriate? How is this decision made 

effectively? 

in what o v e r d  context shodd these tooIs be used in order to 

fit with the organisational culture? How is this decision 

made effectively? 

Which reports should be buiIt? How is this decision made 

effemively? 

What information shodd these reports contain fiom which 

data sources? What is an effective method for determining 

this content? 



6. What should the next steps be? 

The data gathering tools varied with the questions. In aU cases, 1 have been 

abIe to observe discussions, interactions and decisions in detail, as bath an 

employee and researcher of the sponsoring organisation. 

Question one, "Why is priority-setting critical?, was best answered through a 

review of organisational documents, the recording and summarising of the 

project sponsor's comments in the contextual meeting, and to a Iesser extent, 

a review of extemd literature, 

Question two, "Why do fkont-Iine decision makers not have access to the 

data?" had both technicd and cultural elements, The research here focused 

on the technical elements, as they provided the best leverage for progress. 

Th is  was researched through 1:l discussions foUowed by a meeting which 

brought together technical experts with relevant knowledge, skills and 

responsibilities. The purposes of the meeting were to develop a common 

understanding of the barriers to data access, share potential solutions, and 

hopeMy develop an action plan to elimùiate the most important barriers. 

Question three, "Why do front-line decision makers not have access to the 

data as information? " or " What makes business intelligence projects 

succeed?" was researched using a variety of tools induding 

1. &terature reviews 

2. meetings wÏth recorded minutes 

3. teleconferences with written minutes 

4. an instruction guide for the creation and andysis of annud project Ests 

5. training or orientation sessions in some districts 

6. numerous draR reports sent to staff for reaction and suggestions 

7. bulietins or  newsletters (monitored reactioxts) 



8. four surveys of selected staff members 

9. one survey for a broader audience of information technology 

professionals. 

Mso, the general observation and journal writing were particdarly 

important here. 

Study Conduct: 
A. Data Gathering Tools 

Literature and Document Reviews: 

These tools related primarily to question three, "Why do front-line decision 

makers not have access to the data as information? or " What makes 

business intelligence projects succeed' 

This research included reviews of internai documents, and reviews of 

materials 1 had on H e  (e.g., leadership and learning style inventories, and 

personal journals) which could provide insight into my own role in the 

project. I relied heavily on periodicais, as business intelligence and related 

fields are reIatively new and evolving rapidly. It wouid have been possible to 

update some of the domain summmies weekly, and 1 did update the business 

intelligence domain on several occasions. 

Review of Strtus and Progress: 

1 had been attempting to provide districts 6th access to amal management 

planning information, Le., to remove the fimit to growth in this pIanning 

process, for some time, w i t h  minima1 success. Part of the research for this 

project was to use an appreuative inguiry perspective, to review what had 

been accomplished, rather than focusing primady on why we had not 

accompIis6ed as much as we had wanted to. 



Contextual Meeting: 

This tool related tu d three sets of research questions, particularly, why 

priority setthg was critical, and issues around transforming data into 

information. To a Iesser extent it  related to why there was no access to data 

(as this had aIready been addressed in the technical meeting described below) 

and what makes business intelligence pmjects succeed. as this question was 

somewhat premature at  this stage of the research. 

Early in the project. I thought it was important to bring tagether some of the 

persons who could appreciate, and contribute to, the "aerid view" of what 1 

was trying to accornplish. I knew 1 wodd need to "zoom in" on a range of 

details, and work with M e r e n t  individuals and groups throughout the 

project to do so. By contrast, this group could indude viewers of the gestalt, 

synthesisers, andior persons who w o d d  c d  attention to important insights 1 

might miss fiom the peripheries of the system in which 1 was working. I 

Invited my project sponsor £ion BC Parks, my facdty advisor with Royal 

Roads University who dso does consdting work in areas induding systems 

theory and organisationd effectiveness, BC Parks' planning manager, BC 

Parks' infiormation technology specialist; the central Ministry's data access 

specialists, a Royal Roads facuIty member expIoring program options in the 

area of knowledge management, and the former Ministry employee who had 

h t  introduced me to business intelligence and now works for the private 

sector in that fieId, The purposes of this meeting were to share information 

and perspectives and explore how the project might fit into the contexts in 

which these individuah worked. Some of these persons had not met each 

other before, and 1 thought the human contact and opportunîty to share 

perspectives in an unnished environment muid be very benencial for this, or 

subsequent spinsff projects. 



&As I prepared for the meeting, it seemed there was a strong analogy with 

John Godfrey Saxe's "The Blind Men and the Elephant" poem, which 1 see a s  

a very accessible, hurnan and timeless depiction of systems theories. The 

meeting was recorded on  audiotape; a summary of the meeting is included in 

Appendix A. 

Technical Meeting: 

This meeting related to the research question: why do BC Parks staf f  

members not have access to the data? 

This was a crucial, early meeting (Md in September 1999) to address the 

somewhat technical hurdles which had prevented my moving ahead with the 

concrete, practical work for BC Parks stafX 1 Say somewhat technical because 

the discussions needed to focus on technical issues, but there were obvious 

technical solutions which codd be employed ifd stakehoIders were to 

explore the issues and agree on an option. To build common understanding, 1 

invited BC Parks' information technoiogy speualist and her employee who 

was assigned to the o v e r d  BC Parks "data întegration" initiative, the 

Ministry data access specialists, the Ministry representative on the 

architecture working group, and the consultant who best new BC Parks 

amibute data and was dso  the technical expert on the interim [cul-de-sac] 

system 1 was using to generate reports. The meeting did help to effect a 

common IeveI of knowledge and agreement on a proposed solution. Although 

the organisation had already agreed to commit contract £un& to overcoming 

these hurdles, the meeting heIped severd individuais understand more of the 

context for the work, reasons why some persons were cautious about 

proceeding and why there was, in the opinions of Ministrg specialists, 

minimal risks in proceeding. The meeting was recorded on audiotape; a 

srimmary of the meeting is included in Appendix A 



Obsewations: 

I used observation as a research tool for every research question. 

I was fortunate to have considerable experience with the sponsoring 

organisation, as well as with other organisations for cornparison. Peers, 

felluw leamers and facdty of Royal Roads have also credited me with having 

good observation skills. To leverage these factors, 1 attempted to be an 

attentive and objective observer throughout the project. 

Sunreys: 

The surveys focused primarily on the third question: "what makes business 

intelligence projects succeed?" 

I Mplemented five surveys as part of the research project. Four were 

designed for BC Parks staff and one for externai business intelligence 

experts. The surveys were designed using technologies which 1 thought would 

best match the comfort and skills of the respondents. The surveys with 

sample covering notes form Appendix B. 

Benchmark Survey 

The BC Parks s w e y s  began earIy (September 1999) 6 t h  a benchmark 

survey of existing BC Parks contact persons or designates for the o v e r d  

Ievels of management project. T t  measured the readiness, willùigness and 

abilities of the respondents and their teams to help move the business 

intelligence project forward. 

Post-teleconference Survey 

The second was a very similar survey whÏch fohwed a teIeconference (in a 

sense a short training session) to see if the telecoderence may have effected 

changes in perceptions. It dso  explored the respondents' perceptions of 



leadership in more detail, as their leadership attributes might be critical 

success factors. 

Needs and Participation Survey 

The third survey for BC Parks staffexplored the potentid objectives and 

content of BI reports, and also how the respondents might like to be involved 

in h h e r  work. 

Product Evaluation and Project Follow-Up Sunrey 

The final survey for BC Parks staffwas implemented with volunteers who 

reviewed the products produced for the sponsoring organisation as part of 

thÏs project. Its purpose was twofold: to gauge respondents' perceptions of 

the potential value of the work, and to shape recommendations for project 

follow-up and full implementation. 

AU of the BC Parks sunreys were created as MSWord documents. 

Respondents could key in open-ended responses and highlight, underline or 

othemvise electronicdy flag the scaled responses, or they couId repIy by 

hand and fax or mail the responses. Staff members used aU of these options. 

I neated an MS Access database for data entry and anaiysis, generdy 

presenting results as Excel graphs. 

As the fïrst three BC Parks surveys were censuses of partîcdar groups of 

staff, there was no need to search for respondents. The survey was optional, 

and in that context, potential respondents were sometimes pmmpted if the 

target date for submission had passed. 

Business Intelligence Success Factors (IT Professionds) 

The fourth survey ovedapped most of the internal surveys above in timing, 

but reached out to IT profession& and other interested individu&, asking 



their perspectives on what makes business intelligence pmjects succeed. For 

this survey, 1 used on-line survey technoIogy. The company 1 chose, provided 

the software, web-site space, contextual information for users and a help desk 

to assist with technical problems in building, pubIishing or reporting on the 

survey. mer I had published the survey, a knowledgeable peer pointed out 

that I shodd have a separate home page for respondents to visit kst. The 

purpose of this page was to further orient respondents, and to have a stable 

web location if the web survey site itselfwere to change for some reason. I 

added this home page after the fact, which was not ideal, but was 

worthwhde, 

This survey did require extensive work to h d  respondents, particdarly as 1 

do not work in this field. My initial approach was to contact Oracle Inc., one 

of the companies which produces business intelligence technology, and which 

was hosting an international conference in the f '  of 1999, which coincided 

with my research schedule. In researching options to contact conference 

participants, the editor of Oracle Magazine offered to reference the survey in 

an editorial about the coderence. 1 aiso mentioned the survey in a &ee, 

related discussion group, but opted not to purchase mernberships for other 

sites which might have provided gwd contact persons. Respondents fkom 

this (and other) sources were categorïsed through a muItipIe choice question: 

"How did you hear about this sui7eyT 

In order to Iocate a relevant sample which couId be considered statisticdIy 

valid, 1 conducted a census of British Columbia government ministnes. 1 

used the most recently published (1999) phone directory, and Iocated one 

person per ministry (19) who self-identïfîed as knowledgeable about t6is topic 

fiom that ministrg's perspective. This t y p i d y  took severaI telephone cds, 

including caUs to akernates remmmended by the initiai contact persons. In 

one instance, 1 was aIso refemed to a sub-section ofa ministrg because of 



different work and perspectives 1 could learn about. This brought the total 

number of persons contacted to 20. 

Teleconferences, phone discussions and 1 :1s: 

These tools were used primarily to explore the third question: "what makes 

business intelligence projects succeed?" They were used on several occasions 

to provide staff members with opportunities to comment on  draft reports. 

This was a less expensive (though probably less effective) method of refining 

reports than focus gmups. 

Research Tool Not Implemented: 

Origindy, 1 had planned to have one o r  two face-to-face focus groups towards 

the end of the research efforts, and as implementation of the BI tools was 

beginning. The focus group(s) would r e h e  articulation of business needs 

andlor r e h e  report drafts. The delays in hiring a contractor, and in 

completion of the h t  stage of the contractof s work, were the main reason 

for not scheduluig focus groups, with cost (staff time and travel budget) 

being the second factor. 

Study Conduct: 

B. lmplementation Tools 

Architecture 

1 used existing data and technology to provide front-Iine stdwith access to 

some key information for management prionty-setting* The data were 

entered into what IT persons c d  "Legacy systems;" old rnainfkame or "VAX" 

databases which users perceived as distinct. In other words, the hcd.ity 

system was viewed as quite separate h m  hancial data, or  attendance data 

etc, 



The combinations of technologies used are sometimes referred to as  

architecture. (E-g., some information technology authors such as Zachmam 

use architecture in a much broader sense, and in a recent IT meeting 1 

attended, "architecture" was used to describe part, but not d, of the 

infrastructure or technology.) 

Architecture choices for BC Parks were happening in paralle1 6 t h  this 

project under the direction of BC Parks' IT specialist, Sophia Howse. In 

assessing how we chose architecture for this project. it may be heIpful for the 

reader to reference some of the material assembled for the architecture 

decisions. First, the business needs of BC Parks were summarised in four 

bdets: 

a AU BC Parks staEmust be able to access, analyze, integrate and report on 

appropriate existing data. 

The w d s  between existing BC Parks data sets must be rernoved. 

The new architecture must read information maintained by external 

organizations. 

The new architecture must support and encourage district-lead initiatives. 

This provides a concise list against which to compare potentid or existing 

tools. 

SecondIy, the BC Parks architecture project included the drafting of many 

criteria against which to evduate options. This Iist did not exkt either when 

I began developing reports for IeveIs of management, nor when 1 began this 

project. However, three criteria seemed essentid to me at those two decision 

points. They were: 



1. Can the technoiogy do the work, based on preliminary testing? 

2. Does this comply 6 t h  Ministcy and Govemment standards (pafticularly 

when 1 did not have authority to diverge fiom the standards) and 

3. 1s there support available for this technology? 

In other organisations, other criteria might have been more important. 

Very recently, elements of the new architecture have been selected for BC 

Parks. The technical specialists involved with the decision have stated that 

the technology used in this project complements the technology which d be 

used for developing new BC Parks systems and migratîng the old ones fiom 

VrLY for improved data entry and reporting options. Had this not been the 

case, I had support kom senior management to have taken a calculated risk 

to proceed with this project, and make the information accessible, even if 

some of the work had to be redone in the future. 

The technology chosen for this project met those criteria, already existed in 

the Ministry, and had been used successfidly to some degree, but not 

extensively, by BC Parks. It is described below in t e m s  of its components: 

Database Layer: 

Oracle 7 @re-set standard). The VAX data sets were replicated and 

converted to Oracle. h other words, users enter data in one system, and 

without their having to do anything else, it goes through a kind of 

"h.anslatorm so that there is another copy of the data in another form and 

pIace, so that the data can much more easily be combined with related data 

fkom other systems. This work had been done, to some degree, before 1 began 

the project. Eowever, there were signincant issues. We needed better 

preparation for efFcient integration wÏth relevant prouincial and local data 

sets. 



At the t h e  the project began, BC Parks data did not reside in what is 

referred to as the "master warehouse." This caused two pmblems. Much of 

the external data important to the sponsoring organisation resides in the 

master warehouse. %y having important interna1 data side by side with 

important extemai data, integration would be much simpler. Also, if we 

wanted the data to be replicated out to the nine database servers situated 

around the province (into which staff members also put local relevant data 

for integration) then the master warehouse was the only choice. Data &on 

the warehouse (actually a data mart) where it was stored prior to this project, 

are not replicated to field offices. 

The efficïency relates to queries which are qui& for users to activate and 

qui& for b ~ g i n g  a response. To resolve performance issues, it is common 

practice to build new summary tables o r  views right in the database (as 

opposed to in the next layer up, referred to a s  the application layet) It's a bit 

Like stocking pancake mix in a store, as opposed to just having f iou,  baking 

powder etc. This is part of the work that  was done by contract. To get a 

contract into place, there were standard document templates and procedures 

which 1 completed with review and input fkom Ministry and BC Parks IT 

specialists. 

Application Layer: 

Most IT persons I speak to say that the Oracle Discoverer administrator 

Iayer works as the application Iayer for the attribute (text, numbers etc.) data 

in this project. (Tfyou are a business person venturing into IT, be aware that 

know1edgeabIe profession& will sometimes disagree with each other, even 

on  technical questions and dennitions. This may be why. to the best of my 

knowIedge, there is no IT-Engiish Dictionary on the market yet.) A 

contractor did the technicd background work (in the database Iayer and most 



of the work in the Oracle Discoverer administration Iayer) to gmup and lùik 

tables, and indude newly created views, in such a way that a large 

percentage of business questions we ÏdentXed could be easily explored. The 

scope of this project only allowed for a sample of levels of management- 

related business needs to be  addressed. 

The application iayer for spatial (map) data queries is a customised ArcView 

tool called "GOAT" (a GIS Oracle Access Tool). The Ministry's spatial data 

access expert. Bruce Mackenzie, did the technicd work in GOAT to create 

new menu options for usen, which related directly to the work 1 was doing in 

Oracle Discoverer- 

Deployment Layer: 

Now that the information was housed in the master warehouse, it couid be 

deployed, or shared. through the servers situated in approximately ten 

locations around the province. The technical deployment work was done 

through the Ministry's attribute data access expert. The software is d s o  

deployed in this manner. Pairs of semers sit in regional centres; one server 

housing data and the other housing tools to access and integrate those data. 

Discoverer is a tooI designed for many types of access. so it is likeIy that in 

the future, staff members will access the reports using web technology. 

Client Layer: 

The end-user gets access to these twls and information using a thin client 

"window", Citrix, c o ~ e c t e d  to an terminal server. Other options are 

possible in the future, including access via the web. Oracle Discoverer is 

designed for both types of access. 



Another Software Component: 

At the risk of pointing out there is still considerabIe work to do to make most 

or  al1 key levels of management information easily available, not all attribute 

data goes through this path of VAX, Oracle tables, Oracle and ArcView tooIs 

to the user. The final part of the data entry outlines the highest priority 

actions in a one year time frarne. In the past, these lists were documented in 

MSWord, park by park. This meant approximately 700 lists which codd not 

be sorted by district or across the system. As part of this project, MSExcel 

was introduced (with some instructions and basic training) so that 11 

spreadsheets wodd replace the hundreds of MSWord documents. In order to 

integrate data f h r n  the front part of the process (essentially criteria for 

priority-setting) with draR priorities in the form of project lists, the Oracle 

Discoverer workbooks need to be dropped into PC software. MSAccess and 

MSExcel are used for this integration. It is an awkward extra step, but it is 

beyond the scope of this project to research or  address. 

Graphies showhg the current Ministry business intelligence architecture, 

and progress towards its use in BC Parks, form Appendix C. 

Security 

Business intelligence tools are designed, by definition, to d o w  sharing and 

integration. An organisation's databases, and the tabIes within them, Vary. 

Some data are protected through privacy legislation; others are restricted by 

policy; others by Iogic so as not to overwheh staffwith data completeIy 

outside their areas of responsÏbiIity. 

The tools with which 1 worked dowed for security options at three IeveIs: 

the tables in the database, the business area (codd be desmied  as the IeveIs 

of management application we were deveIoping) and the workbooks. 1 

wanted to present options to the advisors and deusion-makers simpIy for 



their reaction, To do thk, 1 created a one page matrix focusing on who should 

have access to what idormation. 1 kept the information categories as general 

as possible (usualIy at the entire VAX database level). Where 1 knew there 

would likely be confïdentiality issues, 1 split databases (with background 

knowledge of how the tables are configured) and asked the question for each 

database segment (or cluster of tables). To keep the %hon side of the 

equation simple. 1 used two groups only: all Ministry s t a  and all BC Parks 

staff  (subset of Mkistry . )  I did not indude the general public as this 

complicates the question (e.g., different technologies would be involved), nor 

did 1 attempt to subdivide either of the groups 1 used. As a starting point, aIl 

three layers of security (table, business area and workbook) will be 

configured identicdy. 

I used a review process which fit with the existing organisational hierarchy, 

working fkst with the "business owners" of the data, then moved to the 

program managers, then to the project sponsor (who works at a director 

Ievel.) 

Communications 

The communications strategy had several components. A project proposal 

was given to BC Parks' IT specialist and to the project sponsor, and was 

circdated at their discretion. Two very brief versions of a project overview 

were prepared (a panigraph and a page) for distribution and use by the IT 

specialist. The short version was included in the Ecst "Bdetinn sent to aII 

staff members, 

The bulletins were eIectronic newdetters which reIied heavily on submissions 

and suggestions from stafYmembers. 1 created bdetins  because some of the 

work I was dohg was very new to aII of us in the organisation. With the 

mystique and jargon amund cornputers, 1 thonght the= was especidy great 



potentid for some persons, who could contribute to, and benefit fkom, t h  

work, to "tune out." Also, the literature reviews and other research had 

demonstrated that change projects are normally very deficient in 

communication (Kotter, pers. comm. G u y ,  pers. comm. Kucera). 

This is one part of the research which used some principles of appreciative 

inquiry extensively. There were times when 1 simply needed ta convey 

information (e.g., what was being done in a contract by an Oracle database 

administrator.) In theçe cases 1 used metaphors and other techniques to trg 

to convey the information in a way I wodd  have understood it a few years 

previously, without any understanding of the technoIogy. More importantly, 

wherever possible, 1 used the ideas and voices of other staff members 

extensively to share information. 1 also conveyed compliments and "thank 

you" messages which are not common in the public sector where staff 

members are expected to do gwd work because they believe in the values and 

mandates of the organisation, rather than with expectations of promotions, 

bonuses or kudos. 

Face to face approaches wodd have been valuable, but I needed to weigh 

theïr benefits against travel costs and the many other critical needs of the 

sponsoring organisation. The brief project ovenriew statement and bulletins 

described above are contauied in Appendur D. 

Products for Front Line Staff= 

W of the communications techniques 1 d e s d e d  in the research section were 

&O implementation tools (in fact most staff members wodd have seen much 

more value in them as implementation tools.) There are three relatively 

durable products prodaced for h t  line staff as part of this project. 



The b t  is the Oracle Discoverer workbooks, linked to spatial data, which 

alIow at Ieast one person in each district office to get direct. current, 

electronic access to samples of important information for priori@-setting. 

This differs considerably fiom past access which was either by 

a) manually going through paper copies of documents for each protected 

area, sometimes re-keying data to look for patterns or 

b) asking me to produce something electronically, and send it to them (where 

it would be fkozen in time, and not reflect updates they made to data.) 

The second is a hard copy ovenriew of a sample of those reports (see Appendix 

E for an o v e ~ e w  of the report package provided to the sponsoring 

organisation.) 

The third is the instruction guide for creating and using Excel for high- 

priority annual project Iist work. This guide was prepared in considerable 

detail because the organisation did not have many staff members with strong 

Excel skills. The spreadsheet itself was created centrally, by p u b g  core 

data from the data warehouse (protected area names and numbers, other 

details nom the administrative hierarchy, how large each protected area is, 

etc.) This fiontend work wodd ensure that the data entered into the 

spreadsheets could Iater be întegrated 6 t h  other warehouse data, to further 

rehe priorities. Standard column headings were b d t  into the spreadsheet, 

and colour-coded so districts could quickly see whether a column was 

mandatory or optional, This replaced a long-standing appmach to project 

lists, which was to use a word processing program and to create a list for each 

protected area in isolation. Some " t r I a in ing "  on the new approach was done 

by phone. SampIe pages of this instruction guide form Appendix F. 

A fourth potentially durable product Ïs the series of bulletins. Some st& 

members are keeping some or aJI of the bulletins, as  they inchde records of 



decisions, explanations of technicd processes in lay terrus, and a nurnber of 

helpful tips from their peers for project list management and application of 

the Ievels of management tool. 

Implementaüon Tool Not Used 

Early in the project research, a manager suggested a signincant training 

component be built into the project. The implementation, or even 

development, of a detailed training plan was not in my original scope. 

However, 1 did try to accommodate this request. In the end, it became 

impracticd for several reasons. 1 or ig indy anticipated that background 

contract work necessary for my building reports would be complete by the 

end of October 1999. For good reasons, this work was not complete untïi 

January 2000. SecondIy, my concurrent, separate responsibilities for work 

and this project did not permit expansion of scope. Finally, the Ministry 

speciaiist was touring the province with a more generic training package for 

the two months marking the end of this project. The BC Parks work was not 

sutnciently advanced by this time to build a park-specinc option into the 

tralliing tour. 

Mthough training was beyond the scope of the project, the Literature review, 

f o m d  hdings, and informal obsemations d codkmed this is a criticd part 

of successful implementation. Training will be emphasised later in the 

report. 



CHAPTER FOUR - RESEARCH STUDY RESULTS 

Study Findings: 
This chapter begins with hdings fkom the research tools and moves on to 

findings related to implementation. 

Research Tools 

Review of Status and Progress: 

At the time this action research project began, 1 had been an employee of the 

sponsoring organisation for several years, and had been leaduig the initial 

efforts to employ business intelligence tools. In that context, 1 assessed 

progress that we had aheady made, and found nine factors which could help 

to advance the project successfidly. 

The principal data sets developed by BC Parks were designed with vision. 

Years before 1 had become involved with this work, BC Parks staff, 

particdarly a research officer and a programmer (Donna Selbee and Liz 

Hoar) had gradually built the "park management system." Few people 

even knew it a single system; they perceived it as separate, unreIated 

databases. But to the degree that D o ~ a  could inauence collaboration, 

this was a cohesive package waiting to be moved to new technology with 

more integrative potential. This meant that, for most reporthg at the 

protected area (or larger) Ievel, ît was simple to draw from different data 

sets. 

2. The Ministry staff had put considerable thought into which technologies 

to use, and how they fit together. In other words, there was a business 

intelligence architecture in place, dthough BC Pa& stafE had been 



unaware of it, or unaware of what it could do to help with business needs. 

(See Appendix C.) Very early in the levels of management project, a group 

of BC Parks staff, Ministry staff and contractors had rated available 

technoiogies, and chosen the Ministry architecture as  the most effective 

option for this project. 

3. The need for new information technology tools was tied to a specinc 

business project, driven by district managers and executive, which had 

fiamework, standards, data fields and data links defhed by business 

persons, i.e., there were ties to business, and to a plan. 

4. AU of us who were "business owners" of VAX databases had worked 

together to annotate the tables and fields, i.e., we had much of our 

metadata. 

5. I had a network of contacts, representing different sections of the 

organisation, working with me on the levels of management project. In 

essence, we were a team of business champions, m o d e h g  cross-program 

collaboration, 

6. We had approvd, fkom a year previous, fkom the organisation's systems 

steering cornmittee to proceed (dthough progress had been halted because 

the approved funding was not avdable.) More recently, the need for 

district access to the data had been discussed in a directors' meeting and a 

subsequent meeting with BC Parks information technology specialist, and 

I had direction and funding to proceed with prototype work. 

7. There was an assigned contact in the Ministrg's information systems 

section, Andrew Faulkner, who had interest and knowledge in the 

organisation's business and had been Învolved htermittently since 1997 



when he and Demck Cameron had prepared a presentation for the 

information technology working group of the day, at m y  request. The 

presentation employed the same toois used in this project, and accessed 

BC Park data which were particulady criticd for decisions at that time. 

8. 1 had been doing aspects of business intelligence work, most of it using 

"cul-de-sac" technology o d y  availabIe on my cornputer. Although 1 was a 

bottleneck to empowerment and efficiency, this experience gave me a 

great deal of knowledge about our existing data. This knowledge helped 

to inform contract work and decisions, helped me envision what could be 

done, made me keenly aware of some data issues, and gave me 

considerable insight into what s tamembers  wanted from the systern. In 

other words, 1 had supplemented business knowledge with some hands-on 

technical understanding. 

9. Finally, through this interim approach, 1 had Iearned that most field staff 

members prefer to react to suggestions or draft reports, than to discu.ss 

needs in a more preliminary or abstract way. This observation fit with 

past experience and made sense in Iight of a Myem Briggs workshop 

invohing about a third of the field s t d ,  which showed an extremely high 

percentage of "SJ" styles. In other words, 1 had Ieanied some specincs of 

the organisational culture in relation to business intelligence. 

With the promise of funding, approvals. a vision, architecture, metadata, 

some experience and a very skilled technical person who cared about 

business objectives, prospects for success in this pmject looked good. On the 

other hand, we had been trying to do this work for almost three years. We 

were cautiousIy optimistic. 



Contextual Meeting: 

The contextual meeting painted a picture of the organisation, including the 

challenges of managing a greatly expanded protected area system with 

existing resources. The knowIedge and strengths of the very committed long- 

term stafhembers were described, as weU as  the need to build on that 

knowledge with new sources of data and tools to help the organisation 

manage each piece of land in its systern context. There was also information 

shared about the process BC Parks was going thmugh to improve its 

information technology tools. Central Ministry staffspoke about options they 

had explored and chosen or developed to fadi ta te  data access and 

integration. There was also context about the applied nature ofRoyai Roads 

leadership projects, and how they fit with academic aspects of the program 

and the sequenculg of program components. 

Most participants commented afterwards about things they had learned. 

These ranged fkom observations about the project sponsor's support, 

cornmitment and understanding of potential applications, to interest in how 

the Ministry specidists have adopted a pair of tools, for spatial and attribute 

data access, which seem to fit welI with BC Parks need for good information 

despite basic skdI IeveIs. There was also a comment on how interdiscipluiary 

the group was, and other rnusings about how the "elephant" graphic had been 

an interesthg way of communicating context. One participant asked a 

question about BC Parks demographics, enabhg to group to learn about the 

very large percentage of st&members about to retire. This adds value to 

information being documented, as part of the annual management planning 

process, while these individuds are s t i l I  on staff. A summary of that meeting 

is Iocated in Appendk A (audiotapes on me,) 



Technical Meeting: 

A summary of the results of the technical meeting is also included in 

Appendix A (audiotapes on file.) In briet a sharing of technicd information, 

accompanied by a flow chart showhg timeIines and sequencing, helped to 

communicate why a contract was needed quickly to do background Oracle 

database work, if we were to provide data access to &ont -he  staff on 

schedule. Another aspect of the meeting which was important to some 

participants, was to talk about how the Ministry (also project) architecture 

codd fit with BC Parks architecture decisions, and why there was, in the 

opinions of Mkiistry specialists, very low Bsk associated with moving ahead 

with this project without an o v e r d  BC Parks architecture in place. 

Observations: 

Most of the relatively quantifiable hdings suggest this project is a success 

story. However, there are Iess quantinable observations which are important 

for the long term success of this project, and potentially for similar projects in 

other organisations. Support for this project has varied considerably fkom 

person to person, program to program, office to office, and week to week. 

Field staff members have been asking for three years for this work to be 

completed. A sampIe of comments f?om districts foLIows: "the LOM exercise 

is a very usefiid one which presently is being greatly under-utilized at  the 

district IeveI," "As you know, my biggest frustration with the material at this 

point is the dif6cuIty 1 (or any one else) have in retrieving and working with 

the data that we coUated," and "In my opinion, the practicd applications of 

this materid are only now starting to be realized as we gain access to the 

data in a format that is useable. UntiI the new way of looking at using 

o v e r d  park values becomes part of our automatic way of gathering 

information to assist in making decisions, we wiU alI revert to our old habits." 

1 aIso did an informal pou of thme persons d e r  a provinud meeting in 



which a prioriw-setting need was being discussed, but no one had suggested 

the Ievels of management tool as part of the sohtion. AU three agreed the 

tool shodd have been part of the discussion, and suggested several answers 

why it hadn't been. The one response common to ail three persons was 

"because staffcannot access the information and reports." 

WhiIe most reactions fkom field and executive offices have been positive, 

reactions f?om headquarters staff have been more varîed; the peaks and 

troughs were frequent themes in m y  journal. There was insuffi.cient time 

duRng this project to effectively explore headquarters perspectives and 

reactions, however, other aspects of the research provide hypotheses which 

couid be explored further. These i d u d e  the importance of the human 

equation in change projects, the most common causes of resistance or 

apparent resistance to change, and the h d i n g  described later in this chapter 

about the relative importance of business and technical issues in business 

intelligence work. 

Greer (unpublished workshop notes, 1999) cites Herschowitz and Levinson, 

and Bridges in describing the typically under-managed human side of change 

projects. The terms she references in early stages of the "rouer coaster" of 

change inciude disorientation, anger, shock, depression and apparent 

detachment. "Change projects seem to increase the amphtude of reactions" 1 

wrote one evening. ''1 had some of the most positive, and some of the most 

negative feedback in my career today." Because each individual b ~ g s  

unique human perspectives, reactions c a n  be coficting about the same 

topics. For example, there has been very positive feedback about how the 

IeveIs of management tool with good information technology support codd 

streamluie, simplify or consolidate many decision-making pmcesses, and 

equaIly negative comments about how it could make decision-making 

processes (or positions} redundant. 



The literature review and personal communication with specialists suggests 

that if there appears to be resistance is most likely to relate to a Iack of 

knowledge and inadequate communication (Greer, Kotter (1995), Kucera, 

Kelly) as illustrated in the diagram below. 

(Greer 1999 referencing Kotter) 

I believe that increased knowIedge, which wiU corne primady fkom hands on 

experience with the tools, wiII build increased support. Nthough 1 enjoy 

working 6 t h  abstractions (dways with an eye to application) my learning of 

business intelligence was aImost exclusively through concrete experience. 

This is not unusual. Tou know there are not many people that understand 

business intelligence issues or can articulate them. This is a very high 

growth area and wiU be for the next few years, more so than other areas. As 

dways, there are a lot of newcomers that espouse an understanding, but o d y  

those of you that have stniggled with it persondy over time reaUy get it-" 

(Cameron, pers. comm. 2999) 

Research d s o  suggests there may be a Iack of willuigness to bIur traditional 

d o s  by sharing information, decision-making power, workIoad associated 

with good data management practices, or credit for project work or 

performance as measured using integrated data sets. Even if an organisation 

works to erase boundaries, GE'S Iegendary Ieader Jack WeIch points out that 



silos will tend to reconstruct themsehes. H e  says hierarchical boundaries 

are ielatively easy to eliminate, but T h e  horizontal ones, primarily between 

hct ions ,  are much more difncdt. The barriers between them grow, 

basically. because of Ïnsecurity." (Slater quoting Welch p.107, 1994). This is 

an interesting observation in light of Susanne KeUyys focus on trust and tmth  

as essentid prerequisites to good data management and performance 

rneasurement- A combination of trust and confidence could increase both 

growth and benefits. Dr. Douglas Seeley, of Ernerging Networks Inc., 

(February 2000 presentation) says "The bhkers which are put on people in 

organizations which prevent them £kom noticing and acting on 

interdependence are largely caused by the performance measures which are 

used for individuals and departments. These measures assume independence 

and hence foster behaviour and actions which continudy counter 

interdependence." Like ail systems, silos are nested, so boundaries and 

issues are Likely to exist at difEerent scdes. In government, they couid be 

between work units, branches, sections of a ministry, between ministries and 

between levels of govenunent. WeIsh (quoted by Slater 1994) describes them 

as bumps in an aerodynamic ideal, each one of them slowing performance. 

Functiond boundaries can be exacerbated by a focus on the urgent The 

intensity of workload is making it extremely dBcul t  to communicate, plan or  

evaluate work effectively. Communication is often restricted to what is 

important and urgent. This links back both to Covey's mode1 of making the 

time to focus on important, non urgent work, and Kotter's observation that 

change projects are under-commtmicated by a factor of ten. According to 

Senge (1990) what ofken occurs is that today's solutions can become 

tomorrow's probIems. The series of "repaif projects may not expIore why 

they were needed Ïn the fÏrst pIace, and may even be treated as having 

greater value than the soIutions which occur much more subtly and 

effectively as part of proactive communication. 



Whether they relate to the need to Iearn, a fear of change, or an 

unwillingness to give up old structures, there will be communication and 

change issues, Business intelligence survey respondents, corn a wide range 

of companies and ministries, relayed hstration and referred to controversies 

in different ways, for example: "Most projects that do fail, fail because of 

business issues, interna1 politics, dysfunctional communications, or the 

inab* of an organization to embrace change." and fkom a private sector 

respondent: "The best thing to do is remember to document ail concems, so 

that your reputation is not tarnished." 

Surveys: 

a) Benchmark and 

b) Post-Teleconference Surveys: Project Contact Profiles 

1) Benchmark 

2) Po&- 
teleconference 

O bjecüve 

to compile basic 
demographic data about the 
team 
to assess the readiness, 
willingness and abilities of 
BC Parks staff to participate 
in, or help further the 
objectives of, this project. 

to review the above 
assessrnent after a 
teleconference, to see if the 
teteconference could have 
e W e d  &anges; 
to further explore 
respondents' perceptions of 
leadership. 

Distribution 

Census of ail BC Parks staff 
members who were contact 
persons (as of September 
1999) for the overat1 levefs of 
management project They 
had the option of passing the 
sunrey along to an altemate 
contact in their district or 
program. 

Census of all staff members 
as described above, who 
had attended the 
te lecon fer ence, 

Response 
Rate 

(District 82% 
HQ 60%) 

n=7 

58% 

( Distnct 
56% 

HQ: 60%) 

Table 44 Benchmark and Post-Teleconference Survey Facts 



Demographic Information h m  the benchmark survey reflects findings in 

the organisational literature review in that 75% of respondents have over 15 

years experience with BC Parks. Another notable finding is that 75% of the 

respondents did not have direct, formal accountability for the process (Le., 

they were not in the "hem positions of district manager or operations officer.) 

Nine of the eleven districts were represented. 

ii) Readiness: a scde of 1-5 fiom strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

Resdts of 3a) 1 know what is expected of me as a districtlprogram contact 

person for the M s  process." 

1 Know Expections as a Contact Pemn 

Sbong ly Not Sure 
20% 

Agree 

I I I 
47% 

Average: 3.9 

Figure 4 4  Survey Responses about Contact Personsr Roies 



4-1 1 

Responses to 33 "1 understand the purpose of the Ievels of management tooP 

before and aRer the teleconference: 

Undemtand Purpose of Levels of Understand Purpose of Levels 
Management Toot of Management Tool (POST) 

Figure e2 Benchmark Survey Responses: Purpose of levels of Management Tool 

Figuni 4-3 Post-telewnfemnce Survey Responses: Purpose of levels of Management Tool 

iii) Willingness: a scde of 1-5 f?om strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

Responses to 3b) 4 think our district/program needs simpler access to  

important information to help us protect and manage our most si@cant 

values, risks and issues." 

Better Information Access 

figure 44 Survey Response: BetterAccess fo InfotmaUon 



For the next two questions, respondents' dkagreeing with the statement 

wodd indicate a higher degree of willingness: 

Responses to 30 'There is so much data to consider, 1 find it difEcult to know 

where to begïn," pre and post-teleconference. 

Dont Know Where to 8egin Don% Know Where to Begin 
(POST) 

Figure 4-5 Benchmark Response: Re: Ability to lmagine Useful Wews of Data 

Figura 4-6 Post-teleconference Response: Re: Ability to lmagine Useful Views of Data 

"3h) 1 am worried that we may expect cornputers to take over decisions best 

made by employees and teams," pre and post-teleconference. 

Concem About Decision Makhg Concem About Deciaion Making 
(POST) 

Fgum 4-7 Benchmark Suwey Response: Concern about ml8 of information lechnology 

Fgum 4 8  Pastteieconfetence Survey Response: bncern about mie of infannath technoIogy 



Responses t o  3i) "1 would like to help m y  district/program use information 

technology tools to inform our decisions," pre and post teleconference. 

1 Want to Help Othea Ur, Tools I I 

Agree 
42% 

Want to Help Othen, Use Tools 
(POST) 

Figure 4-9 Benchmark Survey Response: Wi/ling to help others use tools 

Figure 4-70 Post-teleconference Survey Response: W h g  to help others use fmls 

Responses to 3k) "When we are getting ready to do o u  own AMPs reporting, 

1 should be abIe to provide our district/program with busic answers to 

questions about technology." 

Provide Basic technology lnfo 

Figum 44 i Benchmark Sutvey Response: Share Khowledge of lnfonnatîon Technology 



iv. Ability: a scale of 1-5 fkom strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

Responses to 3c) "1 have several concrete ideas about how my 

district/program could use this information," before and afker teleconference. 

ldeas for Use of Information Ideas for Use of Crifornation 
(POS7) 

1 Average 4.31 

Figure 4-12 Benchmark Suwey Response: Concrete ldeas for Applr'cation 

Figure 443  Post-teleconference Survey Response: Concrete ldeas for Application 

Results for 3j) "1 am pretty cornfortable with the way we have been producing 

and using information fkom the & W s  process," @ost teleconference only). 

1 CornfortabCe with Uae of Data 

4-14 Post-teIeconference Sunley Response: Comfbrt with Cumnt Application 



Responses to 3d and 3e) 4 am knowledgeable about the kinds of data we now 

collect in our district/programm and "1 am knowIedgeable about useful kinds 

of data collected by other organisations." 

Knowledge of Cntemal Data Knowledge of Extemal Data 

Figure 4-15 Benchmark Survey Response: Knowledge of internai Data 

Figure 4 4  6 Benchmark Sumy Response: Knowledge of Extemai Data 

Responses to 38) "1 feel we have good information technology skills in our 

Figure 4-l7 Benchmark Sutvey Response,- lnfonnation fechndogy skills 



Information technology skills had the lowest ratings in relation to optimal 

ratings, of any question in the "abiIitiesn cluster. 

Responses to 31) "1 consider myself a leader in m y  districtlprogram." 

Consider Self A Leader I 

Figum 4-18 Benchmark Survey Response: Leadership Assessrnent 

Only 25% of respondents to the first s w e y  said they were occountable for 

the AMPs process (Le., had formal authority) yet 75% "agreed" or strongly 

'agreed" that they considered themselves a leader. 

The following results are for the same question, but show the subset of bench 

mark survey participants who aiso completed the post-teleconference survey. 

Perceptions of Leadership (subset) 

Figure 4 4 9  Benchmark Suney Responsse: Leadershri, Assessrnent by mspondents who 

answeried following pst-teleconference leadershrp questruns. 



Responses ta 3a) 1 ofken get involved in positive change? 

Often lnvolved in Positive Change 

FQue 4-20 Post-teleconference Response: Leadership & Positive Change 

Responses to 3m) "1 oRen work towards ideas about how to make things 

better in our district or organisation." 

Work Towads tdeas to Make Things 
Betfer 

Rgure 42.i Post-teleconference Response: Leadershrj, & Workrng Towards Vision 



Responses to 3c) "1 believe leadership is a team effort." 

Leadership is a Team Effort 

Figure +22 Post-teleconference Response: LeadershN & Collaboration 

Responses to 3e) * m e n  we are trying new ways of using information, 1 wiII 

be inched to monitor whether individuals are getting hstrated or 

I Will Monitor Reactions 

l Not sure 

FiQure 4-23 Post-teleconference Response: Leadersh@ and Ehabling Othem 



Responses to 3i) "Others in m y  office notice that I care about helping the 

team do weU, 

1 Others Notice [ Cam About Team 

Fbure 4-24 Post-teleconference Response: Leadershb & Offering Wsible Support 

Responses to 3n) i encourage people to feel good about themselves." 

Encourage People 

Not sure 
14% 

Figure 425 Paf-tetecontbmnce Rasponse: LeadershB and Ei,couraging the Heart 



4420 

Responses to 3h) 4 would not ask anyone to do anythg 1 was mwilling to 

do hrst," 

Willing to Try Things FSmt 

Not sure 
44% 

Average 3.9 

1.e.k" 4 1 
Figure 4-26 Post-teleconference Response: LeademhB & Modelling the Way 

This question was not weU phrased in that respondents wrote that they 

wresded with role m o d e h g  vs. assigned responsibiIities. 

Responses to 3g) "1 beiieve we do a good job in o u r  distrïct/program of 

celebrating our successes." 

Celebrating Successes 

Figure 42î Post-tei~conferenœ Response: Leadersfiri, & Caïebrating Accompfishments 



Responses related to the Kouzes and Posner's &al cornmitment, "celebrating 

team accomplishments regdarly'' had the most negative response in relation 

to optimal outcornes for an environment to foster leadership and learning. 

Thece was usudy a positive correlation between "negative" o r  "not sure" 

responses in the leadership question fkom the first survey, and negative nor 

not sure responses in the five questions above. However. al1 persons who 

were not coddent of their leadership role did provide some positive 

responses here about leadership practices in which they [are seen tol activeIy 

engage. 

In generai, respondents indicated they perceive themselves as leaders, and 

believe their values and behaviours refiect leadership abilities- These 

h d i n g s  were independent of whether the respondents were in management 

or union positions, line or staff roles, or supervishg employees. This hding 

is very sMar to conclusions by O'Brien Ïn a study of successful professionals 

working in an ovedapping area of information management. 

"The correlation between attributes of transformationd leaders, 

leadership attributes as defhed by sunrey respondents and their 

separately self-assessed effectiveness attributes indicates that 

leadership cornpetencies figure large in this population. Faced with 

oRen unreceptive environments, inequity in the alIocation of resources 

and inadequate support for personal Iearning and growth, these 

individuah End means to get the job done ... Among the many 

amibutes shown, participating records management practitioners 

demonstrate the five Ieadership essentiah .. .ensuring seK4eadership , 

providing choice, deveIopÎng competence, assignîng criticd ta*, 

offering visible support." 



It may also be helpfid for the reader to know something of the project leader's 

style, in relation to the organisation's culture. Based on the resuIts of a 

Myers Briggs workshop attended by about a third of the organisation's staff, 

the NT style is disproportionately rare in the organisation (and reasonably 

unusual in society as a whole). The styIe which is statistically over- 

represented in the organisation (perhaps because the appmach matches 

many field responsibilities well) is "SJ-" The two approaches are contrasted 

below as described by Hirsh and Kurnmemw @.13,1990), in part, to show 

how they complernent each other. 

Temperament 
SJ 

(large proportion of staff) 
NT 

(project leader & potentially some 
team members) 

Leadership Styfe 
Work Style 

Table 4-2 Myers Bnggs as a iool for looking at a balance of perspectives in a 61 prol;ect 

Leaming Style 

Acknowledged for 
Contributing 

Using the Leadership and Management Practices Inventory, reviews by peers 

and team members suggest 1 have a good range of leadership skills. 

Feedback on "the extent to which the leader models and promotes honesty 

and integrity in the work environment" had the highest overd  rating ("to a 

very great extent.")e Iowest ratine (between "to a 'moderate' and a 'great' 

e x t e n t b e r e  about style, and induded ratings about balance, adaptability, 

self-eodidence and authoritarianism. Information management skills, which 

relate directly to t h  project, had "high to very high" ratings. 

Traditional, stabiîizer, consolidator 
Works from a sense of responsibility, 
loyalW. and indu*. 

Some of the most valuable feedback eom feIIow leamers in masters program 

problem-solving sessions and peer reviews related to my "exceptional 

Visionary, architect of systems, buitder 
Works on ideas with ingenuity and logic. 

Leams in a step-by-step way with 
preparation for current and future ut i l i i  
Timely output 

teams by an impersonal and analytical 
process for personal mastery. 
Strategies and analyses. 



obsemationd skZsn and my tendencies not to speak up enough, considering 

their perception of the value of mg comments when 1 did contribute. 

1s there a link between self-perception of leadership attributes and practices, 

and actual leadership? My h d i n g s  here are limited to observations. and 

based on the observations 1 believe there is a correlation. The çharing of 

ideas and the sense of celebration in the bulletins is evidence of leadership. 

whether it be by the authors, or in the authors' environments, encouraging 

them to help their peers and the process grow. Another example is in a copy 

of a typical memo 1 received fkom a district facilitator, who is one of many 

without formal positional authority. The second paragraph refers to pilot 

reports fkom this project. 

"The dates for doing our a ~ u d  process have been set for the weeks of 

Y and y. Could the Area Supervisors, in discussion with [their 

supervisor] pIease choose a day within this period. Tt is quite possible 

that we wiII be abIe to review and write the 2000 AMP document for 

most areas in half a day. Unless ail of you feel otherwise, however, 1 

would like to schedule only one area per day with the option that we 

might do more Ï f  the process proceeds quickly." 

"SECONDLYT 1 wouid like to meet with d the Area SupeMsors, 

Officers [aiso names of other district staff members] fkom 10:30 to noon 

on [date]. This w-iU be a chance to Iook at and compare provincial 

wrap-ups of the data and information we and a i l  the other Districts 

have provided through the Levels of Management process. It will dso  

be an opportunity to discuss some of the ways this data can be sorted 

and used in ways that codd be beneficial in assisting management 

decisions. As ail of you are aware, we have been primadg Ïnputting 

data for the Iast two years. Are there opportunities to ask the spstem 



to output data for our purposes? The resdts of this meeting may affect 

some of our discussions and discussions in [month]." 

"1 commend alI of you for the efforts you have put into this process over 

the past two years, and look forward to further discussions and 

Ieaming as we enter into this process this year." 

These memos typically included belief in the team as greater than the sum of 

its parts, evidence ofshared decision-making, a desire to hem opinions, a 

willingness to lead and model positive direction. a sense of urgency or 

importance, reference to relevance rather than rules, and a spirit of 

cele bration. 

In summary, the chart on the following page shows the relative strength of 

optimal responses to benchmark survey questions, before the teleconference. 

Questions re-asked afier the teleconference are shaded with diagonal lines, 



In the post-teleconference sunrey, there were positive changes in aU mean 



Mean and median scores are also listed below for cornparison. As with the 

bar graphs, this is based on the most recent response of any participant. 

II Suwey Question Showing 
Desired Responses 1 

1 (1-ngiy oisagrr; Mtrongîy Agm) [ 
1 know what is expected of me as a 
district* contact person for the AMPs 
process. 

I think our distrie needs simpler 
acœss to important infomation to help 
us protect and manage ouf most 
signifiant values, risks and issues. 

I I have several conuete ideas about 
how my district could use this 
infomation. 
(5.4) 
1 am knowiedgeable about the kinds of 
data we now collect in our district, Il 
I I am knowîecigeable about usefut kinds 

of data collecteci by other organisations. 
(5.4) 
There is so much data to consider. I 
find it difficutt to know where to begin. II 
(1 2) 
I feel that we have good information 
tecbnoiogy skiils in our district* 
(5.41 
1 am worrîed that we may exped 
cornputers to take over deCisi0ns best 
made by employees and teams. 

1 would like to help my district use 
information technology too ts to inforrn 
our decisions, 
(5.4) 

I understand the purposes of the levels 
of management tool. 

--- - 

When we are getting ready to do our 
own AMPD repoding. I should be able to 
provide Our district* with base answers 
to questions about technologyc 
(5.4) 
I consider rnyseif a leader in rny 
districtir 
(5.4) 

F II 1 U 

program representatives were a s W  ta substitut8 *program" for disbid whi 

Benchmark Poettele- 
Median conference 
n=îZ Median 

Table 4-3 Benchmark and Po&-tefixonférenœ Response Averages and M i a n s  



Needs And Participation Survey 

Survey 

3) Needs & 

Participation 

to expand on existing 
notes about important 

management decisions 

requinng decision- 

suppofi 

to select a subset of 

existing reports (built with 

cul-de-sac technology) 

with potential 

modifications, for 

development in 

deployable technology 

to research options for 

further participation in the 

areas of needs- 

assessment, software 

training, and application 

of information. 

Distribution 

AH BC Parks staff mem bers 

who were primary contact 

persons for the overall levels 

of management project 

A sarnpling of secondary 

(data) contact persons who 

had b e n  particulariy 

involved in attempts to 

create reports for their 

districts. 

A sampling of staff rnem bers 

who have an unusually high 

level of IT expertise, some 

of whorn are rnernbers of 

formal groups addressing IT 

direction for BC Parks. 

Respanse 

Rate 

n=19  

76% 

"tT 

contacts 

50% 

Other 
contacts 

88% 

Table 4-4 Needs and Participation Survey Facls 

Needs and Participation Survey: 

Key Priorities and Preferred Approaches 

i. Demographics: The response rate fiom the project contact network 

remained high (83%), however, a reIativeIy low percentage (57%) of the IT 

contacts responded. Wàen 1 spoke 6th the IT contacts, most of them felt 

removed fkom the business side of the process. Several saÏd they did not feel 

quf i ed  to comment on management needs, as they are not involved in those 

discussions, mcUm did not have adequate context for how the data wodd be 



used, and/or were not part of the AMPs pmcess. A typical response here was, 

"What 1 do know is the technician is the person that the officers etc. corne to 

when they need reports or data extracted ... this position will be the one who 

will work with the data-'' 

ii. Management Priorities: There were six items about management 

priorities: three statements (with an agreement scale) and three open-ended 

questions. 

According to several respondents, the questions about management priorities 

were misleading &or inapproprîate. TgpicaI examples of these comrnents 

are "It depends compIetely upon the park and the values, risks etc. that it is 

Qcing.'' of the categories are important somewhere." "The whole basis 

for this management levels development was to assist in answering this 

question!" and "1 think they are ail Like pieces of a puzzle; leave one out and 

you dodt have the cornpiete picture." 

The fbst three were to CO- that there is particdar interest in the status 

and completion of some of the *foundation tasks" which we monitor as part  of 

the levels of management project. These statements were: 

a) Gathering existing information about naturd and cultural heritage values 

is one of the most important foundation tasks. 

b) CompIeting risk assessments for public safety and security in high-priority 

protected areas is very important. 

c) Completing management pians and management direction statements 

(MDSs) is very important. 

The assumption that these are all considered important was vedied: 



Importance of Three Sample Foundation Tasks 
(BC Parks, next 5 years) 

t 00% 

90% 

80% 

70% ONo response 

60% n o u a g ~  

50% 
O Not Sure 

40% 
StfongLy Agree 

30% - 

20% 

tO% 

0% 
Gather Naturai Management Risk 

(L CH Value Pians Assessments 
Information 

Foundation Task 

Figure 430 importance of Three Sample Foundation Tasks to BC Parks Staff 

Foundation Task Priorities: ,411 three of the foundation tasks highlighted 

in the survey were considered very important. There were smaü Merences 

in the ratings amongst them, with gathering of uiformation about naturd 

and cultural heritage values being considered somewhat more important 

than preparing management plans or conducting risk assessments for pubIic 

safety/security purposes). 

In some cases, respondents IeR these question blank, as they had indicated in 

the fist question that they could no longer be involved, or they did not feeI 

qualined to respond. 

The organisation is currently placing a lot of emphasis on gathering naturd 

value information, so it may surprise some that not ail respondents strongly 

agreed with this as a very important task. One person said we dready have 

a considerabk information which could be used much more. For example, 

use of the leveIs of management tool, reflecting what we aIready know, could 



be more productive than gathering more information. Another person said 

that "we can spend 50 years bding out every conservation value in a certain 

area, but only one or two of these may be impacted, and it may be destroyed 

in the fist season. There is a balancing act between gathering information 

and managing activities." That respondent pointed to the need for "safety 

net" direction to minimise habitat des t~c t ion  while new information is being 

gathered. The organisation is aware of these issues and works on an ongoing 

basis to strike an appropriate balance. 

Respondents had the opportunity to write in other important foundation 

tasks, and these included: accurate boundarg information (some left this 

generd; some specified surveying and rnarking of boundaries where needed); 

management direction statements and recreation, use and appreciation 

plans, e-g., to provide soiid interim direction for new protected areas; 

addressing commercial andlor non-conforming uses; having accurate land 

status and tenure information; assessing Bsks to naturd values; and 

preparation of vegetation, ddlife, recreation, f i e  and cultural heritage 

management plans. Many respondents answered using the multi-digit codes 

for tasks (used for data entry) indicating that they had ready access to that 

material and were making links with the way the tool is applied. 

Ongoing Management Priorities: There was also an open-ended question 

about the types of ongoing or  annual management actions which are 

particularly important over the next five years. In addition to comments 

about this approach to setting priorîties having flaws, specinc suggestions 

were, in order ofîrequency: repairing and maintaining facaties, building 

knowledge of values (e-g., through a registry of where data sets can  be 

accessed), monitoring of naturd values, increasing presence, b d h g  

vohnteer programs, b d d i n g  facilities in appropriate locations to broaden the 

range ofpark visitors, and management actions to protect naturd values. 



Other Management Priorities: A third open-ended question focused on 

other high priority management actions. AU responses but one related to the 

levels of management tooI. These included the need for more work with some 

of the newer districts which may need better awareness, training etc. in order 

to apply the tool to decision-making. This contrasted with a comment from a 

"ne< district that he tool shoddn't be nished, but rather d o w e d  to 

"marinate for a while." This may fit with Senge's (1999) obsemation that at 

this stage of a change project, it is easy to develop a culture of "hue beIieversW 

and "non-believers:. Other responses were to build stmnger links between 

district judgements about priorities and headquarters priorities, and to 

ensure its application did not reward the embehhment of problems. 

The comment not directly related to the levels of management framework 

referenced the need for additiond resources. 

Report Priorities. The next question dealt with types of reports needed. 

ThFee options were provided with an agreement scale, and one open-ended 

question: 

i Average 

recreati-on features or rare smes data 
t want to combine proiect lists with other information 

Question 

1 want to be able to see a11 the parks I work with togethet in 
reports, so I can compare the values, foundation task 
stahis. and ongoing management data from different PAS, 
areas and districts. 
I want to see more about protected area values than just 
the ratings - perhaps links to maps of forest types, 

I (values. gaps etc*) to heip us detensibly refine prïonties. I 4.4 I 

Scale h m  strongly disagree (1 ) 
to strong ly agree (5) 

4.4 

3.8 

Table 4-5 Response Averages: Tjtpes of Reports N&ed 



These results are similar to those from a focus group 1 conducted in a recent 

provincial officer meeting. The one additional report several of those officers 

re-requested was a compilation of basic PA facts and trends which, many 

districts re-key into the document h m  other data sources. 

Relatively few respondents completed the open-ended question. One made 

the comment that they needed more awareness before they could contribute 

more ideas. Suggestions induded reports related to protected areas with 

risks to public or staff, facrlities in poor condition, opportunities for volunteer 

projects, more reports which integrate project Iists showing most important 

gaps and risks, and reports linking to representative naturd value data. 

Priorities for Participation and Next Steps: Respondents were asked 

eight questions about next steps in developing, re-g and learning to use 

reports. The questions and average responses are summarised below: 

- - . . -- [ ~ a r k % p & i f i ~ & r e  training is very important 4.3 I 

Question 
(panphnsed for brevity) 

Need more idea-sharing around report contents (suggest forum) 

I Want to attend (or have other representative attend) workshop 
with cornputers I 

Average 
Sale from strongly 

d W -  (9) 
to stmgly agree (5) 

4.3 

1 WouM ïike to attend 1-2 day software training session designed 1 3.8 1 

L 

Want to attend (or have other representabive attend) 
worksho~/teieconference about rewrt contents 

Priority for a face-teface meeting: hands-on workshop with 3.6 
com~uters 

3.9 

for Ministry (not just Parks) staff 
Want to share ideas 1:I by phone or in person 3-7 

Table 4 4  Response Averages: Pn'oritres fOr Next Seps (e-g., sphg workshop) 

t have background or skills unusual hr parks StaRwhich I am 
~Ming ta share as worliioads permit (describe briefiy) 

Some work on some of these suggestions has been done, however, most wiU 

be outside the scope of thÏs project. 

3.1 



e) Business Intelligence Survey 

Suwey 

4) Business 

Intelligence 

(B1) 

to detemine 

important success 

factors for BI 

proie&, based on 

the knowledge and 

experience of 

[primariiy lq 
professionats 

outside BC Parks. 

phone calls and e-mails to 

Ministry representatives in BC 

government; rny initial calls were 

to persons chosen from the 

govemment phone directory as 

having positions likeiy associated 

with this knowledge. ln some 

cases, these persons referred 

me to altemate contacts. 

phone cails and e-mails to five 

park organisations 

Oracle Magazine 

an on-line data base discussion 

WuP 

Distribution 

Available through the BC Parks 

tnternet site, and promoted airough 
l 

Response 

Rate 

n =31 

nia for 

sutvey as a 

whole 

for BC 

government 

ministries: 

90% 

Table 4 7  Business Intelligence Survey Facts 

i. Demographics: 

There was a reasonably even split between persons who said they worked 

primarily wîth the business of the organisation (14), and those who said they 

worked primarily with information technology (17). However, the vast 

majority of persons who said they work primanly with business, had job 

titles focuskg on information technoIogy and/or were employed in 

information technoIogy sections of a Ministry- Most respondents worked in 

the public sector, some for large corporations and some as private 

consultants. There is no way of defitively measuRng the geographic 

diversiw of the respondents, but most were Canadian, with responses h m  at 

least three other c o d e s .  Six major park organisatiom were approached 



based on some knowledge of business intelligence work they were doing, or 

attemptÏng to do. Three of those organisations felt they had enough 

experience to respond. 

Based on the one question about the amount ofexperience respondents had 

in this field, this is the respondent profile: 

Years Experience with BI 

Fgure 431 Years of 8usiness intelligence (BI) ExpeMce: 81 Survey 

ui general terms, the persons I spoke to were very interested in business 

intelligence, and focused on what they were trying to accomplish. The 

literature review indicated that a large proportion of change projects and 

business intelligence projects do not succeed. This seems to be supported 

through the phone conversations with BC Govenunent ministry contacts. 

Typicd comments were that they wanted to work in this area, but had 

accomplished relatively littIe in relation to their goals. And yet most 71% of 

the government respondents said they had over five years experience with 

this Spe of work. Progress has been slow (and by strict pmject management 

criteria, most government projects have probabk fided.} 



In the business intelligence survey, these three factors: business plan, 

business champion and architecture, were packaged as one question, so the 

results are assessed in relation to each other. 

"Very Important!' Ratings fior 3 Succe= Factors (Gill) 
by Prokwion 

Architecture and 
Standards 

Business Plan 

Business Chanpion 

Figure 4-32 Relative importance of GWs Three Sumess Fadom: Bi Survey 

Ail three factors were rated as "verp" important by a large majority of 

respondents. The respondents who said they worked primarily with 

iaformation technology rated a business champion as the least important of 

the three factors, whereas vs. those who said they worked primarily with the 

business of the organisation (dthough they were almost aIl leading or 

employed in information technology departments), considered a business 

champion the most important. 

There was one text comment about architecture, fkom a respondent who had 

not rated it as very important* 

"Compared with 10 years ago, it is easier today to correct a bad 

architectinal choice. Components are more "plug compatiblew than 



they were, and there are now lots of tools to give an existing 

architecture a different face. For example, say you chose the wrong 

application environment, meaning that it doesn't scale well and 

response time is becoming too large. One option is simply to buy more 

processors and RAM and increase performance with at the hardware 

level. Another example: say you chose to depIoy an application using a 

client-semer model, and the cost of maintainhg and RLMing the client 

part is becoming too high. WelI, you could rehost to thin client using a 

terminal semer tool like Citrix, (or in the case of an Oracle application, 

you could replace Oracle foms with the Java-based Web foms option 

and run the application through the Web browser, eliminating the 

need for specid client software). Again, if you chose a COM 

architecture and you found that performance wasn't good you can 

reconfigure the architecture relatively easily so that different COM 

components nui transparently on different servers. So, to the user. the 

application looks the same, but back-end recodiguration d o w s  much 

better performance." 

In the following, more detailed, question about success factors, there were 

dso merences between "IT" and "business" respondents' ratings of other 

potential success factors, with the Iargest ciifferences in 'understanding the 

culture' and 'managers willing to share information with staff.' 



Very Important!' Ratings of Additional Succezis Factors 

Senior Management 

Access to metadata 

Collaboration 

FT w ith business basics 

Shareâ understanding ___ 
f@rs.w iühg to share 

Users w ith rs ld ls  

Business w ith î ï  basics 
- - 

Figum 4-33 Relative ImpoRance of Other Success Factors in BI Survey by Proféssion 

O v e r d  ratings for this question are shown in the tabIe below: 

Table 4-8 Relative Importance of Ofher Success Factors f i  BI Swey by Percent 

Potential Success Factor 
1. Access to metadata 
2. Support from senior management 

Oh very important 
90.3 
87-1 

3. Excel[ent communication skills 
4. Colfaboration amongst sections 
5. Organisation supports change 
6. IT persons with basic understanding of business 
7. Shared understanding - benefits 
8, Understanding cuhre 
9. Imaginddesign useful views of data 
10- Managers. willing to share information with staff 
1 t - Business persans with basic understanding of IT 

83.9 
80-7 
77.4 
7?-4 
74.2 
67-7 
64.5 
64.5 
38.7 

1 2  Business persons with basic 1T skills 1 35.5 



The Top Five Factors 

1) Metadata: The Wniversd Translater" of Business Intelligence 

The most important success factor, in the context of this particular survey, is 

access to metadata, or "data about data." This was prominent in the 

Iiterature, and based on the implementation work done as part of this project, 

I consider it nitical. The o d y  experimental work I was able to do before we 

documented metadata, was in situations where 1 knew the data, and where 

the proghamming work was simple. 

2) Support from Senior Management: Critical or a Red Herring? 

The fact that this factor is ranked as more important than aknost aU others 

implies that it is something separate h m  other factors such as business 

persons (including senior managers) having a solid, basic understanding of 

the technology, enough s k i h  tu explore its potential or application. 

confidence that sharing management infiormation is cornfortable, if not 

exciting, andlor an assurance that the project will fit with the organisation's 

culture. Conversely, this kding couId reflect a perception that senior 

managers are usually extremely busy penons who want to clear? well- 

communicated proposals which demonstrate relevance, fit, practicality, 

acceptance, and so on. If the development team has effectively addressed aII 

the criteria respondents considered important, and has excellent 

communications skius, the likelihood of senior management support wodd 

grow tremendoudy. Based on three of the phone conversations with niinistry 

contacts, their perception appeared to be that the support they felt they 

lacked h m  senior management was a somewhat Ïsolated, but critical factor. 

Their perspectives may relate to a cornmon organisational archeme (Oshry, 

1995) in w h i h  penons near the top of the hierarchy can often feel burdened 

by responsiailities, whereas those beIow that IeveI can feel isoIated, not 

heard, or oppressed in their efforts tu make change. 



The Termite Metaphor: 1s Senior Management Support Essentid? 

Authors, induding Gareth Morgan, have used termite colonies as metap hors 

for new models of organisational growth. From apparently random work by 

individuals, there emerges piles of earth, which "become the focus of 

sustained building activity." When they reach a specinc height, work stops 

until columns are clustered in ways that allow for the construction of arches. 

*The approach eventually resdts in a kind of free-form architecture, 

comprised of interlocking c a v e m  and tunnels that are ventiluted, hurnidity 

controlled, and beautifully fonned." In other words, the variations in 

approaches are still aligned with mitical needs and a "cornmon vision." 

Helgessen (1995) also taIks about the potential for grass roots initiatives in 

organisations to be Iarge and successful. Senge (pp.10-11, 1999) states the 

*evidence for top management's power to direct large organizations to change 

is thin at best ... In fact, the myth of the omnipotent CE0 is merely a special 

case of a deeper cd turd  icon, the myth of the hem-leader-" One codd argue 

that senior management support is essentid for funding. However, most 

funding is appmved at Iower Ievels, and business intelligence projects are not 

always expensive. There is sometimes potential for huge gains wi th  modest 

resources. The sponsoring organisation, for exampIe, has been abIe to 

Ieverage elristing data, expertise and technology. For three years, BC Parks 

did BI work, accessible on a few computers, which required direct 

expenditnres of about $1,000. Another ministry's contact spoke of their 

approach, which has not yet used formal BI tools, but is built on strong 

standards for database integration and some extra labour to run queries in a 

centrd location, shipping them out to fieId offices on a reguIar basis. 



However, senior management support is an often important, and sometimes 

critical factor which should not be isolated fiom others when planning for 

success, 

3) A Team with Excellent Communication Skills 

This potentially relates to three factors in the üe ra tu re  review. Several 

authors referred to communications problems in the IT comrnunity ranging 

&om a lack of skill development in that area to the pervasive jargon. 

Secondly. there appears to be Ltt1e communication about this topic in the 

non-IT business commUIUlty, and little genuine dialogue between IT and 

business professionah Thirdly, change initiatives tend to be dramatically 

under-comunicated, 

4) Collaboration 

Organisational databases tend to reflect organisational structure. Many 

organisations have hadit iond hierarchical structures with many branches 

leading up to a singIe box at the summit. The sponsoring organisation is 

probably typical in two ways. Databases can usudy be associated with a 

singIe job description of a smaU duster of job descriptions in that hierarchy, 

and the more separated the  databases are fkom each other uhoRzontdy" in 

the organisationai structure. the Iess compatîîIe they are likely to be. The 

iîterature review emphasises the dominance and drawbacks of 

compartmentalisation in traditional North Amerïcan organisations. 

Business inteIIigence requires collaboration at several stages fkom approvals 

and metadata work through to application and implementation. When 

superimposed on a traditional structure, this collaboration might be seen as 

chaotic. not complying with es tabbhed roIes, or compIicating 

accountabilities, 



5) An Organisation That Supports Change 

The high rating for this item may relate to the literature review in that 

business intelligence philosophy can clash with the organisational structure 

or culture. Large changes in information technology done can be very 

challenging. Changes in culture are always challenging. Respondents may 

be reflecting on the signiscance of this combination. 

Technical vs. Business Factors 

The survey iacluded one question to gather respondents' perceptions about 

the nature of the major obstacles to business intelligence successes. A large 

majority of respondents (regardless of how they are categorised) believe that 

business issues are far more important than technical issues. 

'"Technical Issues Cause More Problems 
man Business issu es..^" 

Rgure 4-34 Relative ImpoRance of T8ChnicaI vs, Business Fadom by Percent 

M e r  Factors and Comments From Respondents 

The hdings of this survey show that many factors are very important for the 

success of BI projects. AU respondents rated many items as very important, 



and text comments such as "Get senior management to understand that all  of 

the criteria mentioned in the precedhg sections are essentid to the 

successful completion of ANY business intelligence project," punduated this 

fact, 

When asked if there were one thing they could do to improve the effectiveness 

of business intelligence projects. (90% response) the responses could be 

grouped into three themes: changes in attitudes or values, changes in 

knowledge or skius and changes in practices. For a complete List of 

comments, see Appendix G.. 

Some comments about attitudes and values oRen focused on reducing 

territoriality, building trust, and helping the organisation understand that 

many cultural and technical factors are critical for success. 

Most comments about knowledge and skills had to do with business persons 

gaining a greater understanding of technology. This is particdarly 

interestkg when most respondents rated these items as of relatively low 

importance in the rated questions. 

Many comments about practices focused on Iinks with business needs, good 

data management practices, andlor funding. One ministry emphasised the 

importance of preplanning, and not creating Band-Aid solutions. This fits 

welI with a theme about under1Jring issues in the Iiterature. For example, in 

his article 'Znterprise Architecture and Legacy Systems (web site copyright 

1993-1996) John Zachman states "ifwe ever Ïntend to be fiee h m  the 

"Iegacy" problem, we must fist address the enterprise architecture issues." 

When 1 conversed with potential BC government respondents, most said they 

had made minima1 pmgress in the area of business ÏnteIIÏgence. Some had 



had smalI, but sipnincant successes, and were hding it challenging to be 

patient and manage expectations. Severd mentioned the Ministry of 

Environment, Lands and Parks in general (of which the sponsoring 

organisation is a part) and Andrew Faulkner in p d c u l a r  (the central 

Ministry person assigned as their contactirnentor for this project) as leading 

the provincial government in this field. Some of these same individuals, and 

others. descnibed how their ministry had chosen somewhat different 

approaches. For example, other reporting tooIs being used incIuded 

MSAccess, Crystal Reports and Cognos. 

Two individuah also spoke by phone about factors which they believed were 

helping to move business intelligence efforts forward. These included 

The considerable progress towaxds government standards including 

Oracle databases (a reasonably b n  standard) and Oracle tooIsets (Iargely 

because of Iarge corporate applications which are Oracle-based); 

Demographic changes in decision-making bodies through retirement; 

The cumulative finistration of years of putting effort into data entry and 

storage with litt1e return; and 

Heightened expectations of executives who see weU prepared 

presentations about the potential of information technology. 

,Mer reading the s m e y ,  some respondents suggested improvements to the 

survey design. These ideas are birilt into conclusions, where appropriate, and 

the section on research implications. 



f) BC Parks Product Evaluation Survey 

Sunrey 

5) Product 

Evaluation 

Objective 

to detemine end users' 

opinions on the quality of the 

business intelligence products 

produced as part of this 

project 

to guide recommendations to 

the sponsoring organisation 

for next steps. 

Distribution 

Distributeci to volunteers who 

were willing to view the 

products and respond in that 

context 

Opportunity to participate 

was communicateâ 

through e-mail and 

managers' meetings. 

~eqbnse  

Rate 

n=?2of  

13 persons 

asked to 

evaluate tT 

products 

Table 4-9 BC Parks Product Evaluation Survey Facts 

During the final week of research, a few district and headquarters staff 

accessed the new Oracle Discoverer workbooks, and the Iinks with spatial 

data through the Ministry ArcView tool, and were asked if they were wilIing 

to evaiuate some or ail of the products produced as part of this project. One 

product I had worked on earlier was the Excel spreadsheet b d t  for district 

project lists. with basic protected area information fkom the warehouse 

(which each district used to replace the 40-120 Word documents they had 

used for these Iists in the past). By building the spreadsheets fiom the 

warehouse, it enabled linkages Iater: the hd  product was integrated 

reports built by mmbining the long-term priority-setting data fiom Oracle 

with the annud priorities fkoom Excel so that annual priorities couId be 

rehed with the help of information technology tooIs. 

Thirteen persons were asked to esalnate the information technoIogy products 

and twelve (92%) repIied with evaluations. The respondents work in eight 

Merent positions in Eve districts and headquarters. Seven of the district 



respondents were either prjmary or data contacts for the AMPs process and 

three were persons who have been involved 6 t h  information technology 

working groups. Everyone who accessed the information said they were 

pleased; the one non-respondent said that  they had concerns about survey 

design, and did not want theïr la& of response to suggest he did not strongly 

support the project. 

Respondents were asked to assess the products, using the four business needs 

compiled by BC Parks information technology staff, phrased as objectives. 

1 think these tools wiil 

1) help o u .  team to access, analyse, integrate and report on appropriate 

existing data; 

2) help to remove wails between existing BC Pasks data sets; 

3) help us to access information maintained by external organizations 

4) support and encourage district-Iead initiatives. 

The question used a rating scde Born 1-5 with 1 being "strongly agree," 3 

being "neither agree nor disagree," and 5 being "strongly disagree". Results 

Tahie 4-70 Evaiuation Usr'ng iT Pmjiect Cnfenà 

In other words, a small sample of evalnators Iooking at the products fkom a 

primanly business perspective, think the work fits weU with the identined 

business needs. District reapondents appear to have understood the 

Existing Data 
(mean) 

Remove Walls 
(mean) 

Extemal 
Information 

(mean of those 
who evatuated 
spatial links) 

1 A 1.6 1.6 

Support District 
(mean of district 

mpondents) 

SuppoR District 
(mean of HO 
respondents) 

1.6 3 



signincance of the information access for supporting district lead initiatives 

(or decentraliSed decision making) more than did headquarters respondents. 

Space was provided for additional comments related to this question; which 

two respondents chose to do. 

T h e  GOAT tool certainly has Iimits that a knowledgeable tech wodd 

easily exceed. The ability to move between OracIe databases and a 

GIS based system is extremely usehl, but given the tech's capabilities, 

and the generd  area sup's lack of capabilities - 1 would thuik the 

GOAT tool wodd frustrate the techs due to its limitations, yet is 

beyond the average ASups ability. Having the Oracle data imported 

into W i e w ,  or better yet, ArcInfo wodd be more appropriate. There 

are a few individuals in the org. (myself included) who wodd use the 

GOAT tool and not approach its LMits while getting useful data from 

it, but this wodd not be the normal situation," 

The same respondent made final comments about filling an information void. 

The second respondent stated: 

"1 have been wanting District access to this data (i.e. these tools) for 

several years." 

The next question had to do with additional steps needed to improve access to 

information for, and fiom, the AMPs process. Six options pius an "other" 

option were provided. Respondents codd rate as many as they wanted as 

being ofhigh, medium or Iow importance. They were also asked to single out 

the one item they thought was more important than alI others. The fbst two 

options were to determine whether this InEormation should be broadly 

accessed, or accessed by a few specialists on request. They were worded as 

fo~ows: 



Basic software training for al2 s t a E  members involved wi th  AMPs 

Basic software trainhg for AMPs data contacts and/or technicians only 

These concepts fit well with a Iater item: "More advanced software training 

for 1-2 persons per district or program." 

Results foUow. Note that "most important" are dso included in "highn 

S MOST IMPORTANT 
? Hfgh 
3 Medium 
2 LoW 

Basic Training for 
All Staff Members 

5 High 
2 Medium 
3 Low 

2 MOST IMPORTANT 
6 High 
5 Medium 

Basic Training for 
Data Contacts andhr 

Technicians Onk 

Table Cf 1 Results of Questions About Who Should Be Training to What Degree 

More Advanced Training 
for 1-2 Pemons 

*A person who responded "Iow" stated that they did not want this to indicate 

they shouId go to a technician or data contact for reports, but rather that the 

tool is straightforward enough that they can l e m  and do a lot without 

software training. The effort should be on changing mindsets for better 

application of information. and for developing coaches or  mentors who can 

assist when regular users have nifficdty. 

It is interesthg to note that most of the respondents who have positional or 

other somewhat formal IT responsibilities answered that basic training for a 

few individuais was of "high" importance and most business persons 

answered that basic broad access (with or without s o h a r e  training) was of 

"high" importance. 

but one respondent who chose a most important option chose either basic 

training for a very broad base of users, or more advanced training for a few 



users who codd then help others in various ways ( coaching, supplying 

reports etc.) 

The other three options related to a variety of approaches to improving access 

to the information: 

An information package providing an overview of what is now available to 

you on line; 

Basic WPitten instructions for software; 

Workshops combining priority-setting work with the use of software. 

8 High 

3 Medium 

Results follow- 

7 High 
2 Medium 
2 Low 

Information Package 

t MOST IMPORTANT 
6 High 
3 Medium 
2 Low 

Table 4-12 Results About Importsnce of Other Information Shaniig Options 

Basic Written 
Instructions 

There is strong support for each of these options. Athough the applied 

workshops were not rated quite as highly as two of the earlier training 

options, text comments fiom person who rated thÏs as medium or low 

reinforced the earlier hinding that staffneed more knowledge and skilIs to 

effectively apply the levels of management and associated tooIs. 

Applied Workshops 

The foUowing are additiond comments made about this question; some are 

repeated where they relate to more than one theme. Each row contains one 

respondentk text comments. 



In district 
prefera ble. 

(Person 
believes broad, 
basic training is 
hig hest priority) 

(Person 
bel ieves 
workshop 
including 
prionty-setüng 
work, is highest 
pnonty) 
(Person 
believes more 
advanceci 
software 
training for 3-2 
persons is 
highest pnonty) 

When 
PRlOR to 
AMPS 
session- 

Who 
Basic ttaininglrrvorkshops should 
include areas, onicers and tech. 
As well as data entry and 1 back- 
up person. 

I checked the above as HLGHEST 
PRlORlTY for al1 ç&fF invoived 
with AMPS. 

Potential users of the warehouse 
data at HQ need to be trained, 
This would include - at least - 
recreation services, BRE and 
conservation, although I'm sure 
planning and extension also use it 

Workshop should include a 
mixture of job descriptions, as 
mentioned a bove. 

1 see havîng 1 or 2 people well 
trained in each ofiÏce as a priority. 
In time, as we become more 
familiar with the systern and what it 
can do for us, I see other district 
staff getting training and access. 
Prionty far initial training should be 
gben to the technician and 
possibly someone in the DSO's 
program. Key program staff and 
BRE require training in HQ. 

Training needs to be provided for 
those most activety involved in 
preparing for and analyzing AMP 
information, including the clerk 
working on AMPs and aie 
technician or extension offlcers. 

For day to day users, area 
supem-sors and operations staff, a 
basic training component should 
be provideci to alfow users ta k n m  
what information and anatysis is 
avaiiable and can reasonably be 
requested. 

Context & Application 
After complethg the exercise 
today, it is obvious that 
everyone enten'ng data in the 
VAX, whether it is STATS or 
PSPS, needs to understand 
how the 'big picture fitg and 
not just exclusive to one area. 
Ail need to be aware of how 
information is pulled from ail 
our systems, not just AMPs, to 
create the workbooks and 
accurate reports. 

This would include - at least - 
recreation services, BRE and 
consewation, althoug h I'm sure 
planning and extension also 
use it 

In tirne, as we becorne more 
familiar with the systern and 
what it can do for us, I see 
other district staff getb'ng 
training and access. 

For day to day users, area 
supervisors and operations 
staff, a basic training 
mmponent shoutd be provided 
D allow users tu know wtrat 
nforrnation and anaiysis s 
milable and can reasonably 
3erequested. 



(Person 
believes broad, 
basic training is 
highest priority) 

(Petson 
believes more 
advanced 
software 
training for 1-2 
persons is 
hig hest pflority) 

By phone we 
discussed 
paradox and/or 
fiaw in quetion 
wording:: they 
thought we 
needed acxess 
for lots of 
persons, not 
software 
training for lots 
of persons. 

Basic wriüen 
instructions are 
very [ow priotity 
since few wilt 

When 
BEFORE 
AMP 
sessions 

Who 
Officers and admin clerks -top 
priority for training 

(Person specified that workshops 
mmbining pfiority setting with use 
of software should be for "district 
and headquarters officers.") 

Respondent cummented by phone 
that help on an as-needed basis is 
criticat, Technicians could be 
logical mentors as others hit 
obstacles and need to build skifis- 

I t is very important that ail staff 
learn to access this data and 
integrate it into their day to day 
business. 

I dont believe ait district staff 
require ais training s ine oniy a 
select féw will ever utilirie h The 
technician: position (men filted) is 

Context & Application 

In my opinion, training is 
required in how to use/interpret 
the data, m i n  how to use the 
software. The tooC is very 
rnuch straightfomrd, Shifting 
from making decisions based 
on "I've k e n  thete," "I've seen 
if' ta data tells me.. . " is a 
huae shift, but one wuhich this 
organiration is going to have to 
make over the next few years. 
It will be pushed and 
encourageci by new a m  
supervisors and rangers. 

Comments by phone: Most of 
us put data in and get 
information out; we should 
becorne experts in the 
information and its application. 
A few others, such as 
technicians, should becorne 
experts in the tools. 
Combination will work well. 

Those about to retire can do a 
lot of 'brain dumping" and the 
database becornes their 
knowiedge bank, recordeci 
using tools which are a good fit 
for new, younger recmits to BC 
Parks. 
Having a sarnple of workbooks 
pWuilt  was really worthwhile. 
It quickIy demonstrates what 
can be done. if these weren't 
provided, it rn ig h i  die; if too 
many were provided, people 
would falI into the trap of just 
using what is there, and not 
posing and exploring thoughtfuC 
questions 

It is very important that al1 staff 
leam to access this data and 
integrate it into their day to day 
business 



read them, and 
take the time to 
learn the 
system, The 
PSPS is a 
pe r fe  
example: littie 
actual training 
+ no selected 
specialists + 
ambiguous 
user guide = 
fiustrated users 
+ total 
avoidance 
(staff that 
refuse to enter 
data or run 
reports), 

We do however 
have to be 
cautious with 
the rate in 
which we try to 
imptement this. 
There are so 
many priorities 
going on and 
time is against 
US. 

This person did 
not ffag a single 
most important 
item, but 
considered 
broad access, 
the two written 
products and 
applied 
workshops of 
high 
importance, 

This 
should be 
phased in 
over the 
next 
couple of 
years- 

Timing is 
not cfiücal, 
but 
sornewher 
e between 
October & 
February 
would be 
prefe rred- 

lt muid 
be great if 
the 
training 
muCd take 

a definite to receive both the 
whafs available and the how you 
get it training- Additionally a few 
district staff s hould receive this 
training as well, since if only the 
tech knows whafs available, the 
field staff won't know what they 
can ask for. This should be Iimited 
to those that desire the knowledge 
and will use the skilts and help 
mentor others on the available 
applications, 

tt is better to have a few people 
who understand the system very 
well (ex, FMS) and can help others 
utilke the system and show them 
useful tools and short cuts. 

The appropriate training for a 
select group of staff could be 
accomplished in a workshop 
setting. 

I believe area supervisors, ops, 
resource, recreation, and 
extension officers should be 
frained to a level where they can 
custorn~e reports from the data 
warehouse. Training shoutd take 
place in the district office- 
Initially, there should be an AMP, 
oradelgoat support person 
somewhere, that is trained to a 
more technical level, and can 
assist staff with questions. 

Top priority for training would be 
those invoived with AMPs. 

. -  

Context 6; Application 

Training is critical in the fumer 
implementation of the AMP 
process. This process is good 
and it has great future potentiat 
BUT, we have to have the time 
to understand what we need, 
and figure out what training is 
required. 1 know 1 personally 
feel pressured trying to 
understand the technology let 
alone what it can do for me. It 
takes time to leam and 
understand. 

This would ensure everyone 
rias the basic undetstanding of 
Nhat GOATIORACLE c m  do 
br thern, 



When 
place prior 
to the 
AMPs 
sessions 
even if it 
was a 
'heads up 
- ttiis is 
where we 
are 
headed" 
type 
training, 

Who 

Very important to have initial 
information make easy and 
clear so that everyone invo lved 
buys in and feels cornfortable 
with the process. 

Table 413  Text Comment About Al1 Trainingflnformati'an Sharing Options 

By telephone, one respondent commented on differences in learning styles. 

He Ends written instructions very valuable, and recognises that others l e m  

most effectively in different ways. This comment emphasised, for me, the 

fact that although some approaches to learning about and applying the 

idornation were ranked as more important than others overd, a range of 

options will be important for full. effective implementation. 

Question 5 gave respondents the oppoaunitsf to make other, hal comments. 

These responses give both a sense of the value individuals place on 

information access, and aIso some indication of misconceptions and 

incomplete information now available. 

"It is good to see work going into making data analysis and interpretation 

easier to use-" 

The absty to now access BC Parks operational data (FMS, attendance, 

PSPS etc.) in relation to the management IeveIs data makes the whde 

process much more usehl than just priori* setting as it was o r i g i d l y  

designed." 



"We need to Iook at moving this data into Oracle and building a user friendly 

&ont end for updating the data." 

"Exciting to see huge progress made Eom when I came on board with BC 

Parks in 19xx (edited for anonymity) with the "old" ilMPs system to this. 

Very useful reports, exeuent exercise done today to access the Data 

Warehouse thmugh Oracle, and Alice is to be commended for such extensive 

research. 1 always found her very easy to understand, very helpfd and 

always made herseif available with extreme patience! The Bulletins were 

very beneficid, weU written instructions, both for beginners and those that 

understood the system! Well done Alice." 

"1 think by combining the oraclefgoat application and system overview project 

we can a huge information void and d o w  the field s t a E  to make more 

weU informed decisions andlor back up the "on the ground gut feel" with some 

hard empiricd data. BC Parks will become more accountable for the 

decisions it makes and why in the very near future - this information is 

crucial. In our world of so few resources, 1 hate to see any type of duplication; 

this is why during the BSDWG meetings 1 stniggIed to grasp exactly how the 

'AhrlP project and the system overview project presently fit together and how 

thep may evohe either separately or  together. 1 sense that no one had a 

redy dennite answer for what 1 was asking, and I think our  goals for these 

information systems need to be deady understood before we get too far down 

the road - and realise both are going to the same place. 1 sincerely hope m y  

comments are useful." 

This process is exceIIent and wiIl provide us a huge data bank of 

information, My big concern is not o d y  the training which is a huge aspect 

of this project, but more specifically the avdabiliw of staff to take the 



training. There is a lot to this process and it is ciifficult to set enough time 

aside to understand what we need let alone how we access it. If thÏs training 

and understanding is phased in over the next few years it will be much more 

useful to us. We will need to keep someone at a provincial Ievel involved to 

ensure that the process stays on the rads, answer questions that arise and 

keep some provincial consistency to it. It dso appears that this will be an 

evolving process that will have to be monitored as we go dong. Alice has done 

an amazing job in pulling this together. It is a very cornplex and dinicult 

process which 1 am still at times trying to grasp. 1 think the long term of this 

process is dennitely the direction we need to go. Tt's the getting there that is 

sometimes difficult. Alice has been extremely good at keeping in touch with 

ail her participants and ensuring that we stayed on course throughout. She 

has dways been there to help whenever required often when she was off 

work. 1 often feel bad that 1 haven't been able to contribute as much back as 

1 should have. AU in aU Alice has done an extremely professional job on this 

project and deserves a lot of credit." 

"Thank you Abce for your dedicated efforts on this project as pou face the 

incredible challenge of this ever changing world of technology and for keeping 

BC Parks up to speed. Y o u  assistance through my Ieaniing phase and 

involvement with AMPs continues to be very much appreciated." 

One respondent added evaluation comments, fiamed in the context of some of 

the project's performance criteria; these are induded in Chapter 6. 

To s u m m h e  and generahse the hdings fiom this survey, respondents are 

pleased with the work that has been done, and see enormous potentid for its 

application. There is also concern that we do not yet have the organisational 

mindset andlor skiIIs to s u c c e s ~ y  expIore and apply this information. 



Five types of processes or tooIs are considered important in moving us 

forwar d, 

1. Basic, very broad access to the information (some consider orientation 

more than training); 

2. Technical and software assistance from a few experts as needed (which 

includes developing advanced skills in a few individuah): 

3. Whatever is needed ( t h e ,  support, focus, coaching) to gain eqerz'ience 

exploring and applying the information. This could have workshop 

components, but is quite different than software training; 

4. Other oids which wiU Vary in eEectiveness, but be very important to some 

persons and groups (e.g., information package, basic written instructions); 

5. Alignment with otherprocesses (e.g., systems overview) so they 

complement each other rather than being redundant or divergent. 

Respondents want work done before AMP sessions begin to ensure s t a f f c m  

use the information to effectively prepare for, and participate in, the working 

sessions. Most respondents think that information should be accessed and 

explored by officers, area supervisors etc., in districts and headquarters, as a 

regdar part of their job. Some of the persons with stronger IT experience 

envisioned those staff usudy coming to them for reports. One of these 

respondents suggested there would be motivation and skill gaps keeping 

most staf î  fkom using the information; another reguiarly has staff 

approaching him already and may have been reflecting the status quo. The 

third was adamant that everyone should learn to explore and appIy the 

information themselves, *th coaching as needed. Other research in this 

project (e.g., the business intelligence s w e y  and literature review) suggest 

that information gatekeepers should be avoided. In an information age, 

everyone has roles to piay in producing, storing, understanding, e x p l o ~ g  

andlor applying idormation. Some of the more detailed text and teIephone 



comments descnbed a vision of officers and area supervisors growing in theis 

knowledge of information sources, business needs, and the application of the 

former to addressing the latter. In pardel. they saw some t e c h i c d  experts 

growing in their knowledge of software, data sets, and priorities of others in 

their office. The merging of these knowledge and skill sets could be very 

powerful. 

Based on responses, text comments, and other discussions with BC Parks 

staff, the need for cultural change is very important. This includes having 

persons who collect and store the information understand its context and 

relevance. It includes capturing a summary of critical knowledge which will 

Ieave the organisation through impending retirements: the AMP process 

provides a forum for these discussions and the creation of these records. It 

also includes the signincant shiR h m  making decisions based on intimate 

knowiedge of the land to making decisions based on patterns in the collective 

knowledge of the land gIeaned Eom many persons and agencies. Workshops 

whkh combine use of the technology with red  or  realistic decision making 

rnay be one tool to help to effect those changes. 

-4lthough the information package and instructions were rated as slightly 

Iess important, they did receive high ratine by about haIf the respondents. 

The o v e ~ e w  package may be the fist exposure many stanmernbers have to 

the concrete products produced as part of this project, so it map serve is a 

good awareness building tool. The written instructions will be important for 

users as they become familar with the tooI, and W .  be a more comfortabIe 

medium than the existing web resources for staff members who do not 

reguIarly use on-line help systems. 



Teleconferences, Phone Discussions And I:ls: These were important 

tools, in that they were SordabIe, and 1 ofken received quick, concrete ideas 

and feedback which afSiected my approaches and the products I produced. 

There are few quantitative hdings about their effectiveness. Based on 

survey results, the initial teleconference (actually two to try to ensure ail 

contacts codd attend) conducted between the first two sweys,  appears to 

have been an effective way to share information and build knowledge or 

lmplementation Tools 

Architecture as an Implementation TooI: Using an existing architecture 

was, to the best of my knowledge, essential for the project's success. The 

tools enabled BC Parks to make considerable progress towards three of its 

four IT-related business objectives: better access to existing attribute (e.g., 

IeveIs of management) data, integration of separate databases, and helping 

&ont-line staff members. It is beyond the scope of this project to compare 

architecture alternatives, to monitor long-tem reactions, or to assess the 

quality of application of the information. 

Based on the fiterature review, discussions in sponsoring organisation 

technicd meetings, and some experience, it is important to note that 

business intelligence and "fiont-end" architectures are typicdy separate and 

complementary. RegardIess of what choices the sponsoring organisation 

made for application development and data entry, thÏs architecture codd  be 

used in many ways for complementarp, enhanced or alternate reporting 

options. ConverseIy, choices codd be made which could make the pmject and 

Ministcy architecture awkward, redundant andfor expensive. 



Contract Work: Some of the Oracle database work was contnicted, as the 

combination of skilIs and time was not avdabIe interndy. Approximately 

$10,000. was invested in storing tables in a location where integration to fit 

with business needs was optimal, and to enhance the potential for those 

Iinkages by building a business area. using Oracle Discoverer. We had been 

aware, since 1997, that this work was essentid. The alternative - releasing 

Discoverer work done in-house which had Limited flexibility, and performance 

issues for complex queries, was not an option. The only current means of 

evaluating this work, is the progress with workbook (report) building, which 

is progressing well. 

Communications Tools: Communication is particularly challenging in 

the sponsoring organisation, because s t a f f  menbers are extremely busy. The 

work that tends to take much of their time is typical of what Covey refers to 

as the crisis tyranny of important, urgent work. It is dif6cult to ignore the 

urgent, and focus on work which has real possibibilities to improve efnciency 

and effectiveness in the future. 1 found that the project proposd was 

probabIy not effective. Either people did not take the time to read it, or they 

said they had read it, but did not focus on items which were important to 

them at a later date- 

The bulletins appear to have been much more effective with some persons, 

but not with everyone. I am basing the fact that they were sometimes 

effective on two things. First, I would oRen get c d s  &om individuah who 

had seen a reqnest for action in the bulletin kst (even though it had gone out 

through other more format channels) and were asking for furcher direction, or 

providing me with an update. Secondly. 1 reœived dozens of verbal and 

written comments about the bulletins. AU but two were positive. Readers 

were oRen very supportive of the fact that the b u I I e h  conveyed messages 

fkom their peers; not just &oom a single source. They also ofken commented on 



how things they assumed were diEcuIt, were stated sirnpb (often tips &om 

peers as weU, or analogies to help explain technical issues.) Persons who 

sent suggestions that were "pubLished" were also very pleased to be able to 

share with others. A sampluig of typically positive comments follow: "Talk 

about proactive and getting people to communicate among themselves about 

this important tool." uNice work on this bulletin. This type of sharing and 

innovative challenging is bound to bring the process into a provincial 

consistency." "I'hank gou again for keeping us aU informed on improvements 

to the system." "This can help to rekindle team spirit." 'Tm super impressed 

by the work you are doing." 

Of the two responses which were not entirely positive, one refiected an issue 

which often cornes up in discussions about recognition and rewards, and is 

weU summarised in one of the statements: "ifyou start mentioning names of 

people you run the risk of leaving people out. My comment wodd be 'why risk 

it?"' 

The second comment questioned process. We had decided to distibute the 

bulletins to d staff, because so many sources emphasised that change 

projects are dramatically under-communicated, to give everyone an equd 

chance to stay informed, and to prevent the workIoad of representatives 

having to forward updates. As messages to ail staffare rare, this broad 

distribution was questioned by one manager. On reading the draR thesis, 

one person suggested that these exceptions prove the d e ,  and show what a 

success the bulletins were. 

Products for Front Line Staffi Five products were produced for the 

sponsoring organisation. These consisted of: 

1. Oracle Workbooks containhg about 50 worksheets buiIt for four 

sepatate purposes: capturing basic fact and trend data for decision- 



making context; reviewing data quality; setting priorities for 

management actions and measuring performance. The workbooks 

pulled data fiom what are commonly thought of as seven databases. 

Links fkom the Ministry Arcview tool, enabhg staffto refine data, 

plan priorities or measure performance based on cornbined spatial and 

attribute data queries. 

Excel spreadsheets, b d t  fkom the data warehouse for annual project 

list development. Each of these district spreadsheets replaced up tu 

115 MSWord documents used for project lists in the past. The 

spreadsheets could dso  be combined to form provincial lists. 

Excel spreadsheets which showed priori@-setting data imported fkoom 

Oracle, combined with annual project Iists in which priorities would be 

refbed. 

.An overview binder which included instructions and an overview of 

materials produced. 

There was not sufficieut time in this project to use a software package called 

Oracle Reports. This product could be described as "Oracle Discoverer Lite" 

in that it presents commonly needed combinations of information in a 

standard format, without Discoverer's analytical capabilities. This may play 

a more important role for most staff than Oracle Discoverer. 

The overview bînder was created primarily to demonstrate the nature and 

scope of work done for this project. It was also designed as an orientation or 

communication tooI for the sponsoring organisation's staff, p4cularIy  until 

good training can occur. It is beyond the scope of this project to assess how 

effective this package is for staff, however, prelimùiary commenta fkom the 

evaluation snnrey suggest it play an important transition role. 



The third product was the spreadsheets b d d  fkom the data warehouse and 

the accompanying instruction guide for their use. Some "training" was done 

by phone. 

The spreadsheets and instructions were dso effective in that all districts did 

create their project lists using the spreadsheet 1 provided. This work has. or 

will. effect much more efficient transitions to budgeting and personal work 

plan development. better communication to headquarters about priorities, 

greatly enhanced abilities to set priorities across districts (or the province) 

and much better tools for planning. 

Ahost  aIl districts used the guide extensively (1 was called with pmgress 

reports and comments). Where it was used extensively, stafTfound it very 

effective, There were almost no comments firom end users about how to 

improve it fkom a technicd perspective. M e r  it had been used. and resuits 

reviewed, there were comments on how to improve direction from a business 

perspective (e.g., the need for new fields) which shows its longer-term value 

for promoting discussion and making decisions. 

At a provincial Ievel, however, there are Merences fkom district to district 

which will guide rehements  to the instructions. For example, some districts 

edîted mandatory columns so they could not fit with the same data fiom 

other districts, and some districts added columns whkh might be valuabIe 

enhancements for everyone. 

The telephone training was not very effective, but attempts to use this 

approach were informative. A telecoderence had been scheduled for data 

entry contacts, with the primarg purpose of working with the guide- A 

manager suggested thÏs initiative was significant enough to bring in these 

contacts' supervisors and spend part of the teleconference on o v e d  direction 



and context. This was an excellent suggestion, which built understanding, 

support and idea-sharizLg, but which essentidy eliminated tirne available for 

practice. Participants seemed interested, engaged, and honest in their 

comments, so 1 made the assumption that 1 codd get a candid reading on 

their need for practice. This was an emor in judgement; 1 did not know the 

participants weIl enough, nor phrase the questions appropriately to get key 

information about needs. Fortunately, some participants asked if 1 codd 

stay on the h e  at the end of the c d  for some hands-on work, which we did. 

Others cded  later hoping for other training opportunities, and we did some 

1:1 work by phone. But a good opportunity was missed, and some districts 

did not replace that opportunity, causing problems Iater. 

Based on work to-date, it was very effective to build the spreadsheets from 

warehouse data to prepare for Iater Iinkages, Links are working weU, using, 

at present, MSExcel and MSAccess. In the future, perhaps a single set of 

information technology tools can be  used, eliminating the integration steps 

now required. 

Tool Not Used: Training 

As mentioned before, training related to the new information access products 

was not practical as part of this project. However, I have had regular c d s  

about the importance of training, and requests that it occur as soon as 

possible. 



Study Conclusions: 

This work is unusual, and perhaps unique, in that it expIores business 

intelligence through the eyes of someone with Little formal h.aining in 

information technology. As a user, or beneficiary, of the technology, 1 may 

contribute perspectives which help to bridge important issues. Convenely, 1 

may miss ClTitical technical perspectives, despite my efforts to bring that 

expertise to the research through meetings and surveys. This context is 

M p o a m t  for the readers as they interpret the following conclusions. 

Ovewiew of Conclusions: 

Many organisations are data rich and information poor. This action research 

project helped British Columbia Parks s t d  set management priorities for a 

rapidly expanding protected areas system, by using business intelIigence 

tools to transform data into information. The project Ieveraged existing data, 

tools and expertise, thereby keeping direct costs minimal. Initial reactions of 

end users suggest the work has huge potential. Many of the sponsoring 

organisation's strengths will help to effect that potentid, p&cuIarly if 

concerted effort is put into a transition from bction-specinc, and intuitive 

decision m a h g  processes, to the application of collective knowledge r e h e d  

through the use of information patterns and associated technologies. 

Through this work and p a r d e l  research, a list of success factors for business 

intelligence projects has been compiled. This research suggests many fktors 

are important, and that business issues are more signincant than technical 

ones. Some of the most critical factors probably indude access to gwd 

metadata, collaboration acmss functions as weU as op through hierarchiee, a 

williagnese to share information, and a strong focus on excellent 



comm~cation,  particuIarIy where business knowledge and needs overlaps 

with technicd knowledge and practicdities. 

The literature includes more information about the potentid of business 

intelligence, than about its application. Despite considerable interest, in the 

public and private sector, many organisations have difEcutty overcoming 

business-related obstacles. Because business intelligence tools encourage 

integrative thinking and shared decision making, their use raises issues 

about organisational "silos," over-arching organisational goals o r  needs, 

collaboration, information shasing, and empowerment of fiont Iine staE 

The Ievels of management project has used business intelligence technology 

since the project's beginnings in 1997. It is an ideal fit, because the content 

is interdisciplinary, the implementation process collaborative, and the focus 

is on empowerment of fiont-line staff as decision-makers. 

Business intelligence is a specialised information technologg field. Its 

architecture and &ont-end architectures are n o r m d y  somewhat separate, 

but complernentary. 

Professionals in many fields: ecology, physics, chemistry. and business to 

name a few, are focusing more and more on the importance of connections. 

The real world rardy works Iike the cause and effect world of test tubes. In 

this cornplex, information-based society, the amount of data is overwhekning. 

Persons who retained lots of facts were the definitive experts of the past; 

persons who can heIp to access and synthesise facts to mate information and 

help organisations btdd knowIedge, are increasingly valuable in today's 

worId. Business intelligence tooIs are designed to b d d  those capabilities in 

the front line workers of today's organisations. If used as a catalyst for open 

didogue and ahanceci understanding, these tooh have the potentid to b d d  



bridges h m  mechanistic organisational structures of the past, to the more 

systems-based approaches of the future. 

Many Organisations are Data-Rich and Information Poor 

As a d e  of thumb, organisations should spend 20-25% of their information 

management effort collecting and storing data and 75-80% of their effort 

using it. Many organisations, particularly in Canada are collection-heavy 

and need to leam more about how to transform data into information, how to 

use information to build knowledge, and how to encourage the application of 

know1edge and growth of organisational wisdom. Business intelligence tools 

can play a strong role in that evolution. In fact, they can provide an 

organisation's b t  signincant exposure to cornputer-generated information, 

as opposed to cornputer-generated data. 

Business intelligence Tools Are Under-Utilised 

Although there are many business intelligence success stories, particdarly in 

the American private sector, much of the literature is about potential. Just 

as overall change initiatives have a very Iow success rate (using project 

management criteria which indude timelines and budgets,) so do business 

intelligence projects. When researching potentid success factors, one is more 

IïkeIy to be researching perceived obstacles. 

Business intelligence technoIogg aligns weU with major trends. The 

information technoIogy communiw (working primarily in the private sector) 

is describing business intelligence technology as having enormous potentid 

to help organisations be more efficient, effective and cornpetitive. Writhg 

about application in the public sector dates to effectiveness, accountability 

and service. Recent leadership Iiterature is desnibing the costs of 

reductionist thinking and the need for changes in organr'sationd cdtures, 



structures and thinking to effect collaboration and synthesis. Business 

intelligence tools shape an& refiect collaborative thinking. Despite these 

significant parullels, business persons are not talking about business 

intelligence, and information technology professionals are not talking about 

leadership and systems theory. Language barriers are reinforcing the 

communications gaps. 

Business Intelligence Complements 1 ransformational 

Leadership 

Three years ago, when my f d y  members knew 1 was leaniing new things 

about information technology, asked me "mat  is ..." and used the name of 

the company that produced the business intelligence tooh 1 was using, Not 

being a technician, 1 thought in generd terms about how the term could be 

used for databases, a range of tools, a company, and so on. 1 tried to isolate 

what it was about aU these things that was Merent fkom my experience 

6 t h  other information technologies. Things that came to mind were 

integration, sharhg, openness, trust in human judgement and the emergence 

of patterns, and economies of scale (don't steadily push bigger and faster 

PCs). 1 answered "a philosophy." This resdted in sustained beUy Iaughs and 

its still a family joke, not because they disagreed with my conclusion, but just 

because it was such an unexpected response. 

.Uthou& I wodd have responded with a more technicd answer two years 

Iater, 1 think my fist reply was better. Business intelligence codd be termed 

"information technology for the new science," in reference to the rapidly 

gmwing recognition of the importance of connections (in business, chemistq, 

physics, chaos theory, compIexity theory, syatems theory, leadership and Iife 

sciences.) K a  leader is working towards a vision of creative, flea1iIe. 

responsive and responsible decision making, this technology codd be of 

immense ben&, 



Based on m y  public sector experience, 1 wodd strondy caution that 

information technology be used as a catalyst for open dioloae and enhanced 

understanding; not tas a way of replacing human judgement with algorithm- 

based decisions. In this context, 1 believe these tools have the potential to 

build bridges fkom mechanistic organisational structures of the past, to the 

more systems-based appmaches of the hiture. 

Business Intelligence Projects Highlight Organisational 

Challenges 

Because business intelligence tools encourage integrative thinking and 

shared decision making, their use raises issues about organisational "silos," 

over-arching organisational goals or needs, collaboration, information 

sharing, and empowerment of front line sta Business intelligence tools c m  

help teams to explore performance measures which go beyond simpIe inputs, 

and explore outcomes. customer satisfaction. and relationships amongst 

pieces of related data. Accountability, particdarly in the pubLic sector, can 

be controversid. Team work is needed to explore and select measures which 

are meaningful, often interdisciplinary, and which do not undermine Iong 

term benefits for the sake of short term "achievements-" Information 

technology p rofessionds cannot, in isolation, effect or sustain the benefits 

assouated with this technology. 

Business Intelligence Concepts Can be Difficult to Grasp 

Persons newly exposed to this technoIogy often have difficulty grasping how 

it fits into a Iarger picture, how it works, or  how it codd help their 

organisation. The persons who understand its potentiaI, (regardess of how 

satisfied they are with its application in their organisation) are usudy 

persons with hands-on experience. This project did not explore this 



concIusion in depth, but I hypothesise at least two causes. Business 

inteIIigence work is new to many information technology pmfessionals and 

almost d business persans. h our culture, it isn't often comfortable to admit 

to a lack of knowledge or  experience, so leaniing is slowed. Secondly, it is a 

major paradigm shift for many of us to abandon our mental categorisation 

systems (which might look Iike an organisation chart) and rethink needs, 

options and sohtions in a more integrative way. One bi-product of 

compartmentalised thinking is that a manager and s t d w i t h i n  a "box" might 

not recognise the data management issues complauied about by the 

information technology professional. because the issues ody become 

apparent h m  "outside the box" when integration is attempted. 

Business intelligence Is Not Just For The Private Sector 

Business intelligence tools are seen as relevant to the public sector in a t  least 

three ways. They c m  heIp to present a simpIer, more d e d  face of 

government to the public, they can help to inform the fkequently 

interdisciplinary decisions made every day in government, and they can 

improve efficiency and accountabifity by reducing duplicate effort in 

incompatible databases. This may be p8PticularIy important for Canadians, 

who tend to cdec t  and store large amounts of data without a cornmensurate 

degree of appIication. Business intelligence tmIs could also heIp to address 

Mintzbergk concerns of increased pressures in the public sector for 

performance measurement, when so much avdabIe data relates to inputs. 

Business intelIigence technology can increase access to huge data sets, fkom 

diffierent departments and ministries, whîch are potentidy related to desired 

outcornes, 



The Sponsoring Organisation Is Playing A Leadership Role 

Many British Columbia ministry contacts are very interested in business 

intelligence, have made some progress, andior have some planning in place. 

The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks (parent Ministry of the 

sponsoring organisation) is seen by many as a leader in public sector business 

intelligence work. Centrai Ministry staff have pronled BC Parks work with 

levels of management a s  showing leadership in this field. Modest successes 

eady in the levels of management project contributed to the Ministry's being 

invited to join the Oracle advisory board to contribute ideas relating to 

business needs. Two large park organisations have contacted BC Parks to 

leam more from a park organisation they see as  advanced in its work with 

data integration. Within this sphere, the sponsoring organisation is a public 

sector leader in the use of business intelligence technology as a result of this 

project and the work that led up to it. 

Overall Project Successes: BC Parks Context 

In some respects, the sponsoring organisation considers this project a success. 

This project had two sets of deliverables. The project was successful in that it 

did achieve a sampling of desired pmducts for the sponsoring organisation: a 

combination of tools and data which provide fiont line staff members with 

some access to key information for management priori@-setting. 

It is also successful in that all reactions to the products to-date have been 

positive, and most extremely positive. There is strong agreement that the 

work wiII help BC Parks staff to access and anaIyse exbting data, break 

down walls amongst the VAX systems, access information from other 

organisations, and, in the min& of district respondents, support district-lead 

initiatives. There is also strong agreement that the idormation should be 

available to almost aU staff members. The Ieveh of management tool AMPs 

process, database, tools and resdtant  information complement succession 



planning work, and are already moving the organisation towards new ways 

of making decisions in the dramaticdy expanded protected areas system. 

Overall Project Challenges: BC Parks Context 

Using strict project management criteria, this project has been unsuccessful 

in at  least three respects. 1)"Oracle Reports" software was not researched, as 

a potential tool for basic information access needs by the majority of BC 

Parks staff. 2) The lack of research and understanding of possible resistance 

to the project may jeopardise project outcornes. 3) The project has not M y  

researched, nor addressed, potential implementation challenges. 

Project sponsor Bob Dahiel, says these should not be seen as project failuigs. 

T h e  success of this project is most appropriately judged in the context of the 

longer term Leuels of Management initiative. This initiative began, under the 

leadership of Alice MacGillivray, as a decision making model to dlow the 

agency to identify individual park management targets and make difncuit 

decisions on work priorities in a consistent, systematic way. &Nice initiated 

this mode1 in 1997 and has advanced the concepts and the practicable 

implementation of those concepts across the entire BC Parks field 

organization. This fundamenta1 change in structure and process for a ~ u d  

management planning at the individual park leveI is now soIidIy in place in 

our organization. 

At the same time as this management model was being developed, our 

organization was becoming very aware of how limited we were in information 

systems capacity and technoIogy. This limitation is now being addressed 

through the methodical analysis and development of o v e r d  systems 

capacity. Alice's work to make interdisciphary Xomat ion  available to staff, 

served as a component of that larger systems capacity initiative and has laid 

a solid foundation on which to advance this type of information management. 



The ultimate success of this project will be know more clearIy in the coming 

years; 1 believe it will be judged as  EUghIy successful as we continue to 

advance and refine our corporate information and decision making systems." 

Success Is Defined Through the Culture Of The Organisation 

The approaches and solutions for the sponsoring organisation would not fit 

al l  organisations and cultures. Some kep, defining attributes of BC Parks 

culture, based on research in this project, follow. 

1) The organisation has an interdisciplina- mandate. The legislation under 

which staff members work covers virhidy alI aspects of use on about 12% 

of British Columbia's land. Staff members deal with recreation uses, 

research. industrial use issues outside boundaries, protection of forest 

types, rare species, cultural heritage and recreation features, and so on. 

2) Most stdmembers have been with the organisation for more than 15 

years; a largepercentage will be retiring within fiue years. Many have not 

worked much with information technology tools. Many are eager to record 

information that they, alone. possess before they retire. 

3) Responsibilities haue grown dramaticalty in the Iast five years. The 

number of protected areas and the amount of land have almost doubIed. 

The complexity of planning processes has increased, as have public 

expectations. Without cornmensurate increases in staff and budget, 

priority setting and decision support are recognised as criticd. However, 

new pressures mean less time is invested in important, nomurgent work. 

4) The organisation has a utruditionol"culture in that  the organisational 

structure is berarchic& there is nequent reference to "staff? and "hem 

positions, and a very Iarge majority ofpersons in management and line 



positions are long-term male empIoyees. Work with data is normally 

associated with derical staff. 

5) Within this culture, many persons with and without formal authority see 

themselves as leaders, willing to help the organisation move forward, even 

when they think they lack some related skills or knowledge. 

6) Staff members recognise that information technalogy can support human 

decision making methods, rather than repIace them. 

The Sponsoring Organisation Has Strengths Related To 

Success Factors 

There are many signincant strengths which d potentially enable the 

sponsoring organisation to build on business intelligence successes. 

Readiness, Willingness and Ability 

With relatively minor exceptions, the survey respondents show an extremely 

high level of readiness, willingness and ability to help a project such as this 

move forward. This is paaicularly significant considering the pressures they 

are experiencing with new land and new responsibilities, and the fact that 

this project may be seen as valuable in principle, but it is too e d y  for it to 

have proven its worth. 

Leadership: 

There are many self-assessed leaders in the organisation, and evidence that 

they display Ieadership attributes and slaus. RegardIess of whether they 

hold positional authority, they perceive themselves as Ieaders both in the 

abstract, and in reIation to concrete Ieadership behaviours. RegardIess of 

whether they read current leadership Iiterature, they share common beliefb 

with many of those authors, Înduding a team-catred uiew of leadership, and 



a focus on empowerment. rather than command and control. RegardIess of 

their personal knowledge and skïü levels (e-g., with information technology) 

they are willing to l e m ,  and to help their teams. They bring a range of 

styles and strengths to BC Parks. When viewed in the context of workload 

pressures and the rate of change in BC Parks, the strengths of these finduigs 

are very positive and impressive. As these particular examples of leadership 

fit with a transformational. rather than a transactional. model. the 

organisation may not fully redise, recognise or  b d d  on, the depth and 

breadth of these strengths. 

Mandate and Legislation: 

BC Parks business is, by nature, interdisciplinary. The levels of 

management tool, AMPs process and business intelligence technologies are 

all designed for interdisciplinary work, so the fit is good. 

Database Design: 

There is a core of relatiuely well designed data sets in the park management 

system. The foresight used in this design work has made subsequent steps 

possibIe, and relatively straightforward. 

Expertise and Cornmitment: 

There are  seueral uery committed and knowledgeable persons working in 

information technology positions in the central Ministry and in BC Parks. By 

continua& nurturing c o m m ~ c a t i o n  between and withlii these groups, 

signincant benefits can be achieved. 

Architecture: 

There is a Ministry business intelligmce architecture in place. which appears 

to fit with the culcl:entI.y evoIving pIans for BC Parks architecture. 



Philosophy: 

The philosophy of the organisation leans towards decentralisation, with a 

recent reorganisation intended to bRng more subject experts into front-line 

decision-making teams. This brought many staff advisors together with 

persons in line positions, accountable for decision-making. The new process 

and tools provide forums to share and synthesise these perspectives. 

Trust: 

BC Parks has many long-term employees who have worked with and 

supported each other through everything f?om reorganisations to personal 

crises and He-threatening field experiences. There is a sense of Ioyalty and 

family which has b d t  an atmosphere of trust not always present in 

organisations. 

The sponsoring organisation cannot, however, take this trust for granted. 

The most recent empIoyee survey, combined with success factor research 

fkom this project, indicates that ongoing work to maintain and enhance trust 

is critical for effective use of business intelligence tools. 

Growing Awareness of the Importance of Information Management: 

Largely as a result of the efforts of new staff members, the sponsoring 

organisation is investing more tirne, effort, and money into the planning and 

development of idormation management systems, and more thought towards 

thek application. 



The sponsoring organisation has challenges related to success 

factors 

Knowledge and Skill Issues: 

StaB members see room for Ïxnprovement in some areas of knowledge and 

skills including knowledge of extemal data sets, use of information 

technology, and transformation of data to information through knowledge to 

effective action. 

KnowIedge of the Levels of Management Tool and AMP Process: 

S w e y  text comments suggested that some districts and programs are much 

more conversant than others with the Ievels of management tool and the new 

.W process. The research showed that even humble media such as 

teleconferences c m  increase knowledge levels. It also suggests that if the 

persons who chose to be part of this research had or have gaps in knowledge 

of the tool and process, this warrants training and communication effort for 

the organisation as a whoIe. 

Knowledge of External Data Sources: Survey responses also showed 

that stamembers are more knowIedgeabIe about intemal data than about 

data coUected by other organisations. Extemal data sets are important for 

the sponsorhg organisation, because the nature of park management is so 

interdisciplinary. If staff members identined management priorities which 

could be weU informed by externa1 data, these resuIts generalIy show that 

they wodd s t i l l  have difnculty mentally scannùig and seIecting appropriate 

extemal data to be p d e d  together into usefd views or reports. 

Communications Gaps: Several fieId staff members expressed interest in 

impmving communication between persons who have IT skills and are asked 

to produce reports, and the persons with management responsibÎIities who 



have the context for reports but are sometimes not able to articulate needs in 

a "report" context. The persons 6th ZT skills need to have business context 

for many reasons. For example, context could help them to build more 

relevant queries, and it could &O help them to add business-related value to 

technical discussions amongst their peers. This finding suggests that 

collaborative training strategies, in which business experts Iearn fiom 

technical experts, and vice versa, wodd be very valuable. 

If this information technology work is to be durable and as vaiuable as 

possible, it wi l l  also be important to have excellent communication between 

BC Parks staff, data owners within and outside the Ministry who currently or 

potentially warehouse their data, and with the central Ministry staff who 

oversee the techaology. 

Survey respondents also see potentid to improve Links between district 

priorities, as identined with the Ievels of management tooI, and program 

priorities in headquarters. 

1 think my avoidance of redundant communication (apparently common for 

my Myers Briggs style) worked against the success of this project. This 

project in its overd context of priority-setting introduced new ways of 

thinking, new information, new technology and new skills to all of us as stdY 

members. There can't be too mtxch communication for a project such as t h ,  

and it is better to be tactfùlly redundant than r k k  hauing staffrnembers feel 

detached, under-qualified, itl-infomed or lacking in critical sk i lk  

Information Technology SkiIl Gaps: Idormation technoIogy SUS are 

not yet rated as good. This is supported by observations in the Excel portion 

of this project; typically the data contacts had littIe or no Excei experience. 

Skill gaps have been a Iong standing issue with the VAX applications, and 



wiU become more of an issue, if not addressed, as new technologies are 

Ïntroduced, 

Idormation Application SkiU Gaps: The sponsoring organisation, Use 

many others, wants to shift its data management emphasis fkom cdlection 

and storage to application. This will take effort, but there is support for the 

transition. There is potential to  b d d  applied information concepts into 

policy, performance, brainstorming sessions, operations and celebration. 

Some districts codd reduce their workloads by leaniing how to use 

databases, rather than manual methods, for the refinement of priorities. 

Issues around Business Practices 

There are also practice-related factors which may be barriers: 

Celebration: The leadership attribute research shows the sponsoring 

organisation codd b d d  its capacity to celebrate success. Authors such as 

Ken Blanshard (1998) have written eloquently about the importance of 

celebration in empowering organisations. A paradox in BC Parks derives 

kom the fact that people usually stay with the organisation for many years, 

or for their entire careers. They usudy care very much about the mandate 

of the organisation. Staff members are reluctant to encourage or accept extra 

rewards for work that has so much intrinsic value. FormaI recognition may 

appear either trivial compared with this intrinsic value, or may appear to 

negate the efforts of unrecognised individuals who worked equally hard 

behind the scenes. Formal recognition programs have had mixed reviews. 

Because the organisation retains sta€€so weII, it rnay appear that celebration 

is not required. Staffmembers may not know exactly what is needed in the 

way of celebration, but smey resdts suggest they note a void which 

deserves effort. One hint ofa potentid strategy came when groups reviewed 

reports which progressively narrowed management priorities to manageable 



lists. One officer pointed to a graph and said "Ifwe codd just get through 

that [short] list next year, we would deserve to feel redy  pmubn There was 

immediate agreement from the group. 

Networking Leadership: Based on survey responses, BC Parks is in the 

enviable position of being a very "leaderfiil" organisation. Senge (1999) talks 

about the importance of three kinds of leadership in change projects: 

executive, line and networking- This project had al l  three, which probably 

contributed to short term succesees. Executiue and &ne leadership are built 

into the structure and reward systems of the organisation, whereas 

networking leadership (demonstrated by both line and staffpersons) has a 

Iower pronle. Senge identifies Iack of recognition of networking leadership as 

a potentid obstacle to success. Leadership consultant Sandy McIver 

(personal communication, March 2000) described how more emphasis on 

networking leadership could be fostered through changes to job descriptions. 

performance appraisds and performance measures. 

Proactive Removai of Obstacles: Change literature suggests that it is 

criticai to remove obstacles to the new vision. For example, Osborne and 

Gaebler (1992) give the h e r i c a n  Envimnmentd Protection Agency as an 

example of a command and control model tool, which has had Iïmited success 

because its direction nuis counter to economic incentives. Within the 

sponsoring organisation, there are policies, procedures and Bameworks 

which work in pardel with the ievels of management tool. Zf there are 

signincant inconsistencies, they need to be aIigned. For example, the Ievels 

of management tool sets priorities accordmg to the signincance of valries, 

risks and issues in a protected area. The business plan initia& set priorities 

by task. The two were Iater combined, rernoving potential conflicts in 

direction. If policies procedures and fÎameworks are not in aIignment, 



removal of the data-access E t  to growth wiII simply be replaced by another. 

Collaboration: Collaboration in the headquarters office is exists primarily 

through individual initiative. The organisation has recognised there is room 

to expand incentives through interdisciplinary performance measures and 

related celebration, job descriptions, work plans, h d i n g  criteria, seating 

plans. or many other approaches, 

Data Management: Data management practices are improving, both 

through improved awareness, and new more formal processes. This 

improvement deserves care and feeding. For the purposes of business 

intelligence work, a focus on collaboration and linkages is particularly 

important. Business intelligence tools tend to raise good questions about 

data entry, defïnitions, and other problems, so this project codd be a catdyst 

for improvements. 

Issues around Values and Beliek: 

Practices are generally linked to beiiefs and values, so there may be issues 

here to clarifjr and address as  weU. Recent üerature  in leadership and 

business intelligence suggest that it is very difncult to shiR philosophies in 

organisations from centralisation to empowerment of fiont-he workers, from 

information hoardllig to information sharing, or from administrative silos to 

collaborative performance rneasurement. In addition to the sunrey responses 

about the importance of a sharing, collaborative cdture, there were text 

comments such as "The business analgst needs to be able to recognize the 

warning signs Iike: mering branch objectives ..." This project has not 

f o m d y  assessed such cuItural factors in the sponsoring organisation, but 

they are essential to the pmject's reaching the next, higher IeveI. This is 

particdarly important in the context that this project supports a tooI used for 

prÎority-setting- If, for culturd reasons. the t o d  cannot be used to help staff 



members set priorities, workload will continue to expand, rather than 

becoming more manageable. 

Some attributes were not assessed in relation to success 

factors. 

Important success factors which were not assessed in the sponsoring 

organisation indude the degree to which sections of the organisation 

collaborate with each other, the effectiveness of communications strategies 

related to IT projects, the degree to which the organisation supports change, 

the degree to which IT persons understand the organisation's business and 

culture, the degree to which managers are mdhg to share information with 

staff, and the IT knowledge and skill levels of end users. 

This project did not compare different business intelligence architectures. It 

tested an architecture decision made in 1997 which was based on a low-cost. 

low-risk approach that matched emerging govemment standards and 

Ieveraged elnsting tooIs and expertise. Based on that test, Oracle Discoverer 

is a much better option than the ODBCISQLNetlMSAccess approach in most 

respects, but it is not known how it would compare with other tools such as 

CrystaI Reports, SAP, Cognos products etc. 

FrontLine Staff Need Flexible Reporüng Options. 

Many current leadership authors emphasise the importance of fiexihle 

organisations. S m e g  respondents spoke very strongly about management 

priorities reIating to the values, risks and issues in partidar protected 

areas. This speaks to the way in which priori@-setting tools shouId be 

framed; pmctuates the fact that workbooks pmduced for this pmject are 

simply a sample ofwhat c m  be done; and that the part idar  tasks on which 

we focused are not dways the most important ones. It aIso speaks to the fact 



that staff members need to be abIe to access the best value, risk and issue 

information available, in appropriate detail for the questions they are trying 

to answer. The tools chosen fit weU with these conclusions, but access to the 

background data @articularly analysed spatial data) and skill leuels are not 

yet suficiently good to effect these results. 

Findings About Success Factors For BI Work Are Widedanging 

And Preliminary. 

The project 's second O bjectiue tuas to research tuhat makes business intelligence 

projects succeed. This project explored a broad range of possible factors, 

rather than expioring one or two in depth. By providing preliminary 

conclusions, it hopefully provides gmund work for further research in this 

area, with a more in-depth focus on particular factors, cultures, tools a d o r  

outcornes. 

There Are More Success Factors Than Past Literature Suggests. 

-Mthough pnpers have been published recently listing success factors, they 

are misleadùigly short. They are typicdy compiled by IT pmfessionals, who 

have somewhat different perspectives about success factors than do business 

persons. To increase the likelihood of Iong-term successes, business 

intelligence projects conducted in relativeIy traditional or hierarchical 

structures shodd be treated as fundamental change projects. A 

comprehensive List of success factors based on this project's research foms 

Appendix H. 

Some Individual Factors May Be More Important Than Others. 

Based on the business intelligence surpey in isolation, particdarly signincant 

factors for any organisation indude: access to metadata, support h m  senior 

management. coflaboration amongst sections of the organisation, a team with 



excellent communication skills, and an organisation that supports change. 

There are risks associated with accepting these hdings as facts, as almost 

halfof the respondents admitted to having made relatively little progress, 

and they emphasise that there were many business-related obstacles 

remaining- In addition, there are several factors not on this List which 1 

believe were essential to the delivery of tools in the sponsoring organisation. 

If1 were to make a judgement c d ,  attempting to synthesise everything 1 

have Iearned fkom experience, observation. the literature review and surveys, 

I would consider the followhg the top five combinations of factors for a 

business intelligence project: 

1. An organisation with a collective vision, at least in relation to the overd  

goals towards which business intelligence efforts are being applied and a 

team of sWed business and IT persons committed to addressing a critical 

bttsiness need associated with that vision, 

Team members have a cornmitment to, and the skills to engage in, true 

dialogue. Team members are a mixture of executive, Iine and networking 

leaders. They are open to new ideas, are exceptional Iisteners, have a 

range of commuaications skills including the ability to cl-, probe, 

paraphrase. and move discussion and action forwards, backward or  

IateralIy without fostering insecurities. In other words, dialogue has built 

creativity and trust. It has also nurtured the emergence of persons with 

both business and IT expertise and vocabulary. The didogue radiates out 

fkom the project team in many directions, invoIvhg hnt-luie decision 

makers, and business intelligence specialist networks. 

3. Reasonably good data and metacontent. "Good" is measured by reIevance, 

accuracy, compIeteness. and ways of linkuig to other devant data sets, 1 



suggest a high degree of relevance is more important than a high degree 

of accuracy or completeness, as business intelligence took can make the 

job of spotting and addressing gaps and inaccuracies much simpler and 

more interesting. Metadata is also bound to improve with use of BI tools, 

because questions and discussions mise automatically as the tools are 

used to help with r e d  challenges. 

4, Overall architecture and standards. Even if architecture choices are more 

flexible now than in the past, consistency makes many tasks simpler. The 

architecture and standards choices must support the strengths of BI, in 

other words, they must facilitate integration, sharing, and deployrnent to 

fiont Iine decision rnakers. To maintain support, the choices shouid fit 

with the organisation's budget, culture and business. For example, BC 

Parks needed tools that were not very expensive to acquire or maintain, 

could be used across a large province, tap into data from extenid sources, 

and link spatial and attribute data. 

5. A relatiuely boundary-free organisation. Regardless of what the 

organisation chart looks Like (though ifit Iooks Like a web or hub, ail the 

better), collaboration is a recognised, respected and celebrated part of the 

organisation's culture. 

1 think that several survey respondents would object to the fact that 1 did not 

overtly include "senior management support." 1 omitted this factor because 1 

believe there is a temptation to make it a scapegoat: "we'd be so much 

farther ahead, but we only had senior management support? Ifother factors 

are effiectiuely addressed, I believe senior management support will almost 

inevitably foUow. Benefits, or potential benefits of BI t eho Iogy  can be 

communicated with very IittIe investment of effort (throagh mock-ups, use of 

PC software for a smaU pilot, and/or demonstrations by vendors.) 



Business Issues Are More Significant Than Technical Issues. 

Good business intelligence technology has been in place for several years, but 

is not being used to its potential. Lists of success &tors tend to omit the 

types of business issues, such as fostering a collaborative culture, which 

would not be included in the business-related success factors such as a 

business plan. In traditional, hierarchical organisations, business 

intelligence work without cultural change will not fulfil its potential. 

Dialogue Between IT And Business Professionals Needs Work 

There are significant disconnects betwem these cornmunities. The Literature 

refers to communications problems. The lack of visible participation by 

business persons speaks to communications problems. The pervasive jargon 

of IT professionals in journais and books compounds communications 

probIems. Hiring practices, job descriptions, approaches to training, office 

locations and the stnicturing of daily work all have the potential to isolate IT 

persons fkom business discussions, and business persons fkom technical 

discussions. Survey respondents stated that business issues are more 

signincant than technical issues, expressed frustration through text 

comments about lack of suppoa, and yet they rated many business-related 

success factors as relative& unimportant. Based on three years of personal 

experience, culminating in this project, 1 cannot imagine how a project could 

be successful without business persons' having a basic understanding of 

information technology and basic skilIs to use the tools. Those factors wotdd, 

I believe, be essential to establishing relevance for good data management 

practices, metadata work, approvds etc. Yet these factors received the 

lowest ratings as =very important" (39% and 36%). 



"First Contact" Specialists Deserve Credit. 

The literature emphasises the importance of business champions, but does 

not present a couterpart &om the IT community. Just as some business 

penons must take initiative and risks, and engage in dialogue with IT 

specialists, there m u t  be IT persons who work at the b g e s  of their culture 

and are trained to anticipate needs, Iisten. be  ready to speak in language 

much diffierent than the jargon of their training, and problem solve with 

potential business champions. This fits with survey results about the 

importance of excellent communications skills, and IT professionals' needing 

to understand the basics of the organisation's business. 1 believe one of the 

reasons that the Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks has made 

relatively signiscant progress, is that former and current Ministry business 

intelligence experts, such as Derrick Cameron and h d r e w  Faulkner, have 

eclectic backgrounds and interests, and communicate weII with penons doing 

the organisation's business. 

Leveraging Existing Strengths Compounds Benefits. 

In every organisation, there are strengths, opportunities and untapped 

potentids. In the sponsoring organisation, there were weli designed 

databases, parts of which could easïiy fit together to answer important 

questions. There were persons exceptiondy knowIedgeabIe about 

approaches to data integration. There was art existing business intelligence 

architecture, and a number of relevant data sets associated with that 

architecture. There was an exîsting team of good conceptual and concrete 

thinkers who, cumuIativeIy, knew most aspects of the organisation's 

business, had a mix of experience in planning and appIying tools, and had 

leadership skills dong with a genuine desire to heIp their peers and the 

organisation, In another organisation, the mix might be very different, and 

the appropriate strategies equally different, leading to equd or better 

success, 



Leueraging strengths can also be very eficient. Direct costs for this the 

sponsoring organisation's BI work, since 1997and including this project, have 

been approximately $12,000. The sponsoring organisation now has the 

abiliw to integrate key information fiom a t  least five attribute and dozens of 

spatial data sets. Some of the integration is very basic, but the potential is 

there for more sophisticated work if ski& and effort increase. 

There Are Costs To Mot Using Business Intelligence 

Tec hnology. 

In most offices today, it wodd seem archaic to prepare letters using a 

typewriter and carbon paper. Yet, in many of those same offices, people 

think nothing of cutting and pasting hom one system into another, or re- 

keying data where the systems are even less compatible. Often these "copiesn 

are not Iùiked to onginal sources, so updates must be done rnanually. One 

organisation contact 1 spoke with discussed the investment of labour needed 

to cl- different data collection standards from field offices, and "massage" 

the data so that the results seemed as cohesive as possible for the system. 

Sometimes one section wiII not trust another section's work, and wi l i  coIlect 

data again in a way that raises their confidence. 

The technology can saue an enormous amount of time when staff members 

need to answer business questions using data fkom different sources. For 

example, senior managers relayed a request for annuaI management p h -  

reIated analysis to the organisation's research section. The research staf f  

estimated the analysis wodd take two days tu compIete, and had other more 

urgent work. AIthough 1 was new to business intelligence technology at the 

t h e ,  1 compIeted the analysis, to the satisfaction of the researc6 section and 

the executives, using the Oracle tabIes and MSAccess, in Iess than an hou. 



There are also costs associated with the "invisible" programming tgpically 

done by professionds in response to business needs. For example, one 

facility query 1 ran resdted in a count approlamately 10% higher than the 

count produced in standard VAX reports. Through a series of comparisons, 

we determined that many Iegitimate pieces of data were missing fkom the 

professiondy programmed report, because users had not been entering ail 

data in accordance with the intended procedures (a logical assumption 

imbedded in the pre-programmed query.) To use a concrete analogy, if we 

had been trying to count the number of tools owned by a famity, the 

programmer had assumed all tools were where they should be (e.g., in a tool 

box) whereas 1 had used more flexible technology to simply ask for ail the 

tools regardless of their location, thereby picking up others as weil Oeft on 

the work bench, in the trunk of the car etc. ) The relative transparency of 

business intelligence technology can help to improve accuracy, and 

communication arourd objectives, dennitions, and data-entry procedures. 

Data issues aside, there are costs associated with persons not collaborating 

enough to ensure their work is complernentary. Overlapping work tends to 

resdt in overlapping data, usually collected and categorised in slightly 

different ways. Without the kind of collaboration almost dictated by business 

intelligence efforts, it is unlikely the organisation can develop a cohesive 

vision, or present a cohesive face to its public. 

Our Relationships With Data, Information, Knowledge And 

Wisdom Are Evolving. 

Just as middens c m  be mines of knowIedge about cu lhws  of the stone age, 

databases are mines of knowIedge about organisational cdtures in the 

information age. An infoarcheologist of the futme wodd h d  the late 20" 

century shaped strongly by Newtonian physics and the compartmentalisation 



of disciphes. Systems theorists beIieve we are rapidly moving into an era 

with much more understanding and application of connections. 1 believe this 

means that the same archaeologist studying information systems in twenty 

years wiU see massive changes. The term business intelligence may be  gone 

by then, but it wiLI have left its mark as a growing web of related, relevant 

informatioa knit together with the help of huge strides forward in metadata 

management. 

Win information technology follow or lead this trend towards integration? 

Just as there was controversy about whether Ianguage reflects or shapes 

culture, there is controversy about the roles of information technology in this 

changing world. The widely used t e m s  "information systems" and "world 

wide web " imply the answer already exists. In my opinion, this does not 

mean the cart is before the horse. It is more Likely to mean that the 

flexibility and creativity within the young IT community has enabled its 

members to become early adopters developing tools for our emerging 

perceptions of the world as a series of connections and nested systems. 



Study Recommendations 

Recommendations specific to the sponsoring organization are included in 

Chapter 5. 

lf you are considering playing a leadership role in your organization's first 

business intelligence project, I recommend the followinp: 

1. Reflect Before you Act 

As a leader, think long and hard about your personul values und the ualues of 

your org-anizcrtion. if you share a willingness to look outwards beyond the 

traditional boundaries within and around the organization, a strong belief in 

people, diversity, teams and synergy, and are interested in pursuing the 

potentid of business intelligence tools, the rewards can be tremendous. If 

you and the organization are more cornfortable with traditional hierarchies 

and silos, and reward practices which maintain those boundaries, this 

technology will not be an easy fit. This stage of reffection is particularIy 

important if you do not have formal management authority. Although top 

managers can rarely effect significant change in isolation, a lack of formal 

authority adds to the types of work and amount of energy needed to generate 

discussion, expIore options, make soiid decisions, and move forward. 

2. Base Your Plans on Urgent Business Needs 
In you are with the private sector, assess these tools in the context of 

efficiencies, business pIanning and competîtiveness. If you are with the 

public sector, assess these tools in the context of public good, accountabfi~,  

the interdiaùplinary nature ofpubLic sector benefits, and the pubIicrs desire 

to have easy access to information about govenunent programs, services and 

facts. 



3. Become an Amateur Anthropologist 

Carefully assess not only the business needs which the tooIs should address, 

but dso  the culhre in which they m e  to address them. Consider how the 

organization treats information, and choose tools which support (and have 

some ability to Iogicdy expand) that approach. A force field analysis, which 

scans factors working for and against your success, can help to shed light on 

the unique strengths and challenges of your situation. More importantly, 

h d  challenges which you can turn into strengths. 

4. Plan for Success 

Assess how the organization is apt to judge success. Wiu those measures 

work for you. or do you aiso need to b d d  support for new foms of success? 

Manage expectations in that context, planning for incrementd successes 

which are recognized and celebrated. 

5. Be Curious 

Whatever your background, you have a lot to leam, and every thing you leam 

will  add value to the project. Become a three year old again; ask "why"on o 

regular bas& Senge (1990) and Kouzes and Posner ((1997) are among 

Ieadership authors who emphasize chdenging assumptions and fosteruig a 

spirit of inqujr. 1s proportiondy too much effort being put into collection 

and storage? Why? Are people using lots of jargon? W h ?  IfpeopIe pretend 

to understand (which is often the nom in boardrooms), important questions 

wiII go unasked. 

6. Treat The Project As A Fundamental Change initiative 

Architecture, standards and other technical factors are important. But 

cultural or business issues such as good meta-content (more comprehensive 

than meta-data), colIaboration amongst work units, senior management 



support and the willingness to share information, can be just as important 

and much more challenging. Plan for, and actively address, these and other 

potential challenges outlined in the "success factorsn appendix (Appendix EX) 

of this report. Business challenges will typicdy need the most, and the most 

sustained, attention. A CBC Newsworld item (April8 2000) explored the 

apparently revolutionary changes SAP (Sapphire) technology has brought to 

some companies. A man i n t e ~ e w e d  spoke of SAP as a Trojan horse. and 

about what a shock it can be to realize that the purchase was not simply of 

software, but of approaches to decision-making, culture and philosophy as 

weU. The interviewer said "but it's a philosophy driven by software." The 

repb was "It is a philosophy enabled by software." Ifyou are trying to 

achieve a philosophy enabied by software, treat it as  such. Move ahead 

thoughtfidly, and with respect for the persons who may fkd the changes 

difficdt, or even threatening. 

7. Dialogue, Dialogue and More Dialogue 

Ifyou embark o n  a business intelligence project, place particular emphasis on 

high quahty communication, particularIy where [potentid] overlaps between 

information technology and business communities exist. Mode1 and 

encourage whatever is required for dialogue to build between these 

communities, regardless of whether this seems time consuming, hstrating, 

or beyond the traditional roIes of the players invoIved. Discourage elitism, 

one-upmanship, passive resistance or apathy. A HewIett-Packard knowledge 

project manager words this as aiming for uegoIessness.n (Davenport and 

Prusak p.113,1998). Business persons need to gain understanding that 

information management is vital in an information age. They &O need some 

basic information technology knowledge and skills, just as the technology 

persons need business knowledge. As people recognize they are aII Iearning 

ficm each other, they buiId a common Ianguage. Ifyoo already have staff 

members who speak both languages and understand both worIds, recognize 



their extraordinary value. 1 use the word dialogue, which includes authentic 

openness, focused listening, and potentid synergy: much more than what 

most persons think of as communication, education or training. 

8. Let Networkers Help You Build the Leadership Web 

ActiveIy recognize the importance of networking leadership. Executive and 

line leadership are critical for successes, but networking leadership skills are 

particularfy important for integrative projects, and often under-recognized 

and under-supported. Watch for "fist contact specialistsTw a term 1 use to 

desmie the IT counterparts tu business champions, and celebrate their 

successes. 

9. Be Proactive; White Knights are Obsolete, even in BI 

Anticipate resistance and the resulting lùnits to growth. Prevent the need 

for "heroic business intelligence interventions." The best technology and 

specialists cannot fullg compensate for poor data management practices and 

awkward Links between data sets, Moreover, XBI professionds are seen as  

obstructionist, critical, or  as forcing business persons to "re-do perfectly good 

work," the knights won't be white, and they will need armor. Ifyou have the 

luxury (and labour) of buiIing a new organisation, make the effort to plan so 

that structures, functions and data fit together as s e d e s s l y  and fiexÏl>Iy as  

possible. 

?O. With Big Enough Levers, You Can (Almost) Move the World 

Look for innovative ways to iewrage existing strengths and resources. 

SometÎmes a Iot can be done with Little, especidy if the core Bystems are weU 

designed and integrated h m  the start. Leam h m  others; there are many 

experts willing to share information through pubIications, on-Iine and in- 



person discussion groups, conferences, or over coffee. 

1 1. Assess Costs of Not Using Business Intelligence Toole 

There may be direct costs such as  data entered in many pIaces, and parts of 

the organization having to repackage the same data in time consuming ways 

for other parts of the organization. There may aiso be indirect costs. 

Traditional, professional programming ofken hides data entry and definition 

issues fiom business s t e  whîch BI tools can uncover for discussio~i and 

correction, The sense of team and direction that cornes with coUaQoration 

and use of collaborative tools can boost morale, and build a culrure that is 

cohesive, decisive, visionary and flexible. 

12. Put Your Efforts in the Big Picture 

Realize how important this work is in this stage of our evolution. Museums 

are great pIaces to see the signincant artifacts of past ages: stone scrapers, 

and digging sticks; ploughs and tractors; oiI derricks and clockwork. Recent 

displays include typewriters, transistors, and early cornputers. m a t  are the 

emerging culturai artifacts of the 213' century? WouId one expect them to 

reflect the collision of systems theory and the information age? Would one 

expect their development and application to be easy? If you are working with 

business intelligence, you are an information age pioneer, and pioneering is 

aIways hard work. Find ways of sustaining your energy and cornmitment. 

It may be a network of persons trying to accomplish simiIar goaIs; a copy of 

Capra or Covey by your bedside; or contact with the persons who redy  need 

the changes pou are working towards to help them with their work. 



CHAPTER FlVE - RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

Organisation Implementation: 

The reader has pmbably obsemed that the literature review did not end, 

when planned, in the fd of 1999. It mdd have been updated weekly. 

Similady, it is chalIenging to write about implementation when there is 

weekIy change, and when some recommendations may be outdated by the 

time the thesis is published. 

To maximise the success of this and other potentid business intelligence 

projects, the researcher suggests that BC Parks consider acting on the 

foUowing recommendations. Some of these recommendations were d s o  

provided to the sponsoring organisation in a more detailed. matrix format. 

Organisational Culture: 

1) Refiect Before Moving Ahead 

Be absolutely certain the values which are supported by the project and 

associated information technoIogy tools match the desired organisational 

values. 

2) [Re-]Communicate the Vision of Leveb of Management 

If the sponsoring organisation fÏts the typicd patterns described by Kotter 

(1995), it has under-commnnicated the vision, or desired outcome, by a factor 

of ten. Communkate the connections amongst 

the vision, 



the cr i t ical  business need to manage each piece of land in a rapidly 

growing system of protected areas as a unique component of a cohesive 

system, and 

the newly available information for priority-setting. 

DSerent communication approaches WU work for dBerent audiences. 

3) Treat the Project as a Fundamental Change Initiative 

h paragraph cannot do this topic justice. Sustainable change requires sta f f  

members to see the change as relevant, non-threatening and rewarding. The 

human side of the equation is oRen underestimated, particdarly if 

traditional boundaries are disturbed in the change process. Top-down 

direction, or changes in organisational structure rarely, ifever, eEect 

sustainable change. For example, a directive to be more collaborative is 

unlikely to be successful if hiring practices, corporate objectives, performance 

measures, work plans, informal recognition, pay scales, budget allocation 

processes, and floor plans reinforce independent work. Broad participation, 

shared face-to-face experience, Iearning, respect, tmst, dialogue, a fit with 

the organisational culture, momentum, reward systems, celebration and 

sustained effort are ofken parts of successful strategies (Greer, unpub Iished). 

4) Ensure "IT Pemons" Learn the Business Basics 

In the faluWinter 2000, anyone who may need to produce queries or reports in 

preparation for, or as a result of, the ilMPs process, and is not now part of the 

process, should participate in some working sessions to Mprove their 

understanding of context and business needs. Other participants shodd 

ensure new members understand the Ianguage and short hand which the 

team may have developed over tirne. Barring changes fiom the present, 

those who are likeIy to be invoLved w i t h  repotting, and are not n e c e s s d y  

part of the process now, indude district services officers (espeudg in 

reIatÏon to links wi th  business planning and budgeting) district AMPs data 



contact persons, and district technicians. In headquarters, officers, 

assistants and support staff d probably be accessing or pmducing reports. 

5) Ensure "Business Persons" Get Some Exposure to IT Basics 

By the end of 2000/01, anyone who is involved with management decisions 

associated with the AMPs process (where to put effort to best protect and 

manage values, risks and issues) should gain basic, hands-on experience with 

exploring the information technology as it applies to decision-making 

processes. This inchdes operations, recreation, conservation, planning and 

extension officers, area supervisors and possibly district services officers and 

rangers. This experience wiU help participants to bring relevant information 

to the annual management planning table, and to better apply the results in 

a variety of ways throughout the year. It is d s o  intended to build an 

understanding of what is possible, encourage recommendations about what 

else is needed, and prevent "information gate-keeping-" 

6) Ensure "IT" and "Business Persons" Do Rear Work Together 

Tme leaniing and sustained change can occur if knowledgeable district 

experts wit h compIernentary strengths are encouraged and supported in their 

efforts to problem solve using these tools. Formal workshops are highly 

recommended to kick star t  the process this f d .  To some degree, this is part 

of succession planning. Some of the Iong-term employees may not use the 

technology much, but c m  contribute sipniticantIy by remrding some of their 

knowledge to share with new and future park empIoyees. Many of the 

persons with good IT skills will be relatively young empIoyees who wïü 

encourage the use of information technoIogy, and benefit h m  the efforts of 

longer-term and former employees in documenthg important information 

about vaIues, risks and recommended management approaches. 



7 )  Information from the BI System Should Not Dictate Decisions 

The word infirmation cornes, very appropriately, fiom the verb "to inform? 

Knowledge is different than information in that further context and 

judgement are blended in, creating the potential for much better decisions. 

The "facts" in a cornputer are aH, to some degree, based on human factors and 

decisions. How should ecosections and biogeoclimatic boundaries be aligned? 

ShouId marine invertebrates be included in a rare species table? Are 

grizzlies endangered? h e  junms one species or  two? 1s it more important to 

put effort into something that is more viable. or more threatened? Where 

should the traffic counter be positioned? 1s my priority to update the safety 

statistics or start the inspection? How much training do we give the data 

entry person? By strengthening the use of information in decisions, the 

decisions c m  become much more commonly understood, consistently 

implemented, and sound. But much of that increase in quality comes from 

the very human process used to reach the decisions. It is such processes that 

have the potential to develop organisational wisdom. 

8)  Scan the Environment; Use the Results 

Have a working session to determine which trends and events are making 

use of the tool more urgent, practicd, and welcomed, and which are reducing 

bs importance, devance or acceptance. Some of the current, major public 

sector trends world wide include decentralisation; a re-examination of what 

government shodd do; downsizing combined with privatisation and 

corportisation; more cost-effective dehvery mechanisms; customer orientation 

including expIicit qaalltsf standards; performance measurement and reduced 

regdation (Osborne 8s Plastrik, 1997). One intemal trend is the impenhg 

retirement of st& members and their coliective knowledge. cornbined with 

an influx of new staf f  members Iike1y to have Iess knowledge and more 

experience with infOrmatÏon technology- DeveIop appropriate strategies to 

plan for, or  respond to, these trends and events. 



9) Plan for Succe- 

Lnvolve s t d  in choosing innovative ways of recognising and celebrating 

incremental successes. For example, could there be annual prizes (Pt, 206, 

3rdy honourable mentions) for BC Parks Newletter (Visions) articles, andfor 

photographs which show successfd on-the-ground application of the tool, or  

describe lessons Iearned in trying t o  apply it with limited success? 

I O )  Assign Business Roles, Responsibilities 8 Accountabilities 

Determine and clearly communicate staff members' roles, ongoing 

responsibilities and accountabilities. These indude 

refining standards, definitions and procedures, 

ensuring policies, planning tools, budget instructions etc., are aligned as 

weU as possible, 

gathering and assessing background information for the process fiom the 

database and elsewhere, 

ensuring broad participation and reaching a working consensus in groups, 

ensuring data are as accurate as possible, 

entering new data to represent team decisions, 

using information fiom the process to set priorities, 

acting on priorities and 

reporting on progress. 

11) Support Collaborative Processes 

Accuracy Review 

BC Parks database owners should do spot checks to review d e  accuracy of 

data fkorn their systems in Ievels of management workbooks. This wiu heIp 



to ensure that queries have been b d t  correctly, and will therefore help wiCh 

the development of basic training. 

Cross-Project Team Membership 

BC Parks should maintain overlappingproject teum membership so that 

processes and databases are complementary and can be integrated as needed 

(e.g., system overview, levels of management, management information 

systern, protected area catalogue, chart of accounts etc.) 

Alignment Within Management Cycle 

BC Parks should revisit levels of management objectives relating to business 

planning and bancial data, and determine how transparent and how 

detailed those links should be to increase understanding, relevance, 

application and efficiency. 

Consider Further Collaboration with Royal Roads and Other 

Universities 

Discuss the potentid for future action research or residency problem-solving 

projects through this or other universities. Which business problems would 

lend themselves to major projects, minor assignments a d o r  problem-soIving 

sessions? WU internal and externai consultants be treated simiIarIy? If a 

iearner is empioyed by the organisation, wilI there be a relationship between 

their job description and project agreement? What criteria WU be used to 

approve funding? HOW d approvaI processes for such projects reIate to 

internd standard approvd processes? How will deIays, such as meeting or 

decision deferrals, be  managed in reIation to project deadlines? 

12) Build Organisational Capacity for Dialogue 

The differences between dialogue and other communication c m  be as 

fundamentd as the differences between different value systems. Bdding 



capacity for dialogue inchdes skiu development. It may also include building 

of respect for diversity and trust. It may also include nurtunng individuals 

so they are secure enough both to fieely ask for ~Iarincation, and to realise 

they do not need to %inn in conversation with others. 

13) Build On The Organisation's Many Strengths. 

Without repeating the many examples h m  Chapter 4. these are numerous 

and irnpressive. They include a network of formal and informal leaders 

throughout the organisation, an abiIity to build trust across geographic units, 

a willingness to l e m  and coach, and some good data and tools with which to 

work. 

f4) Find Ways of Turning Challenges into Strengths 

For example, districts are concerned about consistent ratings across the 

province, and now have reports they requested to help refhe those ratings. 

They rated both knowledge of external data, and celebration as relatively 

weak. If, through training, they used external data to meet their identined 

need of refining ratings in a provincial context, and these accomplishments 

were celebrated, growth wodd have occurred on several fronts 

s i m d t  aneously. 

Similarly, there is support for the new &4MPs process for several reasons (e-g., 

sharing knowiedge, b d d i n g  teams, having a consensus approach to decision 

making, having a systems context for decision making). However, surveys 

suggest the organisation needs to b d d  a much better understanding of how 

the process works, and a much better IeveI of information technology skilIs. 

By designing and conducting workshops in which information technology is 

used to support the process, knowledge of the  tooIs and process wodd grow 

concunentlp, rekindhg the identined benefits and potentid. 



A third example codd be the expansion of tnist, which is relatively strong, 

but has room for improvement. In any organisation, there is some distnist  of 

headquarters offices by field offices. Similady, it is common to have 

rompetition amongst geographicd or fiinctional units. 1 have seen trust 

b d d  tremendously across the geographic units within each district, as a 

resuit of the district-wîde consensus based approach to decisions. This and 

other collaborative strategies could be researched and adapted to enhance 

trust and consistency across the system. 

Manage the information 8 Technology 

1. Metacontent 

Actively promote and reward the maintenance of good metadata and 

metacontent. This involves having the annotations avdable  

electronicdy in a way that allows for updates, and supporting staff 

members to take the tirne to document what they leam, even if it is of 

more benefit to other sections which have not yet explored the data to the 

same degree. 

2. Keep Cunent Systems Fundionai: 

Until back end architecture is evduated, the Ievels of management 

systems (FSB Warehouse with ODBC driver and SQLNet and Master 

Warehouse with GOAT, Discoverer and Oracle Reports) be retained as 

functiond (as agreed to in recent architecture meetings.) This may 

indude pre-planning in contracts (e-g., to avoid unnecessary changes in 

table and fieId naming and con@uratiun) 

a) Repair: 

As discussed in recent architecture meetings, ifanJrtsUig (current or  

future contract work, other Ministry or Park systems changes or 



unforeseen events) compromises the systems' functionali~, it should be 

part of the contract responsibilities, andfor the responsibilities of a 

pardel contractor to make adjustments as needed. 

b) Maintain: 

BC Parks information technology section (induding the help-desk) 

continues to oversee granting of GOATfOracle accounts. and monitor the 

ability of staff to access (view, download, print, and Iink to Word) data. 

Unless another procedure has been put in place. ail technical issues 

should be reported to the help desk, regardless of which branch in the 

Ministry is responsible for repairing the problem. Questions about tools 

can sometimes be answered directly through Ministry websites, and 

requests for Mprovements to tools can be sent directly to the central 

Ministry staff as  weII. 

X I  staf f  members shouid be aware of whom to contact under what 

circurnstances, 

3. Assign Other IT Roles and Responsibilities 

With all other systems, the data owners Iook d e r  tasks inciuding access 

and security, and Iiaison with the contractor for repairs, heIp with queries 

and/or minor enhancements. These d e s  need to be assigned. 

BC Parks abzties for spatid work are growing. There is in-house 

capabiIity to link Oracle workbooks to a BC Parks-owned spatial Iayer 

and any associated spatial anatysXs of value to the process. Early in the 

levels of management pmject, the team decided it was inappropriate to 

have staff enter attribute data (e-g., have a tick box for which ecosection(s) 

a park is in) if it made more sense to go to an existing data source (such as 

a map wÎ th  protected areas and ecosections) which wouId be current, 



accurate and provide more in-depth information. Such WS d o w  district 

to refine their priority-setting (e-g., which pmtected areas with 

endangered species need work on a particdar type of plan?) Effort to-date 

to Iink spatid and attribute data sources is minor, but is now done by 

central Ministry staff .  

4. Provide Basic Access to Al! Districts and Programs 

Much of this work is complete, and most of the details to complete it are 

understood or being researched. Detaiis are provided to the sponsoring 

organisation separately. 

5. Training 

Training is critical. It is addressed later in this chapter under 

"Knowledge, Skills and Abilitiesn 

6. Evaluate this Project in Context of Business Intelligence Architecture: 

When BC Parks embarks on a review of "back-endn architecture, (not yet 

on workplan) this project and related Ministry Architecture should be 

assessed to see how it fits with business needs and other tools at that 

7. Assess OracleIODBC-SQLNet Access System: 

The primary reporthg system for AMPs fiom 1997-2000 has been thought 

of as the operational system for levels of management andlor as an 

interim system. Three years effort was invested in the ODBC system; not 

ail standard reports have yet been reproduced, nor have staff data access 

and programming skilIs reached the same level as with the Access system. 

The MSAccess system should be assessed, and ifit is onIy interim, it 

should be phased out when (and only when) information now gathered 

using MSAccess can be efficiently reproduced with OracIe software, and 



data whÏch are only in the FSB warehouse are accessible for master 

warehouse queries (e.g., securiw in place, tables replicated or views 

created). 

8. Keep RepoMng Options Flexible 

The opportunities for reporthg options should be kept as flexible as 

possible. Based on m y  experience with levels of management to date, staff 

members' information needs evolve constantly. Based on feedback h m  

the staff survey, it is generally inappropriate to Say one task is more 

important than another across the system. It is much more appropriate to 

say that for a protected area, there are optimal management strategies, 

based on its distinctive values, risks and issues. The Oracle system is 

somewhat less flexible than the Access system (tradeoa with simpficity 

and distributed performance.) Keeping options flexible can require 

database or business area work by a technicai expert, training, and 

ongoing evaluation of tools. 

9. Move AMPs Data onto a Single System: 

Of alI the potential system improvements of which 1 am aware. the most 

benencial wodd be to store the rnulti-year and single-year data fkom the 

AMP process in a single system. This rnight or might not mean having 

data entry on a single system. This concept should be discussed with IT 

specialists and business persons (inducihg a provincial hance 

representative), before the current systems are rnoved &on VAX to 

another piatform. The greatest advantage to this wouId be in giving 

districts the abiliw to r e h e  m u a i  priorities without adding an extra 

data linkage step to the process. Kit is absohtely necessary to maintain 

two systems (one such as JDeveIoper or Visuai Studio, and another such 

as MSAccess or MSExceI) there shodd be instructions and training 

deveIoped for districts to be able to integrate the two. 



At the same time, or as a second phase, the practicaLtJT of ehnimting the 

Wurd document (and associated minor duplicate data entry) should be 

explored. If an Oracle system could deal effectively with narrative and 

text comments, the Word document might be replaced by a series of 

standard reports. These would resemble input screens, and could be 

printed to form the "ilMP document" which many districts are t-g to 

make a Iiving document to be referenced, annotated and edited 

throughout the year. 

10.Enhance the Curient System as Appropriate: 

This could indude expanding the range of data accessible, moditications 

o r  additions to levels of management data fields, and enhancing query 

capabilities (e.g., attendance by month as input to target facility level 

planning.) More d e t d  follows: 

It is not musud to receive requests to link Ievels of management data to 

other data sources. These requests take different forms e-g., requests to: 

- Lobby for improved accessibility to external data, (such as Ministry of 

Forests spatial and attribute recreation data sets which are not yet 

warehoused by the sponsoring Ministry) or  access to hancial data fkom 

the master warehouse) 

- Lobby for improved accessibility to internd data (such as PUP data 

which are not warehoused) 

- Access data housed in regional servers (data marts) 

- Link to newly available external sources (e-g., monitor progress with 

CDC work, and link when technicd and s e c e  work are adequate) or 

- Link to newly available interna1 sources (e-g., spreadsheets containing 

fee infirmation). 



It is time consuming to build links f i e r  the fact. Two examples illustrate 

t h :  

- To link to fee and other spreadsheets, it was necessary to pull AMPs 

information into MSAccess, do the same with the fee spreadsheet, and try 

to Iink the two. This was never completely successful, because the "sub- 

park units" in the fee spreadsheets did not match the "sub-park units" in 

Oracle. This is the kind of data management issue that surfaces visibly 

with BI tools and provides incentive for change tied to business needs, 

rather than seemingIy arbitrary d e s .  

- To put facility levels and levels of presence into the visitor sunrey 

system, the data are downloaded hoom Oracle to Access and then to Excel 

(sofkware requested by research assistant), specific data are aligned 

manudy with proposed survey Iocations in Excel, and then programmed 

by contract into Survey-It for reporting. The new tools have the potential 

to elimlliate ail these steps. 

11.Test Assumption that Oracle Reports are Best Tool for Many Staff: 

Oracle Discoverer was never intended as the primary data access tool for 

the organization's s t d ,  but rather as a tool for a subset of users who need 

some analyticd capability. Oracle Reports shodd be tested as a more 

basic and standard data access option for many BC Parks staff .  

l2Jmplement Oracle Reports if Tmting is Positive: 

If Oracle Reports successfully convey adequate information for many s t a  

members' needs, and if the tool is easy to use, a range of standard reports 

shodd be built for easy desktop access. 



18. Review Adeqwcy of Discoverer Licensing : 

This review should be done after Oracle Reports has been tested as an 

dternative for stamembers who do not want or need analytical 

cap ab Sties. 

14,Build Links, if Possible, Between Oncle Reports and Other Leveh of 

Management Tooh. 

At present, there are links fkom GOAT to Oracle and fkom Oracle to the 

MSWord AMPs documents. Another useM link, if technically possible, 

practical. and dordable would be kom the html manual to relevant 

workbooks so staff members couid see sampIe ratings. 

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities 

These recommendations make the fouowing assumptions: 

Information technology professionals continue to support Oracle 

Discoverer, Oracle Reports and the ArcView tooI "COAT" as compatible 

with BC Parks architecture, and of value to s t a  

Training will take place a varying IeveIs for different types of users. 

Approximately 25 BC Parks staff members have had some basic training in 

Oracle Discoverer (through the fÏnancial seMces branch or information 

services branch of the MlIlistry). A similar or smder  number have training 

to use GOAT (or generic ArcView which has traderable skills). The 



training they have received is generally inadequate for intermediate or high 

level query work. 

To date, no one has had Oracle Discoverer nor GOAT training which is 

directly applied to the uuiual management planning process or the levels of 

management too1- 

Recornmendations 

1. Irnplement Information Management Core Competency 

Requirements 

In an information age, aU staff members need to have a basic working 

knowledge of information management language, principles, tools and the 

roIes information pIays in the development and application of knowledge. 

This needs to be in an interdiscipluiaiy context, so that work is not 

duplicated (e.g., metadata for BC Parks now sits in many iocations usuig 

many tools inc1uding two Library software packages. fiIe room software, 

the Ministry's data registry, and district-generated resource atlases). Are 

these and other tools being used in effective, complementary ways? Could 

business intelligence tools be used to access complementary metadata 

kom Merent sources? Are data collection procedures developed and 

maintained with input fiom different parts of the division and ministry? 

Similar questions about potential overIaps and practices could be asked 

about budget planning and costing toois, information about protected area 

values, or any other of the organisation's data sets. 

1. Set and Support Guideliae of 25% mort on Data Gathering 

Foster a culture that transforms data Înto information, and regulady uses 

that information as a catdyst  for diaIogue and improved decision-making. 



3. Leverage Ministry Expertise and Initiatives: 

BC Parks shodd piggyback on relevant, available Ministry training and 

other resources such as tutorials and tips available on-Iine. Recent 

Ministry training initiatives have included overviews of tools for 

managers, and dBerent levels of training for end users to access financial 

or other business data. See Appendix 1, 

4. Leverage Internal Expertise: 

Many persons in BC Parks have specialised knowledge and skills relating 

to intenial or extemal data sets, software and business processes. By 

sharing their expertise across boundaries, the whole organisation could 

gain a great deal. 

5. Develop Mentors: 

Develop interna1 mentors or coaches who can provide follow-up support. 

and ensure a percentage of their time is available to play a mentoring or 

coaching role. 

6. Provide Oracle, GOAT and Excel Training Tied to BC Parks 

Processes: 

BC Parks shouId work with centra1 Ministry staff, and a contractor, to 

provide BC Parks-specifïc workshops during the 2000/01 fiscal year. 

These workshops shodd prepare staff for the 2001 AMPs process and 

shodd ensure that: 

a) alI staff members have direct or indirect access to AMPs data h m  

within their district or program; 

b) several staff member in each district or program have adequate skiUs 

for viewing existing workbooks in a vaRety of useM ways, and building 

basic new workbooks; 

c) at Ieast one person per district or program hae intermediate to 



advanced software skills by the end of the year; and 

d) severai persons in each district or program can comfortably use 

information h m  the reportùig tools in decision-making processes. 

a & b) Most stdmembers shodd have basic access to information for and 

&om the AMPs pmcess. Different learning styles can be accommodated 

through diEerent media such as Ministry training, written and or web 

instructions, use of the tool in applied workshops (learning by doing), 

orientation fiom peers on site, or using "net meeting," or as separate "road 

show" training by BC Parks staff. The last option is probably the least 

cost effective. Basic orientation should happen quickly d o w  for 

refinement of 2000 IÏsts, and preparation for fd working sessions. 

C) More advanced software training might be done through a contract, 

with a combination of stmctured and as-needed assistance. It shodd 

focus on BC Parks data sets, but need not be t ied by the contractor, to BC 

Parks business. The recipients of this training wiU work with early 

adopters to build their skills and create numerous spin-off successes to 

spread through the organisation. There should be enough persons trained 

to ensure someone needing coaching can get it reasonably efficiently. 

Although sunreys provided mixed responses, there ia generd agreement 

that these persons should not become information gatekeepers. 

d) Excel skiUs need to be devdoped. Based on feedback during 1:1 Ekcel 

"training" to date, standard courses have signincant limitations. Training 

tied to actual work is more effective, especially ifthere are in-house 

mentors or coaches who can provide folIow-up support. The data now in 

ExceI is a component of district priori@-setting efforts. 

It may also be important to bain the advanced osers in an overview tooI 



such as TOAD (an Oracle tool somewhat similar to Wïndows Explorer) to 

help them maintain an overview of database structure, privileges etc. 

Future Research: 

Connections Amongst Success Factors 

What are some of the important relationships, for example, how do attitude 

and value-related factors relate to practices (such as management of data 

quality)? W c h  combinations of factors are particularly important for senior 

management support? 

Fewer Success Factors; More Detail 

There would be potential benefits to studying any potentid success factor, in 

depth. Leadership attributes of team members in successfùI teams, 

effectiveness of different architectures foc diaerent types of business needs, or 

willingness of departments or sections to collaborate, are just a few examples. 

This project has looked at many potentid success factors without going into 

great depth on any particular one; hopefully it has set the stage for 

qualitative and quantitative studies to c o d k m  or refuce my hypotheses. 

Fewer Success Factors; Focus on Results 

Further research could measure outputs or outcornes in a variety of ways. 

This study has relied Iargely on self-assessments and perceptions, dthough 

the workbooks we have produced and deployed do gmund some of those 

perceptions in reality. There is fittle evidence in this study, for example, to 

demonstrate that respondents who beIieve they adhere to leadership 

cornmitments are seen to do so by others. Similarly, almost all respondents 

consider metadata critical, but the project does not demonstrate a positive 



correlation between metadata work and business intefigeme successes. 

Similady, this study does not c o d b m  or disprove that an understanding of 

organisational culture is a relatively unimportant factor when measured 

agauist actual progress. 

The Potential of 61 Tools to Measure Outcornes 

Business intelligence tools have the potential to move organisations towards 

more outcorne-related rneasures, which can be particularly valuable in the 

public sector. Often the mandates of organisations, or sections of 

organisations, overlap in some way in content, time or space. Ifcdtures, 

information management practices and information technology's potentid 

converged, it would be much simpler to assess the effectiveness of many 

initiatives. 

Further "Business" Perspectives 

There is considerable research potentid fo ss persons to explore this 

topic, using research questions which match the needs of their organisations. 

This project scratches the surface of business perspectives on data 

integration and business intelligence. The fact that almost aU authors in this 

field are trained IT professionals suggests that there needs to be more 

awareness, understanding and participation amongst persons who work with 

the business of their organisations. This obsemation is reinforced strongIy by 

the fact that the technology is seen to have huge potentid, that many 

projects fail, and that a large majo* of respondents believe that business 

issues are more challenging than technical issues in making business 

intelligence projects succeed. 



Application in the Public Sector 

Further research about how to use BI tools in government organisations 

wodd be valuable. One potentid focus could be the presentation of a more 

unified public sector interface for the general public. Another could be use of 

data sharing and business intelligence tools to reduce the costs and other 

impacts of ministry restructuring. A third could be the ability of BI tools to 

support the declared greater transparency of the budget building process in 

British Columbia. 

Application In Large Park Organisations 

Provincial, state and national park organisations are typically responsible for 

managing many related aspects of land values and uses within the 

boundaries of protected areas. These organisations work with a fascinating 

rnix of attribute and spatial data; in combination, there is synergy, as each 

does certain things extremely weLI, and historicdy the two have been treated 

as separate worlds. These separate worlds are oRen rnirrored in the 

organisational cdtures, for example, fhancial and conservation or warden 

staff have been very isolated in most organisation with which 1 am familiar. 

Mso, parks are, in many respects, microcosms of society. They have benefits 

ranging from environmental protection through health and well-being and 

cdtural renewal to tourism. They support activîties induding public outdoor 

recreation, commercial recreation, eco- and ethnotourism, education, 

traditional First Nations uses and research. In some jurisdications, 

industrial uses are p e h t t e d ;  in aII cases, adjacent industrial uses are of 

interest to park managers. Uses within protected areas are important for 

planning processes outside their boundaries, so that consensus can be 

reached, or logical approaches or quotas determined for timber harvesting, 

sportnshing, commercial recreation, ranching etc. IncreasingIy, parks are 

seen both as bases for economic alternatives to other industries, and as 

contributors to global conservation strategies. If there were a perféct match 



for public sector applications of business intelligence, park organisations 

would, in my opinion, be at or near the top of the list. 

Collaboration Amongst Linguists and Systems Theorists 

Such collaboration could shed light on how language is evolving on the 

peripheries of business and IT cultures where they collide and mingle. 

Information technologists have bomwed many words 60131 English and 

changed theY meaning somewhat (eg,  platform, client, legacy, migrate, 

drill), and have contributed terms such as software, bites and hard drives. 

Are words borrowed more oRen than created? Do borrowed words sometimes 

Iose former meanings through relative disuse? Are new words, or new 

meanings for words, opportunities for new metaphors and Iearnings? 

Aiiother focus could be how the new Ianguage is shaping a n h r  reflecting 

Western culture. For example, do increasingly common references to 

knowIedge management reflect the fact that our society defaults to command 

and control approaches, and/or does it encourage us to think that knowIedge 

can or shodd be managed? Does common use of the term database reflect 

the fact that we spend most of our effort collecting and storing data rather 

than using information, andlor does it perpetuate the focus on data? 1s it 

signincant that we have many job titles which include "data," fewer whÏch 

include 'information," fewer yet with "knowledge," and that it wodd look 

downright strange to have "wisdom" in a title? 

Gender or Learninglleadership Styles and Business Intelligence 

Was it a coincidence that many women in m y  organisation seemed 

particuIarly interested in this work, regardlees ofwhether they were directly 

invoIved? Ifwe devalue networking leadership ~ I e s ,  what are the impacts 

on our organisations and lives? How do hdings about men being better than 

women at focusing on single tasks, and women being better multi-taskers fit? 

Do women's interests in relationships and context draw them to this kind of 



work, and ifso, why are they not more prominent in the field? How do the 

men who prefer single-focus work, react to business intelligence projects? 

Are there particdar approaches needed for persons with this style to 

participate codortabIy or benefit? 

Business Intelligence and the Evolution of Organisational 

Structures. 

Business intelligence appears to be - at minimum -- compatible with evolving 

web-like stmctures, and perhaps a catdyst or driver for such change. HOW 

are successful organisations aligning BI, planning processes, reporting 

relationships, decision-making processes and reward systems? How are the 

roles of IT persons evolving, and how do they formally relate to business 

persons? 

Business Intelligence as One Aspect of Information 

Management. 

How does business intelligence fit into a larger information management 

context? Why are some aspects of information management high-status and 

others Iow-status? 1s Library science gaining or Iosing profile in the evolution 

of tools? Are similar leadership characteristics or prof5Ies shared by persons 

in Merent fieIds within information management? RegardIess of 

philosophies, is information technoIogy, in practice, supporting or erodùig 

human judgement? 

Business Intelligence Success as an lndicator of Organisational 

Health. 

Many years ago. 1 read a n  article in a medicd journal by a Dr. EUerbrook, 

about the prevention and treatment of acne thmugh positive thought. In 

"fine prïnt" at the end of the artide, he said that he was r e d y  talking about 



cancer, but if he had overtIy written about cancer, the article never would 

have been published. 

1 reIate to Dr. Ehbrook. My overt focus has been the integration of 

organisational data. At times, this has felt more archeaolopical than 

ethnographic: as if by working with data, I am working with the footprints of 

organisational cultures. 1 think there is huge potential to further explore 

data integration as a diagnostic tooL for organisational health problems in an 

era of open, complex systems; as a catalyst for organisational evolution, and 

as an tool to Iearn more about the actual values, priorities, beliefk and 

practices of the self-actualising organisation, 



CHAPTER SIX - LESSONS LEARNED 

Research Project Lessons Learned: 
It may be helpful to envision potential futures and reflect on how the results 

of this project might evolve . Three brief scenarios describe how an 

organisation mîght look in the wake of a late 20h century business 

intelligence project. 

2001 : Three Scenarios 

A: Backlash 

A business intelligence project has been "implemented" but no benefits are 

evident. Its care and feeding are miaimal because other work is considered 

more urgent. Team recommendations for ongoing care and feeding of the 

tools were rejected with LittIe discussion. There is no effort to link the 

benefits of new initiatives to the business intelligence project: it is seen as 

separate and of Iess importance. There have been no changes in the 

organizations "DNA" (D. Osborne & P. PIastrik 1997, p.63) to encourage the 

use of the tools. In other words, accountabilities, incentives and other 

motivators have not been addressed. Organisational goals, objectives, and 

performance measures focus on single disciplines. At &st, there are requests 

h m  staff to fine-tune the tools, but they are rejected as low priority- A few 

people appear to use the tools successfully, but the resulting management 

priorities are harshIy rriticised by some parties. Sometimes when the tools 

are used, problems in data. d e e t i o n s  or  criteria are discovered, providing 

proof that the tool is fîawed. 



Of the two dozen or more headquarters s t d  who have responsibilities 

mirrored in the AMP and database, most do not know how the system works, 

and show no desire to Iearn- 

Tools, processes and data fields with s M a r  purposes evolve as "new" 

initiatives. New, less integrative and/or more centralised decision making 

criteria contradict those built into the business intelligence tools. The new 

criteria are increasingly common in "official" documents such as policies, 

plans and performance measures. In districts, when peers ask individual 

officers why their p~or i t i es  aren't lining up with priorities using the Ievels of 

management tool and database, they are told they are using program 

priorities. Questions in headquarters about how new criteria or priority lists 

were determined are dismissed. The questions stop. 

There are new needs emerging. Changes in legislation, or direction (such as 

focus on new deIivery mechanisms, explicit custorner quality standards, 

performance measures and reporting requirements) show the levels of 

management tool is passé, the M s  process is local and insignincant, and 

new tools must be created. 

Aspects of the project have become scapegoats; when the project is 

mentioned, it typicdy criticised or ridiculed. Severd peopIe feel a sense of 

cornfort and pride in the fact that they understood it wodd never work. 

6: Passive Resîstance 

There is IittIe or no overt mîticism of the business intelligence project or  

toole. In fact, the initiative is virtually invisibIe. There has been Iittie or no 

in-depth dialogue about accountabilities, incentmes, alignment with other 

processes or cultural  chdenges; by default, the cultural DNA is IargeIy 

unchanged. Some st& members raise mncerns that the tool is under- 



utilised and/or not welI understwd. People disagree with each other during 

some of these discussions, but the disagreements are taIked about as being 

unprofessional, and a r ed t  pursued. Such comments are rarely relayed 

vertically or horizontally, and no action is taken. 

Of the two dozen or  more headquarters stafî who have responsibilities 

mirrored in the AMP and database, most have some idea of how the system 

works, but don't act as resource persons to districts, help with rekements to 

definitions or procedures, and dodt use the outputs for work planning. 

At fist, a few limits to its growth are removed, but they are replaced 

instantly with others. Overall data management practices are not changhg, 

except to the degree they can be controlled by IT professionds. Pardel  

initiatives specinc to branches or units seem relatively successful; 

redundancies and divergence amongst them go unchallenged, and seemingly 

unnoticed. Districts aren't sure which fkameworks or  priority-setting 

processes take precedence, so they go with the new branch and unit 

directions, which seem to be favoured. 

The organisation seems to be Iosing ground in terxns of market share or 

budget or  public support or other measures; this confuses some people 

because they are working as hard as ever, and they know their approaches 

are good, because they have worked weIl in the same setting in the past. 

C: Growtfl 

There is healthy criticism of the tool in the context of business needs. 

Disagreement is welcomed, as it has been shown to be a heIpful tool. Regdar 

use of the tooIs have revealed data enors, problerns with queries because 

skills are still being developed, the &orage of Iow-priority data, ff aws in 

criteria, gaps in its usefulness for new prïorities, and some issues with staff 



willingness, abfities and knowledge. AU of these shortcomings are being 

actively addressed in a supportive atmosphere. Many peopIe have 

spontaneously Iinked the benefits of their projects and work with the BI 

efforts done before them. There is less cornpetition for credit, because so 

many people are contributing to something with so much potential. There 

has been some risk taking in m a h g  decisions in new ways, but there has 

been good communication and Cnist throughout the process. and negative 

impacts have been minimal. 

Of the two dozen or more headquarters staff who have responsibilities 

mirrored in the AMP and database, almost all know how the system works, 

participate in its refïnement, and use its resuits. Several of the most skilled 

"power-users" of the system are headquarters officers. 

There is a sense that decision making is improving. Staff members are not 

relying on the data as much as they are learnuig fiom the information. 

There is a sense not only that things are being done "right," but that the 

right things are being done. New initiatives enhance existing successes. 

Reward systems are gradually evolving, based on suggestions coming up 

thmugh the organisation. Rewards are much like the "loose-tight" approach 

described by Peters and Waterman (D. Osborne and P. Plastrik 1997, p,215) 

which is loose on regdations and tight on vision, values and goals. 

Recognition often focuses on team work, and incentives buiId in recognition 

that goals and benefits fkequently cross program boundaries. There have 

been several unsolicited Visions artides about on-the-ground successes in 

appIying the tool, and the authors have had severd  calIs f?om other districts 

asking for more information. 

The sense that the headquarters managers and some officers might "Iose" 

through this initiative has dissipated; headquarters stafTroIes are evolving to 



a higher level because they have a greater understanding of implementation 

issues. Headquarters working sessions oRen indude persons &oom difterent 

work units and fiom districts. The general tone is, as Osborne and PIastrïk 

phrase it: "tnist but verify, and hold accountable for resdts." (p.214) 

District staffmembers Say they are working just as hard, but they feel a 

greater sense of ownership, that they are accomplishing more "real" work, 

and that there is a trend towards "less red tape." The organisation's network 

has expanded; it is not unusual to receive c d s  fkom other provinces or 

coutr ies  about the initiative, or invitations to speak in meetings or 

conferences. These forums are exceHent for idea sharing, which leads to more 

growth. 

On Being an Employee of the Sponsoring Organisation 

1 chose to do project work for an organisation that is also my employer, 

because I care very much about the organisation and its employees, and there 

were several challenges the organisation was interested in addressing. 

For other researchers considering options for sponsorship kom their home 

organisation, 1 would recommend that 

a) iUI parties agree on how, and to what degree, to separate the roles of the 

employee and the researcher. Ifit is an action research project, the h e  

will be particularly grey; 

b) The sponsor, and the key stakeholders within the organisation 

understand the nature of the particdar degree program; 

C) The sponsor, and the key stakeholders within the organisation 

understand the nature of the project and the purpose ofassociated 

documents such as the prospectus, pmposal and agreement (probably 

when they are stïU in template form); 



d) The potentid researcher assess the acceptance of hisher potential 

intervention based on that understanding and make a decision at that 

t h e ,  

On Writing A Suntey for Respondents in a Different Field 

1 tried to get feedback fiom IT professionds on the business intelligence 

survey before it was published, but was unable to do so. 1 had based its 

content on a combination of findings from Iiterature, and less than three 

years of part-the personal experience. There were bound to be flaws, and 

there were. 

1 would recommend that researchers go beyond the obvious contacts to get 

help with survey design for professionais in another field. I am convùlced 

there were persons I had not heard of, nor met, whom I could have found, and 

wodd have been m g  to assist. AU things considered, the survey had 

enough strong points that I would recommend researchers develop and use 

the tooIs they think be valid, working with whatever sources of 

Iliformation, expertise and feedback are available. 

Some of the speQfic comments about survey design follow; they may be of 

interest to researchers who want to pursue this specinc topic in more depth. 

One person pointed out that questions were ambiguous. As an example, 

they referenced "abLlity to imagine and design useful views of the data." 

They had not rated the item as "very important" as it was not a necessary 

skill for aII team participants, but they did consider it essential for some. 

.hother suggestion was to elaborate on the experience section of the 

survey, goîng into more d e t d  about the numbers of projects, budgets, 

respondents' d e s  etc. One person suggested ddeting the reference to 



Oracle magazine. My reason for induhg  it was to provide more 

background if people chose to reference the article, however, this 

detracted fiom the impartiality whÏch the person quite justifiably 

suggested was important for research. 

There were aIso two suggestions to research more about architectures and 

software used. One referenced a study that had been completed across the 

BC government a few years ago, and they thought an  update of this study 

would be quite vaiuable. Nthough 1 did place several cds, e-mails etc. to 

individuals associated with the study, 1 was not successful in locating it. 

On Support, Incentives and Recognition 

Were I to do this again, 1 wouid research options for grant funds and small- 

scde corporate sponsorship. Grant h d i n g  might have expanded the scope 

of research and hands-on work 1 was able to do with information technology, 

including my abrlities to get more in-person feedback on the value of report 

contents and formats. Sponsorship might have enabIed me to offer incentives 

to IT survey respondents which would have been more in Iine with incentives 

they typicdy receive for participahg in research. Sponsorship wodd also 

have ailowed me to mode1 more of the celebration respondents said was 

lacking, by providing humble but tangible rewards for helping to develop and 

r e h e  reports. 



Program Lessons Learned: 

Demonstration of Program Corn petencies: 

1 a. Descri bes difkrent leadership styles and theories, difierentiates 

behneen them and between leadership and related rotes, activities and 

constructs. 

M y  focus here was to focus on tranformational leadership, which is an 

excellent fit with business intelligence, in contrast to some of the older 

leadership models, such as transactionai, which are based more on command 

and control than on empowerment. 

1c. Provides Leadership 

The two principal reasons 1 chose BC Parks as a sponsoring organisation are 

that I respect the mandate, and 1 respect the people who are taking on the 

huge challenges of rnanaging an expanded protected areas system. 

The leadership mode1 1 considered most appropriate was transformational. 

In other words, heIping to empower fiont h e  staff and align with the intent 

of the reorganisation, by feeding back the work those individuals and teams 

do, in ways that support the decisions they Say are important. 

Transformational leadership can be considered "riskier" as responsibiIity for 

success is distributed. More importantly, transactional leadership can be 

considered ephemerd, in that if the pressures or controls or extemal rewards 

are removed, change is unlikely to have momentum. 

The style I adopted as most appropriate for most of this project was in the 

spirit of the "invisible leadern This fits with  a phiIosophy of empowerment, 

and respects the hct that many staff members feeI overworked. and could 



h d  a more overt leadership model (charismatic, M a c h i a v e h  etc.) a n  

unwanted distraction. The vast majority of contact 1 had with stafîwas 

either providing and sharing updates and feedback (e-g., the bulletins) or 

asking for input or review related to their needs. 

At times, my approach was much like the "centre of the web" style described 

by Helgesen. 1 was receiving input. ope* or anonymously. fiom field staff 

and headquarters staff members, central Ministry s t a  other Mliiistzy staffs, 

consultants, and information technology pmfessionals fkom other 

organisations, provinces and countries. Here, 1 perceîved my key roles to 

indude questioning, paraphrasing, clarifging, relaying, and synthesising. 

Because 1 was working with very diverse individuals with different leveis of 

knowledge and skills about BC Parks business and about information 

technology, 1 used a wide range of communications tools. The chart showing 

cimelines and decision points was very important for the decisions around 

moving datasets and hiring a contractor. Bulletins helped some business 

persons understand technical issues. The contextual meeting helped 

technology specialists understand BC Parks culture and business needs. 

Instruction guides with considerable screen-print d e t d  helped staff members 

new to s o h a r e  sets, 

I was persistent, putting considerable effort into communication. In addition 

to initiatives such as the bulletins, 1 was sure to make personal contact 6th 

at Ieast one person in each Ministry, to encourage groups wïthin BC Parks to 

add the project to their meeting agendas, and to share relevant research 

findings as they emerged, in order to help other projects be more effective or 

efficient, 



Feedback fkom the Enal staff survey follows: "&ce has done an exemplary 

job in leadïng our AMPs process. She has demonstrated the patience and 

resolve required to impIement change." 

"Mice's leadership and vision have been instrumental in developing the amp 

process to its current level. Within our organisation continued championing, 

vision, and training are required to move forward &om here." 

Id. Evaluate and enhance leadership style. 

There were distinct advantages in the appmaches 1 chose above. I knew 

fkom earlier stafeedback, using the LAMP inventory, that stafï members 

respect this approach, even though it is somewhat diEerent than successful 

styles used elsewhere in the organisation. 1 demonstrated respect for 

individuals' choices by giving them options to respond to a survey or not; 

invite me to a meeting or not, etc. 

There were drawbacks to this approach, as well. Sometimes I codd not get 

feedback &om individuals on what 1 considered cr i t ical  questions. Project- 

related meetings were canceued because of higher priorities. Project-related 

agenda items were sometimes deferred. These, in themselves, might not be 

issues, but 1 believe they were related, on some Ievel, to a lack of 

understanding andor support. ORen, feedback fkom some individu& wodd 

seem contradictory over time, and 1 was never confident that 1 understood 

root causes behind apparent fluctuations in suppoa. 

At h e s  such as these, the web-like nature of a change project c m  seem 

incompatible with the exkting hiermchy. There were severd occasions in 

which I believe my effectiveness a s  a researcher was compromÏsed because 1 

needed permission or direction to participate in a meeting- Towards the end 



of the pmject, as products were becorning more imminent and concrete, there 

were discussions about whether it was appropriate for research to go beyond 

the scope of my regular job description. 

There was, in retrospect, a si@cant opportunity that 1 did not pursue with 

enough tenacity, and that moment related to communication about the 

project as a whole, early in the process, through more official channels than 

the bulletin. I switched styles somewhat towards the end of the project to 

attempt to align perspectives retroactively, but recognise that up-&ont 

communication using official channels is important enough to warrant a very 

visible lobby. 

1 described how different communications media had helped different 

individuah grow in knowledge or skills (based on their feedback.) 1 found 

that preparing the "Blind Men and the Elephant" graphic heIped me to 

foresee, and perhaps prevent, some of the confusion or friction which could 

result from an interdisciplinary change initiative. For example, one of the 

eIep hant's @ roject's) legs was labelled "information technology," and another 

'hot information technology," with equally good reason for those perspectives, 

depending on the obsewers' backgrounds. This type of exploration helps me 

to understand why individuah might initia& appear to be surprisingly 

engaged or  apathetic; collaborative or threatened; insightfd or confused. 

Earlier in the program 1 underwent a Ieadership and management practices 

evaluation by peers, members of m y  team, m y  supervisor and a self- 

evaluation. General patterns follow. 1 am seen to have a well-baIanced 

range of leadership strengths in persona1 puaiities, persona1 skilIs and 

abilities, organisation quaIities and system responsiveness. Relative rating 

of strengths by peers, team members and myselfwere very similar, with 



highest ratings in ethics, creativity, quabty management and systemic 

planning, and lowest ratings in partnerships (developing business contacts 

and agents), and style (modifping style to accomplish objectives). Overd 

peer and team member ratings were averaged between "to a great" and "to a 

very great" extent, whereas self evaluations and some supervisor evaluations 

were lower. This suggests I have room to improve my Ievel of codidence, and 

need to develop or better communicate or demonstrate Ieadership skius 

valued by supervisors. 

2b. Applies systerns thinking to solution of leadership and leaming 

problems. 

I did this in several ways, examples being 

the use of the Blind Men and the Elephant metaphor, induding Senge's 

Iimit to growth archetype as fkamework for the project 

an assessrnent of how elements of business intelligence align well with 

recent work by systems theorists such as Capra and Kelly and 

an atternpt to anticipate future limits to growth emerging Born existing 

systems in a traditionai organisation. 

3b. Provide consulding services to help organisations succeed. 

One of the sets of deliverables for this project was a set of reports which 

would provide fiont Iine decision makers with access to data for management 

prîority setting. In order to accomplis6 tb, I needed to ensure there was 

consensus about how to overmme "technicdn hudes. hire a contractor for 

behind-the-scenes work to prepare data for report production, CI- end 

users' preferences and needs, and do the technical work of prepaiing reports 

or sample "views" (used in a Iay rather than a technid sense) of the data, 

Several workbooks or report packages were produced, using OracIe 



Discoverer, and 'GOAT" the Ministrg ArcView tooI. These feu into five basic 

categories: "views" which 

1. AUow sta.fY to compare information about the same attnbute (e-g., 

backcowtry recreation values, or  status of vegetation management 

planning) for many dinerent protected areas); 

2. Enhance those cornparisons with source data, such as which pieces of land 

protect part of a particular biogeoclimatic zone: 

3. Help staff members set priorities for a particular task; 

4. Help assess status for a particular task; 

5 .  Electronically consolidate tombstone or trend data which were previously 

rekeyed from different sources. 

I also coached districts through a transition fkom individual project lists 

stored in about 700 documents province wide, to a single project List in each 

district which could be used to answer many common district questions. I 

prepared an instruction guide which many stafFfound very valuabie. Other 

products which were part of this project, are described in more d e t d  in the 

report- 

One survey respondent stated: "In providing consulting services Nice 

pmvided dear instructions on how to b d d  the exceI project spread sheet, 

examples of rdevant iists that  couId be sorted, and was prompt & efficient in 

dealing with questions." 

4a. Assess the implications of the learning environment 

My assessment of the Ieaniing environment was done through a combination 

of observation and staff surveys. 



Because s t a f f  members would generaIIy rather react to packages of 

information or reports than design them, 1 involved staff in review stages 

via phone c d s ,  teleconferences or 1:l meetings. 

Surveys helped to atnrm that the examples I chose for reports are just 

that, and that there are risks associated with saying those ta& are more 

important than others. 

Because workloads are heavy, I erred on the side of minimal intrusion, 

partly because 1 had aImost three years experience in receiving requests 

for data, 

1 checked what 1 thought were important basics about attitudes, 

knowledge and skills early in the project, and addressed them either 

through concrete steps during the project, or as recommendations to follow 

the project. 

46. Help others learn. 

Much of this wiLI occur, ifrecommendations are approved, after this project is 

cornplete. However. during the project, we built knowledge and skiUs in 

several areas. 

Some survey respondents Iearned more about the levels of management 

tool and technologies to support it; 

1U1 districts gained some hands-on skills with improved project list 

management. and several have made better use of the project Iists as a 

r e d t ;  

Many BC Parks staff Iearned more about the project, data warehousing, 

and their peers' approaches to using new tools through the bdetins. 

One survey respondent wrote: &In heIping others to Ieam Alice was extremely 

supportive. TooIs snch as the LeveIs of Management instruction manual, and 

the &ce1 guidebook and Alice's continued support eased our learnuig curve.'' 



5a. Identifies, locates and evaluates research findings. 

Research hdings came fkom severai sources, ranging fkom litewture reviews 

to surveys. When 1 came across incomplete, contradictory or potentially 

biased results, 1 tried to find evidence to support one or more of the 

hypotheses. 

Sb. Uses research methods to solve problems. 

Based on the content of the research and the culture of the sponsoring 

organisation, 1 emphasised qualitative approaches, supplemented by 

observation and a degree of qualitative analysis. 1 considered appreciative 

inquiry especially important in times of intense workload. 

A survey respondent wrote: "AAIice has used tooIs such as staffsurveys, 

conference c a b .  and individual phone c d s  to gather feedback. She has also 

used Visions articles and a regdar bulletin to maintain project profile and 

share helpfid information with staff across the Province? 

6b. Evaluate the influence of new information and data manipulation 

technologies. 

Throughout this project and the events leading to it, 1 have been very 

conscious of the two cultures emerging within parks, and the potential for 

conflict between "scientific'' and "consensus based" approaches. The database 

design reflects the Iatter, but is Iinked in ways (using business intelligence 

tools) to recognise and use the former to whatever degree the orghsation 

sees fit. At present, 1 perceive no contlicts here, but 1 was carefuI to monitor 

attitudes around the r d e  of technoIogy in decision-making, and believe t b  is 

an aiea which shodd be intermittently monitored. 



1 also looked at how business intelligence is playing a part (according to 

systems theorists, neither cause nor effect) in new ways of doing business, 

from large businesses to the rnilitary. 

7b. Communicates with others thiough writing. 

Tools I used here included bulletins, electronic mail, surveys, and this report. 

1 hope they have made a s m d  contribution to bringing business intelligence 

into the offices and boardrooms of potential beneficiaries, such as myself. 
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Royal Roads MA in Leadership and Training 'gick-off Meeting 

Friday October 1- 2:00 p s i .  
The Castle: Room 210 

Participants (later reviewed these notes): 
AIice MacGiIlivray: Royal Roads learner and project leader; BC Parks staff 
member. 
Bob DaIziel: Project Sponsor; Director of District Operations for BC Parks. 
Sandy MacIver: Royal Roads Faculty Supervisor for project; consultant. 
Sophia Howse: leads the information technology section in BC Parks. 
Andrew Faulkner: the Mhistry information systems contact assigned to 
[previous attempts to completel this project in 1997; helps staff across 
Ministry access and work with attribute data in the Ministry data 
warehouset 
Bruce Mackenzie: the Ministry information systems person who helps staff 
across Ministry access and work with attribute data in the Ministry data 
warehouse. 
Persons lnvited who could not attend: 
Steve Grundy: head of the Environment faculty, and ioterested in the 
relationships between knowledge management and organisational 
effectiveness. 

Derrick Cameron: who first warehoused BC Parks business data when he 
was with the Ministry's hancial systems branch because he saw a quality 
foundation and benefits of integration; now with Oracle in the private sector. 
Kaaren Lewis: recently returned to BC Parks as the manager of PIannuig 
Services, fiom the Land Use Co-ordination office, Kaaren was involved 6 t h  
the Protected Areas System policy work whkh relates closely to Legacy Panel 
recommendations and provides context for much of the data of interest in this 
project. 
The participant Est was consciously designed to bring together persons with 
an interest in this topic, and a diversity of perspectives about its importance, 
Aithough 1 didn't use tooIs such as organisation charts to gauge diversity, I 
realised in retrospect that Ïfeveryone had been abIe to attend, we wodd have 
had representation fkom every branch of BC Parks, central Ministrg staff, 
two of the four major sections of Royal Roads, a Company that deah with 
organisational effectiveness with Iow-tech tooIs, and another which focuses 
on high-tech soIutions. 



Purpose: 
This gathering included persons with an o v e r d  interest in the project or 
area of research, and who will not necessarily be involved with detailed 
aspects of the research or report development. The meeting was intended to 
provide an opportuniw for these individuah to meet, to Ieam more about the 
organisation, universitg program and project, discuss why the project 
interests them, make suggestions tot he project team, and have enough 
context to consider how they would like to be informed or involved 
throughout the remainder of the research. Discussions were recorded for 
ongoing reference. 

OveMews of the Organisation; the University and the Project: 

An Ovetview Of BC Parks - the Sponsoring Organisation: 
Bob DaIzieI provided an overview of BC Parks' mandate, evolution, 
organisational culture, current initiatives and chdenges. A sampling of his 
observations are paraphrased below: 

Summary as I Interpret It: 
(some concepts highlighted as reference points for project work) 

BC Parks is an organisation undergoing massive change. BC Parks attracts and 
retains dedicated ernployees; many have decades of service, and despite the rate of 

change, are proud to be with the organisation. Part of the pride cornes &om a track 
record of very efficiat management (in a recent budgetmectare and budgetlvisitor 

, cornparison, Parks Canada has 29 h e s  the resources of BC Parks.) Eficient 
management has not been enough to address the increased responsibilities o f  more 

land, more public involvement, and an increased focus on the value of the very 
special areas which are pmtected firom adjacent, often high-impact uses. 

The "cornmon sense" priorïty-setting style of the past is chdenged because of 
workloud, knowledge gaps, and the need to articulate priorities in a systern context. 

Removd of the regiond Iayer five years ago, brings chdenges of increased 
decentralisdion in tension with the need for consistent policies. A focus on ecosystem 
management coupIed with cuts to recreation management require staff to Ieam new 

content and &Us, and unleam ways of measuring their worth. 
The Legucy Panel recornmendutions, the Leuels of Management tool and the Royal 

Roadsproject are aII initiatives which can contRbute to managicg old and new 
protected areas in a system conte= A tension here exists between the requirements 
and ris& of shoring infornation about gaps between current accomplishments. 



BCs protected areas system began vrith the designation of Strathcona Park 
in 1911, and it slowly grew & evolved in purpose and spatial distribution. A 
Park Act was passed in 1965, which provided a strong mandate to conserve 
nahird lands and provide recreation opportmities. 

When Bob joined the organisation shortly after the passing of this legislation, 
there were about 200 properties in the system. There has been a very rapid 
increase in the size of the system in recent years, There are now almost 700 
properties; the system has doubled in size in the last decade - almost tripled 
in numbers in last 20 - and with this increased mandate there has been - as 
wÎth aII government organisations, reduced resources with which to manage. 
BC Parks is currently managing h o s t  700 properties with 365 FTEs 
(governent measure of person-years.) He discussed an analysis comparing 
Parks Canada's resowcing to that of BC Parks (a ratio of 29:l), making it 
dear that he did not think BC Parks should have 29 times the resources, but 
to emphasise the challenges of managing with exÎsting resources, espeQally 
during this period of rapid growth and adjustment. 

In addition to more protected areas and more land. there is more complexity. 
Recent public pIanning processes have brought increased public expectations 
and a range of new management issues. And because the planning process 
have decided what wilI be a park and what wïü not be a park - what wiLI be 
used for industrial and other purposes - the protected areas' value has 
increased, as weL 

Adding further to the compIelrity are changes in BC Parks' organisational 
structure and culture. Bob, with 29 years service, is not one of the "old- 
tuners." StaEmembers tend tu be very committed to the work and stay with 
the organisation for a long time; many joined the organisation weU before 
Bob did. In the early stages of their careers, operations were quite 
decentralised, but planning functions were not. The field managers now have 
a group of specialists in their offices who have planning and operational 
responsibilities, They are dso dealing with the challenges of appIying a 
common-sense management style to management of new lands about which 
they know relatively Little. They are witnessing a shiR fiom an organisation 
which prided itselfon tangible recreation-reIated services to one with huge 
responsibïiities for managing naturd ecosystems. 

In Bob's position, the changes bRng related challenges. The middIe layer 
(regional) of the organisation was removed five years ago, so eleven field 
organisations report directly to him. As a headquarters director, he deds 
with the need for consistent policy application in a decentralised structure. 

Bob d s o  descn'bed the nature and purpose of a new intemal tool which he, 
&ce and a project team have developed 'off the side of the de& and with 
minimd budget, reféned to as Ievels of management. He desmibed how the 



tool fits with BC Parks' efforts to manage in a systematic way, and helps 
communication about that direction using a common language. He drew 
links between this tool, the Royal Roads project, and the work being done in 
BC Parks as  a result of the Legacy Panel recommendations and cabinet 
direction for business planning and legislation work. 

As part of Bob's project sponsor responsibilities, he will be ensuring the 
project work is relevant to the BC Parks organisation- particuiarly to district 
teams -- and that the work is helping to overcome a signincant problem, or 
take advantage of a signiscant opportunity. 

An Ovewiew Of Royal Roads University 
Sandy MacIver provided an overview of the university in general, and the 
leadership and training program in particular, paraphrased below: 

Summnry as 1 Interpret It: 
(some concepts highlighted as reference points for project work) 

Royd Roads University occupies the buildings and grounds of the long-term 
military college, and occupies a unique niche in the post-secondary environment. AU 

degrees granted by the university integrate theory and application. AU courses 
must relate to four "pillars:" empowering leadership. conflict management, 

sustainable development or entrepreneurship. The unîversity's original intent was 
to offer interdisciplinary degree options which formdy cornbined elements of two or 

more of these piIlars. 
The leadership program does not espouse leadership in a traditional hierarchicd or 
positional sense. It focuses on the recent literature of "leaderfidm organisations in 

which leadership is fostered at al2 levels, with individuals and groups trying to 
accomplish important things. The program is designed for mid-career professionals, 

who may choose to continue full time work whüe studying. 

The major project must involve "action researeh, " ie., honds on work to make the 
sponsoring organisation a be t ter place. ' 

When the provinCid governent received what had been Royal Roads 
MiLitary College, they needed to figure out what to do with it. When post- 
secondary options were expIored -- although these weren't the words used at 
the t h e  - they decided it must be sometiiing redy  different: something 
that wodd add to the post-secondary environment. 

Sandy described the four pilIars or cornerstones of study at Royal Roads: 
Ieadership, business, environment and conflict management. AIthough the 
IegisIation does not d o w  for the granting of interdiscipluiary degrees, Iinks 



are ofken made through course content, and sometimes through project work. 
Sandy referenced this particdar project as a good example of that cross-over. 
The Ieadership program explores Ieadership theories over t h e ,  but focuses 
on emerging concepts of leadership and leaniuig at alI levels of hedthy and 
successful organisations. Sandy frequently used terms such as "important," 
"good," and "rneaningfui," which give a sense of the program's focus on long- 
term goah, important (but not necessarily urgent) work, values and the seK 
reflection that is an essential component of success in the program. 
Sandy outlined to structure of the program: two intense five-week 
residencies, courses delivered on-line, and major project work. As an 
example of course content, he gave an overview of the first residency, which 
provides content and practice in systema thinking, organisational change, 
Ieadership and Iearning; communications skills are d s o  assessed. However, 
Sandy emphasised that in his opinion, (which 1 strongly support) the most 
important purpose of the first residency is to create an environment in which 
learners can develop a foundation of seK-knowIedge - largely thorough group 
work to solve real organisationai problems - essential for effective leadership. 

Sandy explained that alI major projects require action research, "which is 
just a fancy way of saying" you dont have to stand back: you can get 
involved in trging to sort things out and trying to make the world a better 
place, or make the organisation a better pIace, rather than just studying it to 
death. something is actually done, and recommendations made. 

He described how there is a good mix of leamers from Mirent professions 
(for example, my gmup includes federal and provincial government, Iarge and 
s m d  business and NGO members from a wide variety of fields.) 

Sandy also mentioned that during team work, there are many opportunities 
to develop skills with group work tools which are not commody known or 
used in workpIaces. 

As the faculty supervisor, Sandy's responsibilrties wiU be to guide an& assess 
project work &om an [applied] academic perspective. Adding some 
perspectives of my own here, Royal Roads has sometimes been criticised by 
other universities for not having a Iarge percentage of tenured facuIty. From 
a Iearners' perspective, it is extremely valuable to have faculty members who 
are both respected for their academic knowledge and achievements, and who 
are very conversant with the challenges of appIykg the academic theories in 
current, real wodd situations. 

The Bob DaIzieI. Sandy MacIver and Gerry Nixon (head of the leadership 
fâcdty) form the major project supervishg committee. 



An Overview of the Major Pmject 
The title of the project and the research question as approved in the proposal 
read: 

Using Business Intelligence Tools 
To Facilitate 

Front-line Priority-setting 
In a 

Public Sector Organisation 

How can BC Parks ensure that fiiont-line staff members have 
effective access to key information for setting management 

priorities? 

Summnry: 
(some concepts highlighted as reference points for project work) 

In contrast to the more hear outhe  in the proposai, this overview was meant as a 
more human and more exploratory look at the nature and scope of the project. 

Through metaphor, stories etc. the project was "explained" in different ways with 
the intent of helping participants dari& and/or share their own perceptions of why 

this research and work is important. 

Before the meeting, participants received a copy of John Godfrey Saxe's poem 
"The Blind Men and the Elephant." The poem is a metaphor for humans 
tending to see part of a system, and the inevitable communications 
breakdoms when they speak with others who ody see another fiagrnent of 
the same system. It is summed up as a moral in the final stanza: 

"So oh m theologic wan, 
ne dispuran=, 1 men, 

Rail on m mer ignorance 
Ofwhateachotherman, 

And pnre about an EIephant 
Not one of them has s e d "  

Aspects of how this project is perceived were sketched on an elephant and 
expIained. In briefi 



The side of the elephant, or "wall" was depicted as a Limit to Growth (Senge, 
1995) for districts using the new annual management PI-g process, and 
trying to manage protected areas in a system conte*. They now record 
information and ratings about each protected area with the system in mind, 
but they do not have the technology to @oup, sort and view patterns to 
further refïne and apply the resdts. The project wodd begin to provide 
districts with those capabilities, thereby removing the factor limiting more 
systematic management. 

The ears of the elephant had earphones as  a reference studied by Tom Peters 
in his ''Thriving on Chaos" work. He told a story of a Company that 
accidentally learned the benefits of opening information access (in this case 
through headphones) beyond work units. The project uses data warehouse 
technologies to -and access to information beyond a single data set (with the 
data sets usually matching the responsibilities of one progrorn oficer.) 

The fkont legs of the elephant addressed the fact that, based on their 
backgrounds and interests, some see the headphones project or the Roycrl 
Roadsproject as %echnotogy"projects and some do not (atthough al1 those 
indiuiduals might agree on o more holistic uiew of what theproject is.) 
The mink symbolised leadership and the cornpetencies which Royal Roads 
uses to evaluate graduate candidates. The leadership tnink was at the 
opposite end of the elephant fkom the supporthg hind legs, to symbolise the 
way some people think of leadership and support as very different. Yet there 
is considerable evidence that the sharing of  leadership, and the giving away of 
power can dramcrtically strengthen the sense of leadership in a organisation. 
When Iookhg at the entire elephant, the project can be seen as  supporting 
districts and PMC in work with management decisions, business planning 
etc., and can also be seen as demonstration and encouragement of leadership. 

The rump of the elephant symboIized how information technology or 
"business intelligence" tools wiU be sandwiched within steps that use human 
intelligence to reach consensus and make judgements. In action research, it 
is important to declare biases, and one of m y  biases is that especidy at this 
time and in this corporate culture, dota shoutd not be used in isolotion to 
dictate decisions, but rather to inform decisions. There may be places for 
consistent poIicies based on data (checked for accuracy, compIeteness etc.) but 
generdy the reports will faditate discussions and guide decisions. 

The final view of the project was positioned outside the elephant (te., 
probably beyond the scope of the project.) The Tragedy of the Commons - 
another Senge archetype - is an application of the overpazing mode1 to an 
examination of scarce resources, or resources under stress. wÏthÎn 
organisations. 1 hope that the project will increase communication and cross- 
program coIIaboration to the degree that programs will "compete" Iess for the 
time and attention of &ont line staff. Without good collaboration, there are 



bound to be directions given which overlap or  codic t  with each other in 
terms of values, objectives, criteria, methods andlor timing. 

What lnterests You About This Project? 
1 anticipated that some would suggest objectives or outcomes that  wodd be 
impossible because of t h e  or money, or wodd be possible, but as second- 
benefits of the project and outside its scope. 

1 Participants Who Were Able to Attend Were Interested 
Because the Project Could Help to ' 1. manage protected areas in a systern context 

1 2. set andor articulate management priorities 
3. feed into the Legacy business planning process 
4. help to effect a culturd shift to the protection ofecosystems in a relatively 

cornfortable and effective way 
5. find and evaluate externd data sources considered important by districts 
6. consolidate and organise BC Parks data 
7. make BC Parks data more accessible 
8. improve the quaLity of BC Parks data (refine; correct) 
9. d o w  staff to put effort into their jobs, not into technology 
10,reduce duplicate data entry by BC Parks s t a f f  
11. effect Iinks amongst Iogical data sets without duplicate entry 
12.identi& important, and unimportant data now being coIlected and 

maintained by BC Parks 
13.help business staff develop skills to envision how information can be 

organised to inform decision-making 
14. help appropriate staE members benefit from the work of peers 
15.heIp individu& assess ifYwhere they wodd like to pursue formal 

education opportunities 
16.increase the sense of ownership in districts of AMPs reporthg and 

information technology in generd 
17.feed into the management of values work which Sophia wiU CO-ordinate 
I8.Iearn more about how to do this kind of work effectively in an organisation 

such as BC Parks 
19. headquarters understand the importance of the IeveIs of management 

work 
20.furtber pilot work for BC Parks, the M h k t q  and other organisations 

within, or outside government and, in particdar 
21.bridge the communication gap between business persons with business 

needs and information technoIogy persons with IT soIutions 
22.provide an exampIe of a RoyaI Roads project whkh relates stmngiy to 

more than one facultv. 



Does the Approach Make Sense? 
This was not a major focus for the meeting, but we opened this topic up for 
discussion in case there were preliminary ideas. These included: 

working with early adopters 
involving district representatives fiom business data working group 
providing drafts or views of data for reactions 
using metaphor (e.g., building on the "whiteboard" example which 
recently engaged people 
using working groups to develop reports and 
tapping into other working groups and supplying reports (to build 
relevance, understanding, and preparation for communications strategies 
in the future) 
making use of information technology s e c e  safeguards, and contiming 
to emphasise the intemal nature of the reports. 

In the meeting's closing comments, the regrets of the missing participants 
were again mentioned, with the hope that they can be involved in the future. 
Sandy also commented on his increasing excitement about the relevance of 
the project -- how it reIates weU to frustrations he has experienced and 
witnessed in effectively accessing and using good information - and the 
potential the project has when there is such a diverse group of participants, 
both at this gathering and in other aspects of the research. 
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Sefting the Stage for Data Infegration 

Date & Location: Friday. September 17, Room 2-5 (in ISB section) Selkirk Complex 
fime: 2:00 p.m. -end ofworking day if needed 

Participants: 
Nice MacGillivray (chair) 4, Andrew Faulkner,, Bruce MacKenzieJ. Sophia 
HowseJ, Liz HoarJ, Gary Cooney x , Cathy Langen x , Brian Faltinson J. 

Lesley Preston (regrets) Three persons on the Iist did not attend: 
We could not find a date when everyone was available; Lesley was provided with 
notes beforehand and said she would foward any comments she had. 
Gary decided to be updated. rather than attend, when he saw th?; focus on technical 
questions, 
Cathy was not sure if she could attend because of the training schedule. It is also 
possible that this wasn't the way in which FSB wanted to participate in exploring the 
issues. 

Background: 
Aiice MacGillivray has recently begun a major project as part of the Royal Roads MA 
in Leadership and Training. The draft titk of the project is "Using Business 
l ntel ligence Too ls to Facilitate Front-Iine Priority-setting in a Public Sector 
Organization." 

The project has two types of deliverables. For BC Parks, I hope to provide front-line 
staff members and senior managers with relevant, current reports they can easily 
access electronically. For a larger audience, I want to explore how to lead this kirtd 
of pmject effectively. The literahire suggests far too many projects flounder despite 
excellent vision, potential and intentions. 

One of the first steps is to look at why BC Parks staff members do not yet have 
electronic access to the data (let abne data transformed into meaningful 
information.) For this step, I want to invoke people who understand the technology. 

Meeting Theme: 
&llectively, you bring an amazing range of interests, knowledge and experience in 
working wiai udata-integration" goals, objectives and technologies. I would very 
much appreciate having you pool ideas about what needs to be done, and what we 
can do, to pave the way for effective data integraüon work in BC Parks. The focus of 
this meeting with be on issues retated to technology. Five sample questions are 
outiined in the foflowing pages. 

Welcome 2:00 p.m. 
What this Session is, and What it isn't 
Cntroductions 
Digging into the Questions and Issues moved from 230 - 3:00 
Additional Agenda Items - if Any. 

Thank you very much. 
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This Document Relates to the Royal Roads Project Deliverables 
for BC Parks. 

The Research Questions: 

f .  Is Work Using Oracle Discovew & Reports "Durable?" 

Assumptions: 
BC Parks is considering two potential platfons. using web-based technologies 
andlor NT terminal server access to data. 
Web-based technologies may be the nom wfhin a few years. 
The NT terminal server approach is a Ministry standard now. 
Discoverer is a logical' tool for the kinds of reports I have been developing on 
request, using PC technology, as part of the 'Levels of Management" project, and 
expect to be developing as part of the school program. 
M BC Parks uses Oracle Discoverer and Reports as the analysis and reporting tools 
in this project, the results could be accessed either through NT terminal servers or 
web-based tools. 
* l o g i d =  good for integrating data sets, keeping the data current, and providing districts 
access to reports and some query capability. 

Are these Assumptions Correct? Yes. 

Are there Significant Issues Here? 
This question had the potential to stop any progress towards district reporting capabilities. 
That changed in the BC Parks Septernber 16 meeting, so the focus in the September 17 
meeting was on pooling infomation to increase cornfort levels and help decision-making. 

Based on the information shared at the session, the risks associated with using 
Discoverer are very low. Discoverer workbooks are accessed in at least two ways. 
Using current Ministry standards, workbooks are accessed on NT Teminal Sewers. 
Discoverer is also designed for web access using Java Applets. If BC Parks stayed with 
Ministry standards, and those standards shifted to a web-based plafform in a few years, 
Ministry servers wou[d be repiaœd, and parks data would be a small portion of the data 
which would be accessed with the alternate Discoverer access tools. 

Bruce spoke about the numerous shifts which have occurred in data access in reœnt years 
(Arclnfo to ArcViaw as the viewing tool; Oracle Browser throug h to D i s m r e r  etc.) and said 
the transitions in access tools are minor and inexpensive in cornparison with costs 
associated with changes in data (e-g., collecting data in a new or more detailed way.) 

Brïan raised the question of re-programming (creaüng new queries etc.) and S B  staff said 
that would not be necessary in a transition to web-based tools. 

Security roles can be established by BC Parks. 

Because of the decision in BC Parks to treat mis project as a prototype for management of 
values. there are no knawn significant issues hem related to the school project 

Actions 
Security roles should be assigned by BC Parks at the table level (Alice can provide a Iist of  
tables. or show them to pmgram managers on Iine.) The group did not discuss who should 
detemine security mles; program managers may be an option. Sophia and Alice wilt mise 
this question with BC Parks- 
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2. In Which Warehouse(s) Should Data Be Stored? 

Assumptions: 
Much of the support for data integ ration technologies cornes from the power of being 
able to Iink financial data with other data about an organization's or company's 
business. 
If BC Parks data aie in the FSB warehouse they can be integrated with 

financial data fram the SRB system and 
other data (e.g., contract-related) from OCG 

If BC Parks data are in the master warehouse, they can be integrated with 
Business data (permits etc.) 
lnventory data (wildlife, environmental monitorÏng etc.) and 
Base data (boundaries. biogeoclimatic zones etc.) 

Master and financial warehouses are administered in different sections with different 
directors and sornewhat different approaches. 
Currentiy, the best way for BC Parks to integrate data from the two warehouses is to 
download data to a PC and work with it there (frozen in time.) 
Technical solutions (links; copying etc.) are available. 
FSB is willing to link or copy financial data into a 'BC Parks warehouse," but has 
concerns if that is Iocated in the master warehouse. 
Other considerations may include the amount of support available for BC Parks. 
andlor the schedules for refreshing data, 

Are these Assumptions Correct? Yes. 

Are there Signifiant Issues Here? 

This is one of the items which could have prevented ail progress towards BC Parks 
deliverables. The group thought some the issues could be resolved within the job 
descriptions of participants; others require involvement of persons outside the meeting. 
Actions are proposed. 

In the research-oriented document, which accompanies this one, there is a transcript 
excerpt from the meeting that provides a good overview of role of the master warehouse, 
and a sampling of the aftemoon's discussions around this parücular question. 

Actions: 

1) We will proceed wiM copying BC Parks business data tables h m  the FSB warehouse tu 
the master warehouse- 

Copying is most appropriate for h o  reasons. This will not destabilize the temporary 
mpocüng structure now in place (ODBC Driver, SQLNet and MSAccess). Nso. FSB 
is using elements of parks business data (e-g.. facilMes) in some of their reports. 

Sophia and Andrew have copies of the draft ITQ which includes this work, and will 
provide feedback so mat quotes can be solicited soon. 



2) Andrew will discuss data Iinkage. security policy, and technical options to address 
security with FSB staff. One model in use now is the linkage system used with the Fish 
(comct name*) warehouse in which data in the Fish warehouse c m  be accessed through 
the master warehouse, using the secunty system within the Fish warehouse. Andrew will 
update Sophia on any progress; then Sophia c m  check with BC Parks finance section to 
see if internai security procedures for financial data difter from those of the Ministry. 

Resourcing (e.g., support available) may be an issue. Gary Cooney asked his staff to 
discuss resourcing after the technical issues were addressed, 

3. M e r e  Are We wiln Qpab&m m m *  Potential to lntegrate Spatial and Atbibute 
Data? 

Assumptions: 
Until the two PA Registries are consolidated, there will be problems. 
This consolidation is expected to be complete by -? 
Until 'sub-park" spatial units for collecting data are coordinated, littie integraüon is 
possible below the PA level. 
Multiple polygons for one PA in the spatial layer cause problems (e.g., attrîbute data 
repeated several times and potentially used in calculations producing erroneous 
results, 
Available (old) boundaries include more errors than boundaries, which will be 
available by approximately *? 
The GOAT themes tool can now be used to do some integrated reporting using 
spatial and attnbute data. 
These reports include enor messages because of NT terminal server configuration 
Issues. 

Other assumptionsifacts were added by Bob Ferguson befote the meeting: 
BC Parks does not want to assign numbers to potential PAS which do not have 
cabinet approval and 
He has not yet sent numbers for cabinet-approved areas to LUCO as discussed in 
the spring DBWG meeting. 

Are these Assumptions Correct? Yes 

Are there SignMcant issues Here? 
Other assumptions#acts were added by Bob Ferguson before the meeting: 

BC Parks does not want to assign numbers to potential PAS which do not have cabinet 
approval and 
He has not yet sent numbers for cabinet-approved areas to LUCO as discussed in the 
spring DBWG meeting. 

There are bsueo (which will prevent a relatively mhor amount of work) related to differïng 
opinions within the organization. Districts usually have access to pending boundary 
information in some fomi (paper or electronic) and sometimes have attnbute data. They see 
the need to view? integrate and use this information. Others are aware of [as yet 
undocumentedj issues relating to this accass. Unbl these issues are documented and 
resolved through Sophia's shop. data sets wùl not be Iinked. 

Dependhg on timing, this will probably limit the range and occuracy of reports that 
can be developed in the school pioieck 
\\ParksnTt2\userdata\WORKGRPS\MG~VLS\Pmi~fech meeting resurts.doc 5 



4. How do We Addms Legislated Pmtecfed Areas, as Opposed to Pmtecfed 
Areas Vn Waithg. *' 

Assumptions: 

There are differences of opinion about whether undesignated area boundaries or 
other data should be generally available to staff. 
Based on the spring DBWG meeting (e-g., Robin Draper's comments) and follow-up 
notes, most district staff think broad acœss is important ("see sample comments, 
pages 7-8); other opinions relate to risks associated with using rough boundary 
estirnates. 
Some attnbute data are generated before designation (e.g.. in management levels or 
facilities databases) 
Right now, attribute and spatial data for PAS "in waitingn cannot be integrated. 

Bob Ferguson added information before the meeting: 
BC Parks does not want to assign numben to potential PAS which have not been 
endorsed by cabinet and 
He has not yet sent numbers for cabinetapproved areas to LUC0 as discussed in 
the spring DBWG meeting. 

Are these Assumptions Correct? Yes 

Are there Signifiant Issues Here? 

There are issues (which will prevent a relatively minor amount of work) related to differing 
opinions within the organization. Districts usually have access to pending boundary 
information in some fonn (paper or electronic) and sometimes have attnbute data. 

Districts see the need to view, integrate and use this information. (Robin Draper's 
comments may be documented in minutes from the spring meeting; other district 
comments are included in the accompanying research document.) 
Some HQ staff memben are aware of issues, which Sophia says are note yet 
documented, relating to this access. Until these issues are documented and resolved, 
data sets wiil not be linked. 

Depending on timing, thb will probably limit the range and accuracy of reports that 
can be developed in the s c h d  proje& 
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5. How Do lrlke I Proceed? 
(Sop hia suggested this wording change for clam.) 

Assumptions: 

None of the issues will prevent our moving ahead towards report production. 
Contract money from BC Parks will be available to assist (table linkage, 
programming assistance etc.) 
Some business needs assessrnent c m  be done effciently. giving us a starting point 
for sample report contents. 
A working gmup to develop. refine and evaluate draft reports will help to build 
understanding, skills, support and relevance. 
The make up of such a group needs discussion, based largely on the coliective 
experience of this group. 

Are these Assumptions Correct? There was insufficient discussion for consensus. 

Are there Signifiant Issues Hem? 
Probabty not. This item was not discussed in detail. A few îdeas put forward were 

agreement that ifs good to focus on early adopters 
discussion of the merits of a working group vs. a more passive group of reactors who 
view work I have developed 
constraints in BC Parks because of relatively rare technical expertise combined with a 
range of business experience 
that I have developed skills to produce reports, (which helps with an end product, but not 
with building skills and engagement in the field). 



B R I T I S H  C O L U M B I A  P A R K S  

Welcome to the Business Intelligence Suwey Home Page 

As part of a masters degree project with RovaI Roads Cniversity, Alice 
MacGillivray is researching perspectives on "what makes business intelligence 
projects succeed" thtough an on-line m e y .  

By completing the survey, 
you could win a prize 

and help to bridge the gap 
between the potentiai - and the appiicati*on - 

of business intelligence technology. 
The survev is available on-line, 

and takes 1 0-15 minutes to complete. 

This research project is sponsored by BC Parks, an organization that manages 
aimost 700 parks and ecologicai ceserves covering more than 10% of British 
Columbia: the most biologically diverse province in Canada, The organization's 
business is aiso diverse, and includes protection and management of landscapes, 
features, rare species, culturai heriuige sites, wilderness experïences, facilities 
nich as campgrounds and picnic areas, and safe recreation opportunities. For 
furtber information, visit the BC Parks fact sheet. 

BC Parks fds within the British CoIumbia Ministry of Envimnment, Lands and 
Parks, where the information systerns bmch has actively worked with business 
intelligence tools for many years. Andrew Faulkner is the Ministrqrs data 
warehouse architect, and has a strong cornmitment to making infornation 
systems relevant, efficient and accessible. He reguiarly publishes papas, is 
intewiewed on topics such as data warehousing (see the Julv issue of Oracle 
Magazine) and wiii be ptesenting at this fdl's OpenWorld conference. 

The Oracle OpeaWorId conférence, and the b&iness intelligence survey are 
both pronled in a recent editoriai by Lesiie Steere. 

For more information, pfease contact AIice MacGifivray at 
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Empowering an Environment 

British Columbia's Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks has found that its 
business-intelligence efforts have paid offnot oniy by integrating disparate 
information sources but dso by fiostering greater communication and cooperation 
across departments and branch locations. 

The BC Parks Division of the British CoIurnbia Ministry of Environment, Lands, 
and Parks oversees almost 700 protected areas, including parks and ecological 
resenes that cover about ten percent of the province's 94 million hectares. 

Each year, BC Parks administrators are required to create a risks-and-issues 
assessrnent report on each of those protected areas. To create those reports, 
administrators have to pull information h m  haif a dozen Oracle databasa, says 
Alice MacGilIimy, a recreation-opporhmities specialia for BC Parks. That was a 
slow, cmbersome, and timcconsuming process untü the ministry's TT department 
put a combination of Oracle Reports and Oracle Discoverer to good use. 

"One of the reports we produced guides priorities for conducting risk assessments in 
each of those protected areas," says MacGÏIiivray. "We p d  together basic 
information about the parks fiom one database; management statu and target 
information k m  a second database; and s a f i  and secmity incidents fiom a third- 
and we put those incidents into a ratio with the number of people visiting the 
protected area, h m  a fouah database. We pubIish this information in logisticai 
administrative packages sorted fiom the highest to lowest ratios of incidents to 
visitof~.'~ 

That information, once collated via a Discoverer workbook or Oracle Reports, c a .  
then be related to spatiai data stored in the mmtmmtstry''s geographic mfomation system, 
which uses ARCMo and ARCView fiom ESRI- 

"One of the simpIe things we were abIe to do with Discoverer was to color-ode the 
sources of information/ ad& Andrew FauIkner, a data-warehouse tecJmÏcaI 
archïtect with the ministry's lT department in Victoria, the proVmcial capitaI. 
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"People were stunned to see data h m  Mereat systsyst htegrated on one page. 
They initidy assumed that it was rekeyed into the report ratber than quened directly 
fiom the database," 

Faulkner sees the Ministry's data warehousing and BI efforts as key to a longer- 
range goai, that of giving more and more decision-making power to fiont-iirie 
officers, such as BC Parks officers who work in faciIities at many of the 700 
protected areas under the ministry's administration. 

To better serve those customers, the ministry realizes it needs to change the way it 
operates and makes decisions on a daily basis. For that reason, it embarkd on a 
major data-warehodg effort more than sir years ago to consolidate a wide varieîy 
of information about environmental, park, and land data into a single data 
repository. 

"The govemment bureaucraties," says Faulkner, "are changllig to move away fiom a 
centrai procedurai way of operating to one where field stafF do complete case 
management, making decisions based on the best avaiIabIe information. We can 
now move to this mode1 with an iT infrastncture that supports it." 

Next Artide: A Better Class of Data 
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Greatest Show on Earth 

The NovembedDecember issue of Oracle Magazine is traditionaily our 
OpenWorId issue. ReguIar subscriiers receiving this magazine in October still 
have the  to travei to Los Angeles for the show, November 15 to 18. But for the 
fint time this year, if you canft attend in person, you can attend oniine (go to 
www.oracIe.com/openworld for detaiIs). 

The worldfs largest confience of Oracle solutions, this year's OpenWorld focuses 
on helping companies become e-businesses so they can enjoy the increased 
efficiency, bener decisions, and expanded markets of an internet business. With 
more than 300 technicd sessions, hands-on sessions, technoiogy campgrounds 
staffed b y Oracle developers and senior product managers, OracIe Education 
miniIessons, and the wor1dvs largest exhibit hall of Oracle partners, the show 
attracts thousands of Oracle afancionadosicionados annuai1y. 

For aü the focus on sessions and exhiiits, however, the primary benefit ou- 
readers mention most ofien is a e ~ o r k i n ~ a n d  they don't mean the kind that 
cornes with wires and browsers. 

"The most vaiuable part of attending OpenWorld is the opportunity to be together 
with tens of thousands of Oracle professionais," says Donald Burleson, editor in 
chief of the Oracle fnternals DBA newsletter. "The chance to network with felIow 
Oracle foIks has saved my Company thousands of doIIm. One year, I heard folks 
raving about a new third-party OracIe tool. I was able to dùectiy visit the vaidor 
on the show floor, and we adopteci the tool companywide. This tip aione was 
worth the cost of attendhg OpenWorld My advice for attendees is to approach as 
many peopIe as possible and develop a network of Oracle contacts. Getting the 
advice of pers is a huge asset," 

"At the Iast OpenWorld, I had the chance to meet Dr. Pad Dorsey, another OracIe 
Press author. ad& Jason Couchman, a coIlSUltant and an author of books on the 
ûracie Certifled Professioaal (OCP) program. 'We wandaed around the exhibit 
area discussing om respective careefs with Oracle software. I Ieamed a 
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trernendous amount about stnrctilring and clefivering OCP training options. Dorsey 
has since folluwed up by giving me Ieads on companies interested in on-site OCP 
training. Not only did 1 Iearn something but 1 obtained tangible benefits Ïn the 
fonn of work h m  attending OpenWorld as weii." 

Intelligent Business 

AIice MacGillivray, of British Columbia's Ministry of Environment, Lands, and 
Parks, wodd Iike to do another kind of peer networking-for a research project on 
business intelligence. 

"ûur ministry's Oracle tools aud infornation systems staff are essentiai elements 
of our success in setting management priorities for parks and ecologicai reserves 
in British CoIumbia," she writes (see 'B~uilding Intelligent Enterprises," in the 
Juiy/August issue). "1 fond the experience of working with Oracle Discoverer 
signifÏcant enough that 1 have begun a major project for a master's degree in this 
field. But as 1 read more about trends in business intelligence, knowledge 
management, and change management, I am fincihg that too many projects seern 
to fl ounder for the wrong reasons." 

MacGWvray wants "to make a s m d  contribution to closing the gap between the 
potentia. of business intelligence tooIs and their application." By filIuig out a short 
smey at wwwhterscore.codadmReauest.~, you cm help her do that. The 
questio~aire ID is ty6uhnia-ctk. 

Sounds Iïke a smart way to spend a few minutes between sessions at this year's 
Oracle OpenWor Id. 



Preview Mode 
Press "Donen after you are hished previewing the nnvey. 

Your answer will not be recordeci. 
-- - - - - - - -. 

What Makes Business Intelligence Projects Succeed? 

Pollbt  Sunreys htt~:/lwww.pollcat.com 

-- - - - - - - - 

1.1 Projects involving organkitional change typicrlly succeed l e s ~  than 3 times in 10. The 
failnre rate is Ligher when information technology plays a major role. 1 am hying to fmd out 
what could belp these projects to succeed more often. As profession& in tb field, your ideas 
are critical, 
- - -. - - -- - - - - -  - - - -  - - -  ---- . . -- - - -  - - -  - 

13 Your answers wili be completely confidentiai. Responses wüi be reported in groups 
sufficiently large to maintain anonymity. 
-- -- -- - - -- -- - - . - - --- -- - - - - -  - 

1.3 By completing thir questionnaire, you are contributing to part of the research being 
conducted for an M A  in Leadership and Training et Royal Roads University, British 
Columbia, Canada, by Alice MacGülivray. 

- - - -- - - - - - - 

1.4 This is not a test; there are no correct answers. 1 value your experience, expertise and 
opinions. If you would iike to send othen, who may have dinerent opinions, to this site (e.g., 
business persons you have worked with on projects) I would approciate their views as weU* 

-. - . - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- -- - - y  - - - 

15 I am i business person who sees the enormous, large- untapped potentiril of business 
intelligence technology. PLease help me to make a daference by completing this questionnaire. 

- -  . -  - -  - . . - - - - - - - - -  - A - -- - - -- 

Copyright Alice ~i.&illivrry: part ofmnjorproject for MA ia k d e n b i p  and Tmiofng; Royal Rords Univenity 



What Makes Business Intelligence Projects Succeed? 

Dernographie and Contact Information 

Pol lb t  Survevs http:/lwww.pollcat.corn 

. .  - -  - - - - - - " >  - -- - - - - - -- - 

2.1 1. Does your work focus more o n  (select best response) 

C helping people with information technolog? 

C the business of the organization(s)? 

2 2  How much experience do you have working with business intelligence (or oiher toob 
which intepte  data to help organizations be more effective)? 

Iess than a year 

1-5 years 

more than 5 years 
- - 

Did you hear about this survey through (mark al1 that apply) 

Oracle Magazine 
Oracle Conf'erence 

Newsgroup, newsletter or other (speciQ) 1 
Your name (confidentiai) and e-mail address* Speciij. ifyou would like to see results of 

this survey. if you provide your e-mail address, you wiii be entered in a draw for a 
"Canadiana" prize frorn British Columbia or Alberta. 
:Inswtlr Requirvd 



Preview Mode 
Press "Done" afler you are finished previewing the survey. 

Your answer will not be recorded, 
- - -- -A -- . 

What Makes Business Intelligence Projects Succeed? 

Success Factors (GU) 

The July 1999 issue of Oracle Magazine descri bed three factors w hich help to make a business intelligence project 
successful. Bas& on your experience, how impor?anr do you think each o f  the following is to a project's success? 

- 

3.1 a business plan 
Veiy Somewhat Not at AiI 

3 2  a business person who is a "champion" 
Very Somewhat Not at Al1 

1 - 7 3 
C C C 
- - -  

3 3  overnii irchitecti~e and standards 
Xnswer Rquirrd 

Very Somewhat Not at MI 



--- 
Preview Mode 

Ress "Done" after you are fished previewing the survey. 
Yom m e r  wiH not be recorded, 

-- - - - - - - - - -- -. 

What Makes Business Intelligence Projects Succeed? 

Other Success Factors 

Research suggests that resistance to change can relate to a iack of knowledge,skills o r  willingness. In your 
experience, how fntpwtanr is each o f  the folIowing "culturail' factors to the success of business intelligence 
pro jects? 

PollCat Surveyr http :llwww. pol icat.com 

. - - - .- - - . . - 

4.1 1nfonnPtion technology s peciahts understanding thebasici of the organization9s business 
Somewhat Not at ALI 

2 3 
C C 

senior management. 
Somewhat Not at Al1 

2 3 
(3 (I 

persons understanding the bwics of the information 
Somewhat Not at Al1 

technology 

4.4 the project team having access to descriptions of the data (metadata) 
Very Somewhat Not at Ail 

- - - - - - -. - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - 7 -  -- 
4.5 a shrred anderstanding of th&project9s beaefits 
Very Somewhat Not at NI 

1 - 3 3 
C c C 

_ _ _ _  - -- -- -- __C_ ----_ _ - - -- - 
4.6 business persons having the skiiis to use the technoIogy 
Very Somewhat Not at Ail 

I 2 3 
C C 

- - - --- -- - - - -- 
C 

-- --- 
4.7 project teim membem with excellent commiuiications skills 
Very Somewhat Not at M 



i - 3 3 
c C C 

_ - - -  _ _ _ _ -  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - ~ - -  - -  

4.9 sections of the organization wüüng to coiiaborate with each other. 
 ver^ Somewhat Not at Ail 

Very Somewhat Not at All 

. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- 

1.11 managers wilüng to share informition with staff 
Very Somew hat Not at Ail 

1.12 the abiüty to imagine and design useful views of the data 
Answttr Requircd 

Very Sornewhat Not at Ai1 
I 2 3 
S C C 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Copyright A k  .Wac<;illWray: prt otmwjor proicrt fbr hM in Leadership rad Tni in fa~  Royal Roiids Univenity 



A - - - - -- A -- -- a - -- 

Preview Mode 
Press "Done" after you are finished previewing the m e y .  

Your answer d l  not be recorded, 
. - -- - - 

What Makes Business Intelligence Projects Succeed? 

-- - - - - - -- - -- -- -- - - - - - - -- -- - - -. - - -- - - - - - - 
5.1 Respond to the foiiowing statement: 
"Technical issues cause more problems than business issues in ensuring the success of business 
intelligence pro jects." 
Strongly Neither Disagree Stroagly 
Disagree nor Agree Agree 

1 - 3 3 4 5 
C+ C c C C 

- - .- - - . - -  

5 3  I f  you could change one thing in order to increase the success of business intelügence 
projects, what would that be? 

t 

5.3 Are then any other comments you would Iüce to add about thU topic or  the survey? 
(sohare you prefer, successes you'd Iüce to share, other?) 
.-lnswr Requiird 

- - - - -  - - - - - -  

Copyright A k  ~MacG~livnyz part otmajor pmjcct for MA in Laidtnbip and Trriniag; Royal b d s  University 



September 20 1999 

To: District Contacts: 
Levels of ManagemenVAMPs Process 

RE: Reports from the AMPs Process 

By now. you should have a binder of reports fmm last year's process in your office; we can go over 
that matenal in our September 23 teleconference. 

I would like to update you on the school project l mentioned in our last teleconference. My 
proposal is now approved by the university, and focuses on helping [primarily district] staff 
mernbers get easy access to relevant information for priority-setting. The project is for an MA in 
leadership and training. starts immediately, and will be completed by next spring. Al1 projects we 
do in this program are goal-oriented. intended to help an organization address a problem or take 
advantage of an opportunity, and must include achievable recommendations. Sophia Howse will 
talk about how the project fits with her section's work during our teleconference. Most of the work 
will be in my own time. 

Because of acadernic requirements, I sometimes need to be fonnal in collec?ing ideas and 
opinions. If you agree to be part of this research. I am inviting you complete the attached 
survey and return it by mail, fax or perhaps e-mail before the September 23 teleconference. 
lf there are others in your office who have an active interest in setting priorities, andlor 
producing reports (peihaps a clerk responsible for some reporting, a technician, a Business 
Data Working Group member, staff officers or your district manager) I would value their 
compteting î t  as well. The 23d deadline does not appIy to them. Al1 participation is 
voluntary. You will have other opportunities for more detailed involvement: this survey is a fint 
check of cornfort. interests and knowledge as we begin to focus on reporting needs. 

The resuits of any surveys I do will be reported in such a way that individuals cannot be identified; 1 
will be the only penon ever to see your name (your contributions will be linked with a code in the 
database). 

Thank you very much. I iook forward to learning more thmugh the survey, and speaking with you 
on the 23? 

Alice MacGillivray 
Project Leader 
(250) 387-4660 



Q.1 Are you ('Y in - all that apply): 

a mernber of the original levels of management wwking gmup? 
[7 the district contact penon for the process? 
[7 accountable for the AMPs process (district manager or operations officer)? 

Q.2 How long have you worked in total for BC Parks ("x" in best response): 

less than 5 years 
O 5-10 pars 
U over IO years 

4.3 Listed below are staternents about knowledge. cornfort and skills related to levels of 
managernenUAMPs reporting. How would you personally rate each of the following? - 
(Circle nurnber of your answer. or underline or highlight if completing electronicaliy) 

a) I know what is expected of me as a district contact 
person for the AMPs process 

b) 1 think our district needs simpler access to important 
information to help us protect and manage our most 
signifcant values, risks and issues. 

c) l have several concrete ideas about how my district 
could use this information. 

d) am knowledgeable about Vie kinds of data we now 
collect in our district 

e) I am knowledgeable about useful kinds of data 
collected by other organizations. 

f) There is so much data to consider, I find it difficuft to 
know where to begin. 

g) 1 feel that we have good information technoiogy skills 
in our distnct. 

h) L am worried that we may expect cornputers to take 
over decisions best made by employees and teams. 

i) I would like to help my district use information 
technology tools to inform our decisions 

j) 1 understand the purposes of the levels of management 
tool. 

k) When we are getüog ready to do our own AMPs 
reporüng, I s hould be able to provide our district with 
basic answers to questions about the technoiogy. 

I) 1 consider myself a leader in my dîstrkt. 

Other comments, additions or clarification? PIease do - on a separate page. 

Send this to A k e  MacGillivray before the Septernber 23 teIeconferance. 
Thank you very much for sharing your perspectives. 



Q.1 Are you (Y in aJ that apply): 

(22 How long have you worked in totalfor BC Parùs (Y' in best response): 
0 I ~ ~ ~ t h i l n S v e a r s  
C3 M!i"P!rs 

E l  n v e r ~ ~ w u r s  

42.3 Listed below are statements about knowledge. comfort and skills related to levels of 
managemenüAMPs reporting. How would you personally rate each of the following? 
(Circle number of your answer, or underline or highlight if completing electronically) 

a) 1 often get hvolved in positive change, 1 2 3 4 5  

b) I have several concrete ideas about how my district could use AMP- 1 2 3 4 5 
related information, 

c) 1 believe leadership is a team effort. 1 2 3 4 5  

d) There is so much data to consider, 1 find d i t  difficult to know where to 1 2 3 4 5 
beg in, 

e) When we are trying new ways of using information, i wifl be inclined 1 2 3 4 5 
to monitor whether individuals are getting fnistrated or discouraged. 

f) I am wonied that we may expect computers to take over decisions 1 2 3 4 5  
best made by employees and teams. 

g) I believe we do a good job in our district of celebrating our 1 2 3 4 5  
successes. 

h) I would not ask anyone to do anything I was unwilling to do first. 1 2 3 4 5  

i) Others in my office notice that 1 care about helping the team do welt. 1 2 3 4 5 

j) I am pretty cornfortable wîth the way we have been producing and 1 2 3 4 5  
using information ftom the AMPs process. 

k) I. wouid like to help my district use information technology tools to 1 2 3 4 5  
inforrn out decisions. 

1) I understand the purposes of the levels of management toot, 1 2 3 4 5  

m) I often work towards ideas about how to make things better in our 1 2 3 4 5 
district or organization. 

n) l encourage people to feel good about themselves 1 2 3 4 5  

Other comment& additions or clarification? Pfmse do - on a seprnb page. 

Please send this to Ailce MacGillivray by October 8. 
Thank you very much for sharing your perspectives. 



Respondent's name: District or Program: 

QA Are you willing to provide further ideas about your priorities for decision making. the 
information you need, or report formats you would find most useful? 

Yes (please continue with other questions) 8 No 
If no, submit the survey as is. Thank yocr for your help to-date. 

the district mntact nerscin frir the nrnmsc? 
n 

U himincreî data workinn orni in rnarnhnr 

[7 othnr 

Q.3 How long have you worked h total for BC Parks (Y in best response): 

[7 les! thm 5 VFWS 

[7 MSveurrr  
Cl owr t~ veam 

Q.4 Listed below are staternents about management priorities. information needs, and choices 
about how you want to contribute. How would you personally rate each of the following? 
(Circle number of your answer, or underiine or highllght if completing electronically) 

Management Priorities for the next S years 

a) Gathering existing information about naturat and cultural heritage 1 2 3 4 5  
values is one of the most important foundation tasks. 

b) Completing risk assessments for public safety and security in high- 1  2 3  4 5 
priority protected areas is very important. 

c) Compteting management plans and MDSs is very important 1 2 3 4 5  

d) [Otherj foundation tasks i think are parücutarty important include 

e) Which ongoing management categories are particuIarly important at this tirne? 
(you can refer to aspects of a category, such as mariltenance of facilities as part of facilities, or 
BRlM as part of the monitoring category-) 

f) Are there any other management priorities you think are particularly important? 



Contents and Format 

g) I want to be able to see a l  the parks I work with together in reports 1 2 3 4  5 
so I can compare the values, foundation task status, and ongoing 
management data Rom different PAS, areas and districts. 

h) i want to see more about pmtected area values than just the ratings 1 2 3 4 5 
- perhaps links to maps of forest types, recreation features or rare 
species data 

i) I warft tr combine project lists with other information (values. gaps 2 3 4 5  
etc,) to help us defensibly refine priorities 

j) Other report ideas from my district or program: 

Next Steps 

k) 1 would like to share ideas 1  :1 by phone or in person 1 2 3 4 5  

k) If people could only get together once to discuss this topic, I think it 1 2  3 4  5 
should be with cornputers and with some concrete ideas ready for 
review in earîy February. 

1) I would like to attend such a session (or recommend that 1 2 3 4 5  
attend) to represent my districüprogram 

m) I think we need more idea-sharing about report contents and 1 2 3 4 5  
formats, (Please suggest what you think would work for you - drafts 
to react to, teleconference, electronic chat group, a hands-on 
workshop etc.) 

n) 1 would Iike to participate in this idea-sharing (or recomrnend that 1 2 3 4 5  
participate) to represent my disûictlprogram 

O) If there were a local 1-2 day software training session, designed 1 2 3 4 5  
pn'mariiy for the Ministry (not just parks) 1 woufd like to attend. 

p) I think park-specftc software training is very important 1 2 3 4 5  

q) I have background or skills unusual for parks staff which 1 am willing 1 2 3 4 5 
to share as workioads permit (describe bridiy) 

ûther comments, additions or clarification? Plesse do - on a separab page. 

PIease send this to Ali- Madiillivray by December 24. 
Thank you very much for shanng your perspectives. 



Narne (confidential) 

By responding to this final survey, you are contributhg to research for an MA in Leadership and Training a Royal 
Roads University By cornpleting thiç survey, you are agreeing to have your ideas publkhed as part of the final 

report Your name is confidentiat, and results will be combined in such a way mat you cannot be identified. 

1. Pkase note which of the following products you are evaluating in ais survey 
(Mark a that apply) 

Oracle Discoverer workbooks 

Links between spatial data and Discoverer workbooks (using GOAT) 

0 District project Iists (in Excel. as opposed to PA lists in Word) 

0 lntegrated reports showing proiect Iists and priority-setting information 

0 other(specw) 

2a) BC Pa* information technology staff has dacurnented fout key business needs which technobgy 
should help 10 addreg. Please fate the ptoduct(s) above in the context of how well you believe they will 
help you meet these needs, assuming your follow-up recommendations on the nextpage wem in phce, 

Mark an x in the sinsle most applicable box. 

i=Strongly Agree; 2=Agree; 3=neither agree not disagree; 4=Disagree; 5=Sttongly Disagree 

Business Need 1 2 3 4 5 
I think these tools will 
1. help out team to access, anaiyze, integtate and 

report on appropriate existing data. 

Please comment on problems if you chose 4 or 5: 

2, help to remove the walls between exi'atng BC 
Pa- data sets- 

Please comment on problems if you chose 4 or 5: 

3. help us to acceda infonnation maintained by 
extemal organizations 

Please comment on problems if you chose 4 or 5: 

4, support and encourage dMct4ead initiatives. [?ncl00 
Please comment on problems if you chose 4 or 5: 

2b) Any other comments on this w o M  

Capynght Alice E MacGilhray. Royal Roads MALT CandUite 2000 Fuial Sunreyr staffevaIuation ufp- work 



3. This pmiect ôegins to give you access to infomution for, and fmm, the AMPs piocass. but I 
recognise the= are still gaps. Rate each of the followup tasb below as of high (H) medium (M) or 
low (Li imwrtance for 2000101. . .  * 

Please circie or othemise Wag* the item you consider h i  O eg. ml O 
Importance 
Ratïrtg (H,M,L) 

u 
j I  Basic software training for al! staff members involved with AMPs 

Basic software training for AMPs data contacts andm technicians only 

1-1 An information package pmviding an overview of what is now available to you on-line 

I I  More advanced software training for 1-2 penons per district or program 

Basic written instructions for software 

)] Workshops combining pfiorïty-setting work with use of sofbnrare (speciry for whom) 

Ofier(s) (specify) 

3b. PIease comment more on training. For exarnple, would case study type woçkshops include a mixture of 
areas, officers and technicaVda!a persons? If you put a high priority on basic training for "al1 staff.. . would this 
training take place in distn'cts before AMP sessions? Who would not need Mis training? If you prefer basic 
training for data contacts andlor technicians. do you see Ulis as a short or long tem solution? Who neeâs 
training in headquarters? 

4. Please check giJ of the following that apply to you 

1-1 A rnember of the original levels of management working group 

1-1 A primary district or program contact fix the AMPs process 

1-1 A distn-ct data contact for the AMPs process 

An information technology professionaI, or rnernber of any past or present BC Parks IT 
working groups 

[I Other (spectfy) 

5. Any final comments? 

mank you vety much for shadng your thougMs. 

Picwbe note that i have attaciied a sepirats page foryourreiienrnce in case you an, willing to pass along 
commenb about my wo& as a whoIe to Bo& Dafdel or me befwem now and miiSAptiL 

Copyright Alice E MacGiIhray, Royat &a& MAïTCandïdale 2000 Final Sufvey: staifeualuation of pmjedwodc 2 



APPENDIX C ARCHITECTURE: 

Architecture is sometimes described in terms of 4 components: 

Component ( l 

I 

Data I how the data are stored I 

Client 

Deployment 

Application 

The architecture used for the products delivered to BC Parks in this project is 

outlined below: (Faullaier 1999) 

How the user gets to the information 

How the information is moved out to clients for easy access 

How does the system make sense of the data and transfomi it into information 

* Note that the Iine between atùibute and spatial data is dashed, to show that the system has 

some capability to interrelate the two types of data. 

Corn ponent 

Client 

Deployment 

Application 

Data 

" Machines situated in 10 locations around the province, which allow field staff ta use retatively 

basic office machines to link with them, and use centraliy located software and data. 

Attribute Data* I *Spatial Data I 

I 
(numbers, text etc.) I I (map-based) 

ICA Client ICA Client 
l 

NT Teminal Servers" NT Terminal Senren." 
Oracle Discoverer GOAT (a customised ArcView Tool) 

l 

Oracle 8i Arclnfo and Images 

The architecture outlined above d o w s  BC Parks to use the "park 

management system." still in place at the time this paper was drafted. A 

generaiised overview of how the sgstem works is outlined below. Attribute 

data are stiI I  entered through a VAX (mainfi.ame, PowerHouse Ianguage, 

RDB) database, They are replicated as OracIe tables, stored in a data 

warehouse, integrated and presented using &a& Discoverer andlor the 

customised ArcView tooI, rephted to severd locations around the province 



where fieId s t a f f  can view the information fkom their desktops. They can 

organise the information in different ways, but cannot accidentdy change 

the data; this c m  only be done through the data entry software. 

To show the importance of overd  architecture and standards, this approach 

is much more usehl for BC Parks than the approach I have had to use over 

the last three years (because some contract work was needed in the 

application layers to d o w  effective access to information.) It's architecture 

(which is not a Ministry standard) looks Iike tiiis: 

-- - .  

ro-~river and SQLNet 
- - I 1 Deployment I 

Component 

Client 

1 Application 1 MS Access 

-- 

~%bute Da* (numbers, k x t  etc.) ; 
t 

MSAccess 
I 
I 

1 Data 1 Oracle Bi 

The twa signincant disadvantages to this architecture, in my experience, are 

that 

a) information could not be reliably replicated out to field offices, where they 

could integrate it with other IogÏcaI data sets; and 

b) there were no Ministry experts with the responsibrtity or experience to 

troubleshoot when there were problems with the system. 





Brief OveMew of Nice MacGillivray's SchooI Project: 

Summary: 

Developing management level reporthg capabilities is important for BC Parks because 
of district management teams' needs and because of Legacy. Alice MacGillivray is 
taking this on as part of her master's work at Royal Roads University. Her work will feed 
into BC Parks information system prionties as a prototype of the management of 
values" project on the list for late this year or ne* The university requires that MA in 
Leadership and Training projects address an important organizational problem or 
opportunity, and be actively supported by a project sponsor (in this case. Bob Dalziel.) 

What is The Project? 

Depending on the reader's fkamework, the project could be described as 
prototype work for the 'management of values" project which will be coordinated by 
Sophia Howse. and will probably start around the time that the school project ends. 
providing park - particulariy district - staff with management level reporting 
capabilities; 
helping front-line staff easily access important information for management priority- 
setting* 

The project will research how to do this kind of work: which approaches are successful 
and which are not? 

When Ooes This Happen? 

The project has started; most of the work will be done by January, with the final work 
being submitted in Aprii. 

Who Will be Involved? 

The work will be (probably in order from most to least) 
Aliœrs personal time 
work üme: BC Parks and Central Ministry staff (there is no fimi list of names) 
contractor assistance 
volunteer assistance 

Which University, Facuity etc-? 

Royal Roads University MA in Leadership and Training. Projects start when al1 course 
work is complete, and form almost a third of the credits for the program. Projects need 
to address an actual organizational problem or opportunity. must be supported by a 
workplaœ sponsor (in this case, Bob Dakiel), and guided by a faculty advisor. The 
graduate candidate is assessed on a bout ten corn pet encies refated to leadership, 
research and communication. 

Background for cornmtmÏcation in meetings, teIeconferences etc 



Setting Management Priorities: 
Applying the Levels of Management Tool 

Why a Bulletin? 
The levels of management tool is new to BC 
Parks. and its application changes the way we 
do business. Pmjects involving organizaüonal 
change rarely succeed, so our successes to- 
date confimi the cornmitment. knowledge and 
skills of BC Parks staff. 
Most experts Say that success hinges, in part, 
on communication, communication, and more 
communication. so. I'm adding these bulletins 
to the communications mix. I will publish an 
issue approximately every two weeks until the 
end of the year, 
This bulletin provides some background; 
future issues will be 1-2 pages of up-to-date 
highlights. 
Do you have ideas to share? See the end of 
the bulletin, 

aWhat9s the Vision for the Annual 
Management Planning Process?" 
and "what's our focus this year?" These were 
questions asked by Operations Officers in 
preparatian for their annual meeting held in 
Kelowna October 26-28. Bob Dalziel 
summarked discussions from a recent District 
Manager teleconference and other meetings as 
follows: 

Tite Levek of Management toof is 
considefed incnwsingly impottant fbr 
disfn9cb and for the otgmization. 
lt is now us&, or has the potenfr'af fo be 
used br  

RefinÏng prionües 
Allocaüng resourœs 
Interna[ and extemal communications 
Surnmaiizing status information and the 
adequacy of curent management 
Developing PA purpose statements and 
Strengthening district teams. 

In 1999/00 we will be planning for more 
emphasis on applying the results of the 

process, and refining the value, risk and issue 
ratings. The potential to do this work will be 
greatly improved throug h better reporting 
capabilities in some or al1 of Our offices- 
Developing management level reporting 
capabilities is important for BC Parks because 
of district management teams' needs, and 
because of Legacy. Alice MacGilIivray is taking 
this on as part of her master's work at Royal 
Roads University. Her work will feed into BC 
Parks information system priorities as a 
prototype of the "management of values" 
project on the list for late this year or next. The 
univeMy requïres that AM in Leadersfi@ and 
Twning prajects address an important 
organiiational pmblern or opportunity, and be 
actively supported &y a project sponsor. 
(in this case. 5ob Dalziel) 

What's Been Done? What's Next? 
As part of this project: 
1. New tools and instructions have been sent 

to districts to make the annual part of the 
process (project list management) much 
more efficient and effective. Some districts 
estimate several days work will be saved, 8 
with better results! 

Tip: 
'If you have a spreadsheet that Alice built 
for you from the wrehouse last year, tflat 
has lots of proiects you'd like to carry 
forward, just edit that spreadsheet to match 
the iayout you want for this year. If you 
need some coaching, cati Alice at 3874660. 

- Wendy Gibbons 

AIice MacGiIl-~ayr Maior Proje& Leadership and Training, Royai Roads University t 



2- There will be some d h c t  district access to 
the multi-par information (values. nsks, 
issues, foundation and ongoing target and 
status information, and related data.) 

3. Integration of multi-year infomation with 
project Iists will be easier this year, and rnay 
be done within districts &/or in Victoria. 

Why focus on reports? 
The most common concem l hear is that you 
need to be able to easily and independently 
access important information from the AMPs 
process. 
I also hear about many important uses for that 
information, 
Thirdly, from a reseerch perspective, what I 
hear from you is very much like what I read 
about in other organizations. People are 
drowning in data, and starved for information. 
We can Ieam from others, and they can leam 
from us. 

What Other Communication is 
Happening? 

Contacf persans (see the Iist sent as a 
separate attachment) are helping their 
teams leam about what information we may 
be able to pull together to help you with 
priority-setting and resource allocation. 
Resource officerr recently tabled AMP 
reports for a provincial teleco nference 
where they focused on how to use the 
information; they plan a follow-up cal1 to 
look at refniing infonation. 
Operations officers had a workshop that 
focused largely on reporüng, as part of their 
annual meeting- This included a review and 
endorsement of the process benefits; 
agreement that Viere is a lot of effort going 
into process but more work needs to be 
done on using the results; and producing 
first draff s of reports which could be useful 
for operational purposes. 
Pn'mary contact petsons have reviewed 
reporthg possibilities and existing report 
drafts in twa fall teleconferences, 

Finance and Adminisbation OI~C(KS 
particîpated Ri a teleconference to discuss 
reporting changes and links to AOPs and 
business planning. There was also 

discussion of reporting responsibilities in the 
future: what will be the roles of technicians, 
F U  8 other officers, and area supervisors? 

Data confact persons have been given an 
instruction manual (and have attended a 
teleconference) to prepare for. participate 
in, and provide reports from. the working 
sessions. 

Ti p : 
Set up a meeting with the person(s) who 
wiIl do the project list data entry, and with 
al[ the membes of your team who will need 
to pull information frorn that list. If you 
decide ahead of time what your needs are 
(e-g., listing projects which need impact 
assessments, or ones which might be 
funded by a particular externat source) this 
planning will reduce frustration and 
increase your effectiveness. 

- Bnan Camrthers and Ron Rouüedge 

This is Your Bulletin! 
Would you rather read ideas from Victoria or 
your peers? Q In other words, there may be 
dozens, or even hundreds of persons who want 
to know about your ideas, successes and tips. 

what wuld help othen in walking their team 
through the annual report? 
%W are the project list planning meetings 
going? What prîorities did you identify for 
columns or key words? 
do you know of information sources which 
could help other districts refine value or risk 
ratings? 
what reports did you use to prepare for, or 
do the AMP review? Have you tried 
reviewing multi-year infomaüon b y loo king 
at raüngs across the area or district? 
tips from the data entry pros? 

Send your contributions to me by e-mail or 
phone (250) 387-4660, as soon as you think of 
ffiem, and they'll be in the next issue. 



Setting Management Priorities: %P 

Applying the Levels of Management TooI 

Bulletin No.2 

Vision: Purpose Statement 
The first bulletin outlined direction for the 
coming year. One of the specific items is 
repeated here: 

'The Levels of Management tooi is 
considemû increasingly jmportant for 
districts and Ibr the orgenizefion. 
if is now used, or has Llie potential to be 
used for. .. 

developing PA purpose statements.. ." 
As you review the value, risk and issue work 
from past years, you will be helping €0 prepare 
BC Parks for purpose statement work. 
The most important items will be 
1. value ratings and descriptors and 
2. comments in the "issues" section about 

incompatible objectives or values. 
For a "refreshef on the second item, read p.2 
of the "Values Risks and Issuesn section of the 
instruction binder. and '8alancing Multiple 
Objectivesn beginnhg on page 31 of BC Parks 
Risk Management Workbook. 

Renning Value Ratings 
Unfortunately. most districts still do not have 
good access to some of the best information 
sources for refining value ratings. In the 
meanwhife, here are ideas some of you have 
shared in recent weeks: 

invite someone who was involved with 
RPAT and other related work to some of 
your districfs sessions 
invite former staff mem bers back from other 
districts for areas they would know welI 
wnsider trading facilitators with another 
district next year 
refer to the PAS "Provincial Overview and 
Status RepoK (Apn1.1996) which was sent 
to your office when it was new. Even if the 
data are out of date for your diMc€, it 

I;ovembcr 17 1999 

includes useful lists of hig h-priority 
consenration values. Listed by ecoprovince. 
A few of these are highlighted in the box 
below: 

Sample High Priority Conservation Values: 
Coastal estuaries 
Long. deep fjords 
Scnib grassland (northem Iimit) 
Garry oak communities 
Black and white boreal spruce 
Red and blue Iisted fish and wildlife (Ok) 
Dinosaur and fish fossils in the taiga 8 
boreal plains 
Grizziy in the sub-boreal interior 

This same publication, and the PAS "Outdoor 
Recreation in British Columbia Background 
Papers" inchde some recreation value 
priorities, including those listed below: 

Sample High Priority Recreation, Use 8 
Appreciation Values: 

Near-urban, easy-access natural 
environment opportunities 
Unroaded plateau lakes in the southem 
interior 
Protected cuastal moorages 
Pocket wildemessfold growth in the 
Georg ia De pression 
Wildlife viewing opportunities in the 
Georg ia De pression 
Major navigable wildemess river CO rridors 
near the coast 

Cultural heritage values are rarely menüoned in 
these documents and are better addressed in 
the PAS Gap Analysis directions (which provide 
much more detail about how to evaluate 
significance for al1 types of values.) 

Alice MacGillhrray= Mafor Profect, Leadership and Training. Royat Roads University 1 



Rogers Thesaurus has a paragraph "about" 
facilitation that reads: 
'make possible, enable. empower; allow, 
permit; give the green light, clear the path, 
smoottre the way, remove the obstactes, 
facilitate.' 
Facilitation is an art, a science and a lot of hard 
work. You might want to End a way of saying 
thanks to the people (there are probably 
several) who are playing a role in facilitating 
your process. 
Several facilitators have provided their teams 
with written material, opportunities into the 
project spreadsheet design, briefing sessions 
and other experiences to help prepare for 
effective working sessions. 
James Hopkins and others in Okanagan district 
are using comparisons with RPAT analyses 
and other techniques to review value ratings 
before and during sessions. 
Others have done work to ensure the working 
sessions wil1 be wellorganized (apologies from 
Victoria that this one was necessary): 

Tip: 
l reformatted the binder updates so 
everything was on letter-sized paper and 
printed clearly on our printer (1 lightened 
some of the colours.) If this work would be 
helpful to othen, please contact me. 

- Norma Omsfead 

StiII others, have used a range of techniques in 
the working sessions themselves: 

Tip: 
I made sure that each DMT member had a 
hard copy of the Excel spreadsheet - 
project list Ri front of them for two reasons: 

1) to review contents (we carried forward 
projeds from last year) and 

2) so they wuid see right acmss the full 
projed list, as the overhead really only 
gkes them half the row at a time and 
Viey would have had to depend on my 
tabbingfremrding to see the full picture. 

- Wendy Gibbons 

- - 

Tip: 
If you make changes to raüngs in the 
multi-year part of the document, bold or 
undedine the changes so they will stand 
out for updates to the data warehouse. 
(And could we get direct data entry to 
the warehouse in the future?) 

- Wendy Gibbons 

In a recent teleconference, finance and 
administration officers discussed rotes and 
responsibilities related to this process. Jane 
Fraser is one of that group who has been an 
active participant in the district working 
sessions. Jane says her participation has 
helped her and her district work more 
etfectively with business plan and AOP 
processes. Wendy mentions the added benefit 
that Jane clearîy understands the nature and 
importance of the work she does with data 
entry and reporting. 

Exce t Tip: 
If you are not familiar with the "freeze 
framen feature, read on. There are often 
parts of a spreadsheet (such as column 
tities) that you want to see all the time. 

Click on the cell that is immediatefy 
below and to the right of those cells. 
Under 'Window" choose "Freeze 
Fmme-" 

No matter where you move in the 
spreadsheet, the cells you wanted to see 
wilI always be visible. (This has been 
known to reduce district team anxiety, too. 

Some teams are making plans for new colurnns 
in the pmject spreadsheet 

Idea: 
Something we're considering in Okanagan 
is adding a column for completion of the 
'project statement foms" foond in the 
Design Guidelines manual (section 6.) 
These foms are good planning tools for 
more mm plex pmjects. 

- Danyl Paquette 

Anœ MacGilihrray: Major Proiect. Leadership and Training, Royai Roads University 2 



We have a contractor! Some of you have 
ridden the roller coaster with me. thinking we 
were just around the corner from district 
reporting capabilities - and now we are. 
Thanks to PMC members - each of whom 
played an important role in moving things 
foiward, Chris Grant, Gary Cooney and Andrew 
Faulkner in the Ministry information technology 
shop (ISB); Sophia Howse, the Business Data 
Working Group, and othen, we are moving 
ahead! 

Welcome Gord Warrenchuk, who has 
considerable experience workhg with Oracle 
and other databases with govemments, Crown 
Corporations and companies. He not only has 
very solid technical skills; he also cares about 
what you need to accomplish. When I asked 
him what interests him about this kind of work 
he replied: 
Because Z makes me feel good to help 
empower my clients by givng them better 
access to, or better quality of, their data. 

My contact in ISB for this project since 1997 
has been Andrew Faulkner, the Ministry's data 
warehouse architect, Andrew has been 
exceptionally good to woik with, and, like Gord, 
is very committed to having technology serve 
people, rather than the reverse. When you get 
this newsfetter, Andrew will probably be at an 
international conference, sharing some of the 
innovations he has led in MELP. 'Unlike some 
parts of the Ministry. we have to work hard to 
recniit em plo yees,' he points out (Greg 
Roberts mentioned in a recent presentation 
hem, that an Oracle Database Administrator 
can make $100,000. in the private sector.) 'I 
came to MELP because the Ministry does 
important work,' says Andrew 'and the 1T 
section was dding exciting things. [ want MELP 
to conünue to be an exciüng workplace for 
penons with skills, enthusiasm and ideas.' 

Sophia Howse is the fourth member of the IT 
project team. If any of you has not yet met 
Sophia, she also brings copious amounts of 
cornmitment, enthusiasm, and knowledge. 
Sophia and many staff in Victoria and districts 
have been working to idenafy data needs. 
figure out what needs to be improved for better 
information integration and access, and rnoving 
ahead wîth very important foundation work, 
such as LANs and better line speed and band 
width capabilities. 

If you are interested in more detail about the 
contract, here it why we're doing it: 

Picture a 
warehouse, full 
of stock. lrs a 
good analogy for 
the Ministry's data 
warehouse, which 
is full of "shelves* 
of data. 

They are Oracle "s helvesn (the govemment 
standard for this kind of work) which have some 
big advantages over VAX 'boxes." As I "walk 
amund" the warehouse on my computer 
screen, I see labels I have leamed to 
recognke: they're m e n  in a kind of code, but 
I can see they are BC Parks attendance, the 
protected areas reg istry, levels of management 
data, security data, facitities, etc. 

These arrive at the warehouse in VAX *boxesm 
where they are [electronically] un packed and 
put on shelves so they can be combined: 
no more  boxe^,'^ or walls or silos. 

I also see labels which look useful, but I dont 
know them as well: data from the conservation 
data centre. SRB, highways, LUCO. etc. If I 
had more time, I'd figure out more, but who has 
time? 

And some items seem to be mtssing, though 
I'm sure there must be a way of gettoig to them. 

l move amund in the warehouse and pick items 
off the shelf that I'd like €0 have in the same 
place. Someümes it works pretty welI. For 

Nice Maffiilhrray- Maior Projeict. Leademhip and Training. Royal Roads Univwsity 3 



example, PMC asked for some analysis on 
management levels results some time ago. 
The research section estimated it would take 
two days with the tools they had available. I 
was able to do it in Iess than an hour using the 
warehouse. But if I had needed to send that to 
anyone as a report, 1 wouLd have needed to 

pu11 it into other software such as Exœl 
give the columns plain English titfes 
make some calculations necessary in the 
software transition (e-g., to avoid hectares 
being 100 times what they should be) 
translated some coding (e.g., 1 = High) and 
send it somehow (e.g., paper, e-mail) 

As soon as I did that, readen would be looking 
at an out-ofdate copy of the real thing. The 
link would be broken between the input (the 
VAX boxes amving at the warehouse to update 
the stock) and the reports. 

So, what will Gord and Andrew be helping 
to do? l'II cany on with the analogy, but put a 
stightIy more technical version of the work in 
brackets for those lucky folks who know what 
they're doing with computers (and for those of 
us wanting to leam a bit about the new 
language.) 

First, Gord is getting a 
lot of the important 
stock where I can see 
and reach it (replicating 
tables and creating 
views of tables in a 
common warehouse - 
the MELP master 
warehouse) 

Ne* herll arrange much of the important 
stock on one or more shelves, so alt of us will 
be able to see it easiIy without a big tour of the 
whole warehouse. At the same time, we'll 
improve Vie labelling so you don? need a 
universaI translater (apologies to those of you 
who don? watch Star Trek) to see what you're 
looking a t  (In Oracle Language, this is part of 
'building business areas.") 

Then. he'll help me Vil! orden." John Block 
came up with the analogy of a Lee Valley 
punhase where you ask at the counter for the 
items yau need for your project. and an 

ernployee goes back to the shelves and picks 
off the items you need. If you change your 
mind. you can ask for something to be replaced 
by another item, and they'll run and do that for 
you. 'FiIlhg orders* is a bit trickier with data 
sets than it is in a Lee Valley store, so there will 
be times when rny skills aren't good enough to 
pull together combinations you've asked for - 
or will soon ask for. So Gord is there to help. 
(This work will probably include building Oracle 
Discoverer workbooks, Oracle Reports, and 
GOAT queries.) 

The contract is small, so we won't be moving 
mountains, but it will be an exciting staR 

Remember - This is Your Bulletin! 
Thanks to everyone who sent ideas, shared 
ideas with peers, or read the last bulletin and 
thought about how this work relates to them. 
I received many cheerful messages from you, 
letang me know you did appreciate hearing 
ideas from across the province. Roger Norrish 
is one of the persons who commented on how 
important this kind of communication is, and 
how it can help us get back the sense of team 
work which is such an important part of BC 
Parks' history and culture. 

Question of the Issue: What - if anything - 
would you do to improve the foundation task 
status spreadsheet I sent out recently? 1'11 
share your ideas in the next issue, and use 
them in a fint Oracle draft which some of you 
would be able to see soon live and on-line- 

Remember to send your contributions to me by 
e-mail or phone (250) 387-4660, as soon as 
you think of them, and they'll be in the next 
issue. 

AlÏœ MacGlllhnay: Maior Pmied. Leadership and Training, Royai Roads University 4 



Setting Management Priorities : 
Applyig the Levers of Management Tool 

Bulletin No.3 

Please note Action Items p.2 

-- 
Vision: Refining Priorities 
The first bulletin outIined direction for the 
coming year. The highest priority bullet in the 
lis t was Refin ing priorifies 

The primary purpose of the levels of 
management bol, and a pn*mary focus for work 
this year, is to atternpt to shR our effort to 
where f i  is most needed in the system. In 0 t h -  
worcis, projects in your annual lists should be 
geared to pmtecting and managing the most 
signficant values, risks and issues. 

The project spreadsheet and the front part 
of the AMP are critical parts of your toolkit 
for refining priorities. 
Here are some of the suggestions from around 
the province on rnaking the spreadsheets work 
well for your district: 

fdea: 
We're using separate columns for FTEs 
and positions of staff doing the work. This 
enables us to roll up the FE counts for 
workplans, and to determine how realistic 
the lists are (e-g., for facility projects). 

- Debbie Pool 

Idea: 
In Prince George, we have added 'project 
lead" and 'project support" columns in 
which we are fiagging, by position, the mles 
of district staff. This will help considerably 
with worlrpfan development 

- Rick Heafhman 

Idea: 
We had a recent contract in Prince George 
through which we assessed many of our 
facllity maintenance needs. We took the 
projects from that conûact and put them in 
the project spreadsheet with one column for 
the cuvent year, and one for future years. 
Each year we will look at whether each 
project is appropriate and achievable. 

- Rick Rockwell 

Idea: 
In Strathcona we're considering adding an 
uoriginal yeaf colurnn to show when a 
project was fnst proposed. 
We're also considering adding projects w hich 
are district-wide (to g ive a more wmplete 
budget and workplan picture). Alice 
suggests these mn go in using all the same 
columns except area, PA and associated 
numbers. 

- Ron Quiiter 

Need More Excel Help? 
If the material I have provided isn't sutficient, 
here are some other ideas: 

Your district "expert" 
The built-in on-line help menu 
The BC Parks Help Desk 

ccOops - I Deleted a PA Num ber... 
and now when I try to reenter it, I can't get it 
back to four digits." 
If this happens 
- highlight the PNResp Centre Column 
- go ta Format, then Celk 
- change the configuration from general to text 
- add the leading zero. 



Care & Feeding of your Project 
Spreadsheet 
One or two pensons in your district should 
have permission to change data in your 
distrkt's spreadsheet. 
For example, your AMPs data contact and an 
altemate (perhaps the operations offÏcer) wuld 
be logical choices. Othen would be able to 
see, sort, filter, print etc., but if they made 
mistakes (e-g., sorted a single colurnn,) the 
emrs would not be saved. 

Please send me an 
e-mail by December 15 
with your choices. Call 
the helpdesk if you 
have further questions. 

Integrated Reports 
to Refine District Priorities 
As soon as you have a wmplete spreadsheet 
for your district, send a copy to me in Victoria 
so that you can start to get integrated reports. 
Districts, which have used integrated reports, 
ftnd them very valuable in ensunng their limited 
resources are being used most effectively. 

Most of last year's integrated reports helped to 
answer questions such as 

'VWiat are ou? hi@est prtoritiës? 
M i c h  of fhe conservatfon 

[or otherJ 
projects are in PAS wilh the most signifkant 

values, risks, issues, and gaps 
[Pelating to thi' type of work]." 

These reports can then be used to fit your 
project list with F E s ,  budget targets. etc. 

Getting Ready to Access Reports 

One or two persons in your distrikt should 
have access to the warehouse (keeping in 
mind that if your line speed has not been 
upgraded. there may be issues.) 

In preparation for accessing AM? reports (first 
ones are not quite ready) please 

and ask for ci& 
access and 
passwords for 
Oracle and GOAT 
See future issues for 
further instructions. 

Remember - This is Your Bulletin! 
Last Issue's Question: What - if anything - 
would you do to improve the foundation task 
status spreadsheet I sent out recently. 

Several of you said you'd like to have this 
on your desktop 
Everyone but one person preferred the 
words (e.g., nadequate" to the numben 
e.g., '1 ") 

I will be preparing an Oracle version of this 
report soon, 

This Issue's Question: If you had to pick two 
foundation tasks that were most important for 
conservation, and two for recreation, as 
priontias for BC Parks for the next 5 yean, 
what would they be? 

If you are willing to participate in further 
research on the topic of management priorities, 
please let me know. 

Remember to send your contributions to me by 
e-mail (preferred) or phone (250) 38T-4660. as 
soon as you think of hem, and they'll be in the 
next issue. 
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Setting Management Priorities: 
App&ing the Levels of Management TooI 

Bulletin No. 4 - Special Excel Issue 

Project Lists: 
Because most districts are now finalking their 
first draft of project lists, this bulletin is a 
'refreshef to help you meet deadlines. and 
avoid enors easy for new Excel users to make. 

This bulletin will briefly recap why we are using 
Excel for prcject lists, potenüal piffalls, what the 
lists contain and deadlines. 

Why Excel Instead of Word? 
Many districts were fnistrated by the fact that 
they either had to copy and paste project and 
budget information, or had to recreate it for 
workplans, business plan subrnissions, and 
AMP budget refinernent. 

Districts shared ideas of how they had used the 
Excel project lists they created, or what they 
wished they wuld have done. but Word 
prevented them from doing it This is an edited 
version of that kt. We want to: 

Sort the projects by area. project type etc. 
Set budget priorïties in a system context 
Easily feed into business plan submissions 
Use #e same list for requests from HQ 
Link lists to other sources of data (e.g. 
CDC) 
Answer questions from district managers 
and others (e.g.. which projects address 
public safety) 

Ln a nutsheli, Excel allows you to filter and pnnt 
the projects for one park (so you haven't lost 
anything you had in Word). lt also gives you a 
whole new range of options, which allow you to 
better use the levels of management tool to put 
effort where it is most needed. 

PLEASE be sure that everyone involved with 
data enûy is familiar with the contents of the 
red folder titled 
"Managing Annual Project Lists 
in Order to 
Manage Ptotected area Priorities." 

Th ree critical sections inchde 
p.4: associating projects with a PA 
p.9: how NOT to sort and 
Appendix A - facility list management 

New Tips: 
Do not leave bIank rows in your 
spreads heet (e.g .. between areas). 
These blank rows will prevent proper 
filtering. 

ln general, sort before you filter. E.g., 
you may want to sort from high to low 
budget, then filter to show only projects 
for one PA, or for one AMP code. 

- Sebastien Destrooper 

Sebastien will be avaiiable in the short term to 
help with Excel questions you have in building 
and using your project Iists 

NI core information should be entered by 
December 3 i  each year, Core information is 
data entered in VAX, and the standard (navy 
bhe) columns on the spreads heet, including 
the two new facility columns. 

Allce MacGilIimy: Major Pmi- Leadership and Training. Royal Roads University i 



Setting Management Priorities : 
Applyig the LeveIs of Management Tool 

Bulletin No.5 

What's Happening with Data Access? 
No - we haven't been hibernating (or skiing). 

There was more "behind-thescenes" work 
needed than expected. Rather than provide 
something with known problems, sooner, we 
opted foc more solid products later. 

Where are we now? 

9 tntegrated Reports 
These are the reports that help you to tefine 
project lists to support the goal of the levels of 
management tool: protecting and managing the 
most signif'nt vdues, nIsks and fssues. As 
soon as there is a bit more consistency in 
spreadsheets across districts for Seaford's 
work, I can run a sampling of integrated reports 
for all districts concurrent1y (1 1 times as quick to 
produce, which is a vev appealing prospect!) 
These will be sent out by e-mail, and will 
hopefully prompt requests for some other useful 
variations, as they did fast year. 1 here are 
samples of integrated reports in the 'Levels of 
Management Annual Data Report" binder under 
'Future Possibilities" e.g., pp.198-200. 

Jeanne's tip below helps for good integrated 
reports as well as good sorting options in your 
district. 

Idea: 
In GaribaldifSunshine, we repeated some 
projects and more than one line with 
different coding (e.g., a facility project Via€ 
is also a conservation actian), so that we 
could be sure to capture diierent project 
purposes, and who was doing what for 
workplans, 

-Jeanne Wutzke 

January 27 2000 

9 Oracle Reports 
These are reports which reach into the front part 
of the AMP to look at how each protected area 
fits into the system, where we need more 
presence, where we need wildlife management 
planning etc. Within certain limitations, they c m  
also Iink to information from park databases, 
Environment, Forests, etc. 
1 will begin some serious construction on these 
within a week, 
How am I deciding what to build? 
In an AMPs context. I'm basing choices on 

Business needs documented through 
Sophia's work: a) improved access to 
existing data; b) removing walls between 
databases; c) the need for links between our 
data and related data from other 
organisations: and d) support of distnct 
initiatives 
Requests I've had from staff members, 
particularly repeat requests from districts 
Your need for data you cannot access now 
(e.g., ongoing management levels) as a 
higher prïonty than data you can get in some 
form now (e.g.. attendance) 
Feedback from a recent staff survey 
Discussions with suwey respondents, as 
time permits 
A planned teleconference Feb 2 on priorities 
for safety-related risk assessrnent work 
Other direction, such as Legacy 

Examples of reports which are very flexible 
(e-g., I show one type of value, but you could 
easily substitut8 any other) and 
Which databases are relatively stable (e-g., I 
am avoiding almost everything with Chart of 
Accounts or facility data because of potential 
changes in the near Mure. 
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How will you access the Oracle reports?? 
I'm still working on a plan here, and welcome 
your suggestions. Here are my thoughts of the 
week. based, in part, on what some of you have 
suggested airough the last survey. The Ministry 
specialist who does Oracle training is out in the 
field training as you receiva this, and not 
available unül April. You may be able to get into 
his '/i day session on using the Ministry's data 
warehouse by contacting the regional data 
person in your Environment office. For more 
information on the schedule and contents, go to 

gions.html 

In the meanwhile, does this make sense? 
Each district and headquarters program 
makes sure someone has access to the 
warehouse (Bulletin No.3 suggested you 
contact David Malcolm ta arrange this.) 
I make sure at least one person has basic 
access to AMPs data; (some simple way - 
perhaps even by phone instructions-) 
You keep me posted on other logical training 
initiatives (e.g ., a district GOAT workshop) 
on which we could piggy-back with basic 
orientation to AMPs reports. 
At the end of  this very basic orientation, 
participants wouki answer some questions 
about what future training approaches they 
think would be most valuable. (e.g., BC 
Parks-specific? In a central location or soma 
or all districts? Combined with case studies 
about application, or just software-based?) 
These results are passed along to 
management as recommendations for 
2000/0 1 * 

Annuai Report Binder 
This will be delayed somewhat Mis year to give 
the items above more emphasis. We also think 
new approaches rnay be needed to ensure 
everyone has access to, and understands the 
kinds of report options outlined in the binder. 
The 'train the miner" approach used Iast year 
was successful in some districts and programs. 
but not in others. 

- - -  

A Victoria Perspective on 
AMPs Project Lists 

The sharing of district project Iists com ing out of the 
Management Levels and AMPs process will make a 
ditference in the numbet of times Victoria requests 
project lists. Districts will no longer have to spend 
tirne re-entering data into yet another spreadsheet. 
Program Managers can sort and filter the projects in 
this latest spreadsheet. The number of requests to 
Districts to develop yet another list of projects 
based on new criteria will definitely be reduced. 
The Recreation Program sees this as a steg in the 
nght direction ta streamlining procedures as 
requested by the Em ployee Survey, 

A further advantage of the Management Levels tool 
and AMPs process is that the agency has a 
common language, from Area Supervisor to 
Program Manager, for discussing park values. The 
ranking of projects both within and across districts 
can therefore be accomplished in a more consistent 
and objective rnanner. Program funding to districts 
a n  su bsequentiy be allocated more effectively. For 
example, if the agency is successful in getting 
Treasury Board to provide funds for our failed 
facilities, the Design and Construction ûffmr will 
have greater confidence that proposed pmjects 
across the province have been more consistently 
described and therefore dollars c m  be distributed in 
a more consistent mannef. 

- Katheme McDonnell 

Remember - This is Yom Bulletin! 
Last Issue's Question: If you had ta pick two 
foundation tasks that were most important for 
conservation, and two for recreation, as 
priorities for BC Parks for the next 5 years, what 
would they be? 
Soma people responded with comments such 
as 'it depends completely on the PA and its 
circumstances.' Othen responded with specific 
tasks: risk assessments for public safety, permit 
work for new PAS (2 foundation tasks) and 
gathering information a bout natural and 
recreation values (2 foundation tasks.) 
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DELNERABLES FOR THE 
SPONSORING ORGANISATION: 

Oracle Products 
An Oracle Discoverer Workbook is similm in appearance to an Excel Workbook, and can 

contain many relateci worksheets. As part of the deliverables for BC Parks, I produced 

ten workbooks, containhg approximately five worksheets each. These workbooks could 

be grouped into four types by objective: 

1. to review and reke data in a system context 

2. to have one-stop access to usefùi tombstone and trend data from différent sources 

3. to set prionties for particdar management actions; 

4. to measure statu or performance in relation to management actions, 

There was not sufncient time to create Oracle Reports as part of this project. 

ArcView Links 
Ministry staffmember Bruce Mackenzie buiit a customized ArcView tooi c d e d  GOAT 

(GIS and OracIe Access Tool) for simple viewing, reporting, querying and pIotting of 

geographic and associated attriiute data ftom a desktop PC. The GOAT tool has been 

used in two ways. 

An ISB CO-op student ensured that appropriate workbooks, desmied above, were 

linked to one of the protected area data layers in GOAT. This means that queries can 

be done with spatial (map) data (e.g., which protected areas have grassfand, or high 

capabiIity habitat for a species, or archaedogical sites. ..) and that the OracIe 

workbooks can then be viewed showing relevant data for that spatiailydefined subset 

of protected areas. 

GOAT "themes" were built to aUow IeveIs of management data to be presented in a 

map format (e.g, coioin coded to show ratings or statu information.) 



Hardcopy Overview of Work and Instructions 
Basic access instructions were provideci? as weIl as a hardcopy overview of the Oracle 

and ArcView deliverables, using a standard template as show below. 

Objective(s) 
(e.g.. to set prhontes for parücular managemenf actions) 

Report Locations and Tifles 
(i.e., how does the end user find the item) 

Technology & Data Sources 
(/s if presenfed in Oracle? GOAT? Excel? How would the end user fhink of the onginal 
data? As coming fmm certain VAX databases? Fmm another Mini*? etc.) 

Special Features of the Repor? 
GOA Tiinks? LNik fhrough to MS Word document for that protected area ? 

Comments on Design 
E-g., decisions made when there were tradeoffs. Sometimes the amount of information 
is Iimited in order to have betterperfomance and speed. Sometjmes numbers are used 
rather than words to maintain options for dn'lhg. 

How to Build Slmiiar R e m  
Vety basic instructions 

Other Products 
Other products, includîng Excel spreadsheets built h m  the data warehouse for project 
lîst management, are described in the body of the paper. 



Bask Instructions for Accessing AMPs data. 

These instructions give you basic access to data that will help you prepare for, 
participate in, refine and apply information from, the levels of management tool and AMPs process, 

Those more technically inclined witl want to ignore the spatial access directions below and go to 
http9!i!www.env.oovrbccm'~ o;oat5iîndexh~orp:oafu~ers 

which has constantly maintained GOAT instructions and updates. 

This does not include instructions for creating workbooks, 
nor for editing the ones already created. 

1 STEPS TO ACCESSING AMPS DATA 
1 1. Double click C M x  Pmgram Neighborhood 
1 2. Chose Victoria TS1 (Rcckslide) or TS2 (Mudslide) 

3. In Novell Client, choose Parks; and enter your regular U N  ID You are now in the MELP 
and password master warehouse where rnany 

spatial and attribute data sets 
h m  manv Ministries are stored 

1 Wthout Spatial Links: 
4. From the Second Start menu, choose Pmgrsms, then Oncle 1 Toolr 

- - 

5.- ~ h o o G ~ i s c o v e m r  3.1 User 
- 

6. C hoose Start (start using Discaverer now) 

7. Enter your GOATlOracle user ID and passwordf be sure the 
connect box says m-wtise; and hit "connect" 

8. Choose open an e . d n g  workbook Wiith training, you coufd also 
edit exiexisüng workbooks and 
create new ones 

9. Choose database and open 

I O .  Eiiher double click the report you want, or select it and hit open 
II. Choose "yesn for sheets in which you want to see data; no if you Yeu are looking a t m  image of 

do net. the data stored in the 
warehouse; data are not coming 
across the 'pipew 
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Wifh Spatial Links This allows you to see attnbute 
data in a map fonnat OR 
see which PAS have parücutar 
aîtributes h m  spatial data sets, 
and Mat the value ratings, 
management status etc. are for 
those PAS 

5. From the Second Start menu, choose Pmgrsms, then MELP 
A pplïcatr'ons 

6. Choose GOAT 
- - -  

7. Enter your GOATIOracle user ID and password 

8. From the Theme menu, choose open themes 
9. Doubleclick Protectedareas This is one example of how to 

access data entend through 
the AMPs process in a map 
fonnat 

10. Double click Parks, Protected Areas by RIsks to Naturai & The Rsk ratings you enterad are 
CuItuml Heritage Values Click OK, then OK for disclaimer. colout-coded on the map. With 

training, you could prepare this 
map for presentaüon (labels 
etc.) 

1 1. To avoid clutter, click the toggle switch checkmark on this 
theme; the map shouId disappear, as this theme is no longer 
active, 

12. From the Theme menu, choose open themes This is one example of how to 
access spatial data to infomr, 
refine, or pfan with, AMPs data. 

13. Double click ecasystems 
14. Double click FOR - Biogeodimatic by Sefected Zones, This layer of information is input 

cotour filled t250K Click OK then OK for disclaimer into representative and remnant 
value ratinas. 

15. Choose one zone of interest to your district or program, for This selects the land with the 
example, bunchgrass BG and coastal Douglas-fÏr CDF are both chosen attnbute (e& in the 
very underrepresented in the system. Double click, or select bumhggrass biogeoclnnaoc unit) 
and choose OK. 

26. From the Theme menu, choose open themes 
TI. Double click Protected Amas 
f8- Double click Parks, Parks and Pmtected Amas, colour f i / M  This selects the land with that 

f:20K Click Oiç then OK for disclaimer aüribute (i.e., designateci 
pmtected area status) 

19- On the lefiside of the screen, click on the theme called You have now sefected all 
"Parks.. ." then under the Select menu, choose Select AI1 pmtected areas 

20. Under the Sebct menu, choose S e k t  by mer Theme You're preparing to select 
protected areas with particular 
characteflstÏcs 
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21. Use the drop down menus ço that the screen says the following: You are asking for all the 
select features of the active themes that interseci FOR, protected areas which protect 
Biogeoc/imatic by Seledecf Zones and click New Set some of the biogeodimatic zone 

you selected. The sefected PAS 
will be yellow; you might need 
to use the Wew menu (e.g., 
zoom to named area) to see  
them- W i i  training you could 
do other things such as label 
and print, 

22. Choose a biogeoclrmaüc zone- For example, Bunchgrass Technicians wuld analyze 
(BG) and Coastal Douglas-fir (CDF) are very under-represented information to more 
in the systern, sa you might choose one of those. complex questions, but this 

gives you an idea of the tool's 
potenb'al, 

- - - . . .- .- - 

23. Select the P a r k  and Pmtecfed Amas theme by clicking on or 
near the words protected areas. When it is selected, the grey 
area will appear to be slightiy raised from the surface. 

- 

24, Now you want to select only those protected areas which have You now have selected al1 
the biogeoclimatic zone (let's Say bunchgrass). Under the protected areas which overlap 
Select menu item, choose Select by Other Theme, On the with that zone (e-g., you have 
popup window it indicates that yoo want things in the selected Se'ected 'grassiand '&') 
theme (protected areas) which intemect the "selected features 
of-.." Be sure to choose the biogeoclimatic theme here. Then 
click New Set, 

25. Under the Report Menu, choose Sekted  Features This means you want to look at 
a report that shows information 
about those specific protected 
areas o n k  

26. Choose a report you would like to see. For example, 
biogeociimatic zone information could help you to refine value 
and risk ratings in the natutal values worksheet, By choosing 
the foundation or ongoing conservation sheets, you could refine 
priorities for vegetation management planning, monitoring or 
other actions. 

27. Choose Yes for opening as read only, and OKfor opening in the 
current database account- 

28. When you are finished, cbse and log off from al[ screens as you Congratulations, especially to 
would in any windows-based program. those of you who just used 

Oracle andlor ArcWew for the 
first time! 

26. Downloading: use the export function, Choose a format (e.g., The helpdesk may adiust drive 
Excel) and the appropriate hard drive Iocation. configurations in the future 

27. Printing: ISB has this on their workplan. 
UntiI then, using an older HP 
printer as a default MI[ usually 
work 

28. For a GOAT Morïal, go to URL at top of page 
29. An on-line Discoverer guide is also avaiiable at 

h t tp~ / i~~~ .e Ip~gov .bc .~sb /orac le_da ta ld~s~ l  /userItitie.htm 
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Managing Annual Project Lists 
In Order to 
Manage Protected Area Priorities 

(Rom The Annual Management PlanninglPmtected Area Operating Planning Process, 
And Paving the Way for Use of The Levels of Management Tool.) 
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Step 4: Most protected areas will need more than one line on the spreadsheet; you will 
need to add rows before andor dun'ng working sessions. 

position cursor on the row below which you want to add a new row 

8 click'insertrows" icon(asoftenas necessary) 

select the cells you want to copy, and the cells you want ta copy to. (in Viis case for 
extra 'Martha Creek" rows). In this case, I selected by clicking on the A7 ceil, 
holding the shift key down, and clicking on the C11 cell. Then 

click on the fil1 down arrow a 



HituOK? 
This produces a subset of projects related to recreation (again, these are not real 
projects - they are only illustrations of how to use the tools): 

To retum to the full list, from the Data menu choose "Filter" then choose "Show Ail," 
Compared with the recreation filter. a filter to give you all the projects for a protected 
area is simple. The filtered list can be printed and attached to the AMP document. 

Select one of the cells which contains the number of the PA you want 
Click the Auto Filter icon 



Responses to Business Intelligence S w e y  Question 5.2: 
'If you could change one thing in order to increase the success of BI 
projects, what wodd that be?" 

The responses are categorised, with the understanding that there are 
overlaps. All responses to this question are Iisted, followed by a generic list 
of final question (other comment) responses which relate to points below. 

Recornrnended Changes to Attitudes or Values 

Get senior management to understand that aU of the criteria mentioned in 
the preceding sections are essential to the successfd cornpletion of AhK 
business intelligence project . 

Data integration crosses corporate boundaries so it is necessary to breach the 
walls of the corporate "city states". 

The idea that idormation is owned by its "creator". It is not. 

Reduce or eliminate reward systems which encourage territoriality, or 
cultural "silos." 

The entire organization (those who coilect the data, those that cleanse the 
data. those that use the end results, etc.) must grasp the importance and 
business value of the business intelligence project not just the project team. 

Inefficient managers who are unwilling to accept and invite change. 

Cultural acceptance of both Rsks and benefits. 

1 do believe that the clients (business units) are eager to be involved with BI 
projects, but it requires earning the trust of both line staff and client 
management 

Recomrnended Changes to Knowledge and Skias 

Have senior management gain a better appreciation of the tremendous 
amount of work that is involved in extracting, cleansing and tranaforming 
supposedly "dean" data. 



Ksome Business people would be more technically aware, or  even have a 
technical background. 

1 saÏd that projects do not need strong communications skills in the project 
team. 1 believe that projects can muddle through and be successfid if the 
people involved are committed to it and have suppoa f?om senior staff,. 
However, strong commUI1I.cation skïüs can speed up a project and contribute 
to a more successful project (shorter term with fewes fixes later). My 
experience uidicates that having a senior member of the team that has the 
business knowledge and strong cornputer skiUs contributes greatly (two skills 
in one person) to the success of a project. 

Access to the s u s  combining in-depth knowledge of the business and 
technicd knowledge of the data and tools. 

Recommended Changes to Practices 

Use of existing IT resources to its fdlest before buying new slw, technology 
and riding with managementlsales hype. 

I would wait a year or two on another hi-tech buzzword and ody then launch 
the project on business intelligence. 

Design of shared-source data structures. 

Increased user input. 

-Anchor the technical solution to the business requirements and involve the 
business sponsor when making scope/quali~/schedulelbudget trade-off 
decisions. 

Clear understanding and agreement at ail levels of organization of exactly 
what the critical business information is for that organization is and how it 
can be used. 

hcrease management and keep stakeholders involvement in the process and 
the need to clearly d e h e  the business needs prior to systems technical 
design. 

WÏIIingness of management at aU levels to support good data management 
practices. 

Having 'rdean'' data (error-fkee and on time). 



Sustainable resourcing and executive cornmitment. 

Cash flow road blocks. Too &en the Tech stafTis requested to submit 
suggestions for improving technology, but management is reluctant due to 
cash fiow problems. 

Responses to Final Business Intelligence Survey Question: 
Note that some of these responses relate to those in Question 5.2, but are not 
categorised or sorted. 

Good business understanding + willingness to adopt new technology + access 
to technical solutions = success in a climate where management allows their 
peop!~ to be creative. take rîsks, and challenge the way things have always 
been done. 

Increase 'buy in' of staff on projects. To expand on 5.2, we build project teams 
from staff who are stakeholders in the pmject. Staff tend to not commit 
themselves wholeheartedly to projects so we end up with the 'that's what 1 
said but it's not what I wantr phenornenon. 

1 would like to see the hiring of resources, contractor or  hlhistry, become less 
bureacratic. Many times we need a resource for a project, yet have to go 
through weeks and sometimes months, of processes for hiring, and eventualIy 
wind up with the same resource anyway. 

Many projects f d  because the business requirements were not correctly 
defined in the analysis stage. The business andyst needs to be able to 
recognize the warning signs me; M e r i n g  branch objectives, and immature 
business culture. If the business requirements are not dehed, the 
technology that you impiement may be addressing the symptom of a problem 
rather than the actual problem. Yet sometimes when you uncover business 
probiems, your senior management may st iU  tell you to proceed. The best 
t h g  to do is remember to document all concems, so that your reputation is 
not tarnished, 

Proper fiinding to resource & bac= from the business and IT areas to give 
project adequate resourcing to compIete scope within 3-6 months 

Management and executive need to support and fund inmemental growth of 
business ÏntelIigence projects. Mgmt & Executive need to support and fund 
ongoing release mgmt. DeveIoper warrants and maintenance for first 6-12 
months as part of the project, when possibIe. Recognition that benefits shodd 



indude redocation of resourcing to backlog of other work rather than 
downsipng (these should be 2 distinct issues, combining them Ieads to 
mistrust) 

Staff need adequate training in information management, similar to the level 
of training they require in financial mgmt and HR mgmt (see informatics 
concept). It should be a core competency. 

Research and document (probably with externai resources) the "type" of 
analycical culture within the organization. For example. we are report 
driven, with very few andytical thinkùig people. If1 would have known that 
before starting, 1 would have approached the project differently and  selected 
different tooLs (wasted money on the wrong tools). 

Standards are critical. Do not encourage "information gatekeepers". Talk to 
a librarian. 

In my experience, Information Systems projects u s u d y  do not fd because of 
technology issues. Most projects that do fail, faiI because of business issues, 
internal politics, d y s h c t i o n d  communications, or  the inability of an 
organization to embrace change. 

Keep to open systems development as much as  possible, avoid proprietary 
trapphgs 

1 have answered the above questions fkom the perspective that shared data 
structures and standards shodd be designed INTO a B J. project, rather than 
ignoruig cross-organization sharing hom the beghmbg and trying to force it 
to happen after the fact with a B.I. project. QuaIïty has to be designed in; it 
can't be "sprayed on afterD. 

The human achilles heel in organizations is daily behavior. If no one thinks 
about cross-data use and sharing as part of their daiIy work (i-e., on INPUT), 
then a technicd business intelligence sohtion will onlp be a veneer ghed 
over top a (rotting??) fiame (bit of humor there). That's not to say that the 
other approach, design-for-sharing, is easy !! 

Larry Engiish, of Information Impact, has d t t e n  about quality-of- 
information projects and may have some materid related to y o u  work, but 1 
donrt know if it wouId be public domai .  (Le., fkee). See 
http~hvwwidioimpact.coml. AIso, an article I dredged up fkom the past is 
still, in my humble opinion, true today. See 
http:ffwww~dbrnsmag.com/9609d14c6tml, "Dealing with Dirty Data" bp Ralph 
m b d *  



I guess 1 should dso mention that MELP and MoF are starting to try to work 
together more to build an information infirastnicture that will d o w  better 
datalinformation sharing between us. Should be fun. 

If you have any questions about what I've wrïtten, feel fiee to contact me. 

Good luck with your research! I'd Iike a copy of the results if possible. 
Thanks! 

Top heavy or management heaw organizatiom could face problems due to 
ego clashes and pushing new ideas amongst senior managers. The idea is to 
make BI technology work and everybody take interest it its implementation 
and usage. 

1. This survey needs to explore the effects of unrealistic tirnefkames and 
"management by wh id t  to a much greater extent and needs to go weII 
beyond obvious "motherhood" questions. 

2. Business plans must be realistic, achievable and make business sense, or 
any system developed to support them wiU be a shambles. 

3. Unless users of a system understand the system and have the training to 
use it, the result WILL be GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out) and the 
system WIU fd miserably. 

4. Far more important than tools or methodology is adequate planning, 
based on sound business models and processes and a realistic 
understanding of the role and capabilities of technology to support it. 
Without adequate buy in fkom Senior Management (including becutive 
sponsorship), there is absoluteIy no point in developing a system, since 
without that support the business process it endeavours to support WIU 
change or  disappear before the codhg is f i s h e d ,  much less tested. 

5. Good lu&! 

Don't waste time writing up a project plan in MS Project. No one Iooks a t  it, 
maintains it, except those who have no due about the project in the &st 
place. Spend the resources on whatts important - the people. Overworked, 
anderpaid, unappreciated staffwiu be the 6 r s t  folks to waIk out the door. 
Provide ampIe lime for alI people involved in the pmject to receive regular 
status updates. Keep the people excited about the pmject and theyTL 
continue to do well A Iack of communication between management and stafF 
is the fnst sign of a project waiting to fail 



Project planning rarely takes schedule risk into account. This results in 
unrealistic schedules, and sets a project up for failue. My Company, Pentire 
Consulting, has created a software application calIed Critical Step that 
allows managers to explicitly account for risk in project planning and 
generate realistic project schedules. For more detds,  please e-mail 
c.riticalstep@pentw.bcca. 

The design of the survey may not give you the intended results. Some 
questions are ambiguous such as question 4.12 "ability to imagine design...". 
The answer would vari& depending who it applied to. eg. critical for 
technical design team. Useful for managers. Users may only need to be able 
to do user acceptance testing of options as opposed to imagining and design. 
Some of the other questions may also not provide you with clearly 
interpretable results. 

Ensure that the business members and IT members are in agreement and 
fulI understanding of the goals. These goals should be identified in a clear, 
concise, step-by-step manner with everyone involved agreeing with it. 
Having templates and full examples of successful projects would be helpful. 

We found smaü steps to be bigger than Iarge steps. That is, we delivered a 
Data Mart that offered early returns on investment, rather than going for the 
big bang of a data warehouse. 

At present, we are using OracIe databases, and either an ODBC driver with 
MSAccess, or Oracle Discoverer; ArcView whi& can Iùik to Oracle for spatial 
data, 

Strengthen the ability to demonstrate business benefits of business 
intelligence - ofien these get lost in the technology (the "toys") issues and 
costs appear to outweigh benefits. 

Having an overwhelming business reason to do BI is the key. The 
willingness of a top executive to put his budget and reputation on the h e  
foUows kom that reason. 

Very good survey. 
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Team members with 
leadership shllls 

Team and network 
members who are ready, 
willlng and able to lead 

Trust 

1 to report honestly 
Ilne staff and client 1 management 

I acceptance of rishs 
and benefits 

I Grass roots" support 

Royal Roads Project 

~x~er ience suggests 

a certain level of data quality is very 
important, however, 

BI tools increase knowledge and 
understanding of data, help business 
persons spot problems, and effect 
secondary benefits as a result. 

Experience suggests thls is critical. This 
is supporteci by the O'Brien's study of 
factors for influence amongst information 
management professionals, 
Experience suggests thls is critical. This 
fits with models which focus on early 
adopters as change agents. 
lt Is too early to assess this fully in the 
contexî of this project. For example, the 
low rating of available IT skills in district 
oMces may discourage or prevent use of 
the tools, 

Very important, a g . ,  
that tools will fit organisational culture 
(sunrey question about the use of 
technology's role in decision-rnaking) 
importance in data quality (Kelly) 
BI survey "rnost important c h a w  
comments. 

I think this was crttical to success, 
Survey Question about neeù for simpler 
access to important information, 

Kotter 
on Change 

Ernpowerfng Broad- 
based Action 

Creating #a Guidlng 
Coalition 
Generating Short- 
Term Wins 
Consolidating Gains 
and Producing More 
Change 

Empowering Broad- 
based Action 

Empowering Broad- 
based Action 

Perkins Article Faulkner Aitlcle with 
Cooney Quote 

"Often this [training) 
ptocess uncovers 
problems with the current 
data model.. . and 
generates prescriptlve 
action," 

Using ministry staff in a 
team environment to 
brainstorrn, prototype and 
implement the viskn 



Royal Roadr Projecl 

Keeping the vlsion 
dynarnlc (and non- 
technical) 
Management of 

Uslng minlstry staff In a 
team environment to 1 bralnslorm, prototype and 1 Impbment the vision 

' Creating an environment 
to encourage experts to 
be innovative 

Design of shared source 
data structures andlor 

I Use of enisting IT 
resources, , , before buylng 
new rtndtor 

I Overall architecture and 
standards 
Recognition by senior 

This list does not build in alIl 

Matches rny experience frorn this project 
well as a good strategy to adopt 

Related leernings and obsewations: 
17' persons statistically tend to be 
innovators (Musselwhite); 
Good 17 professionals are very 
underpaid in public sector; job 
satisfaction Is particularly important; 
This is new ground; innovation is 
essential 

- -- - - - - - 

BI survey "most imp&ant changew 
comment. 

Kotter 
on Change 

Devalophg a Vision 
and Strategy 

Ernpowerlng Broad- 
based Action 

Empowering Broad- 
based Action 
including 

encouraging risk 
taking and non- 
traditional ideas, 
activities and 
actions 

of the factors from leadership Ilterature (e.g,~ouzes and Posneh 

GiH 
Article 

Perkins Article Faulkner Article with 
Cooney Quote 

ladership commitments used i the post- 
teleconference survey) nor does II capture al1 factors froh change lierature which are likely to be relevait as well. 



Regional Training Visits 
UpdlU& 2000-04. IO 

- Andrew F m h e r  (387-8100) 

Schedule & Technical Rea uirements 
MELP Data Warehouse Briefmg ( 1 to 1.5 how) 
Using the MELP Data Warehouse ( haifday) 
Oracle Discoverer Training ( haif day) 
Svstems Workshop ( Day) 

Schedule 

SMT Jan 25 -27 
WML Feb 1 -3 
NELFeb 15- 17 

0 SRY MAR 13 4 5  
0 KAM A p d  4 - 6 

NAN A p d  18 - 20 
0 PRG A p d  26 - 28 

Technical Requirements for Instnictor 

guest LAN accotmt for PC sign-on 
O generic "guestXX" is fine 

Regional NTTS permission 
O can authenticate AFAULKNE against CorpServ 
O require UNE account for SAMBA comect to P: drive 

OracIe account AFAULKNE on regionai instance 
O d e s  have SELECT access to workshop data sets 
O GOAT Theme Manager user d e  

ï'i' staffwith must be able to store files in $ARCLIB/goat5/discvr3/ 

MELP Data Warehouse Briefing ( 1 to 1.5 hours) 
Andrew Faulkner, Data Warehouse Technical Architeet MELP-ISB 
Who should attend: 

Directors, Managers, Section Heads 

The ministry is popdating a regional data warehouse h m  a number of systems mnning on 
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headquarters production systems. This incIudes spatial and attriiute information about wüdlife and 
fis6 inventory, wata IicenJing, waste pennits, habitat, topography, vegetation cover, wüdlife and fish 
habitat, pesticide appiication and endangered species. Regional staff are provided with a suite of tools 
for access and analysis of data 

There are currently initiatives at headquarters to provide tightly integrated data in the warehouse to 
facilitate easier access in support of decision m a h g  at a regional operationai level. This will require 
a cornmitment fiom both head quarter, Victoria, and regional stafE 
Topics: 

Data Warehouse Architecture 
Data Content 
Data access tools 
Roles and Responsibilities 

Format: 
PowerPoint Presentation, Live Demonstration, QU 

Using the MELP Data Warehouse ( half day) 
Andrew Fauikner, Data Warehouse Technical Architect MELP-ISB 
Who should attend: 

hventory specialists, data users, data management staff 

The ministry is populathg a regionai data warehouse f?om a number of systems ninning on 
headquarters production systems. This indudes spatial and attriiute information about wildlife and 
fish inventory, water licellsing, waste permits, habitaî, topography, vegetation cover, wildlife and fish 
habitat, pesticide application and endangered species. Regional staff are provided with a srrite of tools 
for access and andysh of data 

Topics: 

Data Warehouse Architecture 
Who to contact for help 
How data gets into the system 

a Victoria 
Regional 

a YoUrowIl 
How to fhd the data 
How to use the data 

a To01s: 
O NTTerminal Server 
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O Oracle Discoverer 
o Oracle Reports 
O GOAT/Report integration 
O DataRegistry 
O WebDB 

Format: 
PowerPoint Presentation, Live DemoIlStration, Hands-on Lab, Q&A 
Go Top 

Oracle Discoverer Training ( half day) 
Andrew Faulkner, Data Warehouse Technicai Architect MELP-ISB 
Who should attend: 

fnventory specidists, data -ers, data management staff 

Abstract: 

Oracle Discoverer is available to stafî for access and analysis of data using the NT Terminai Server. 
This data couid be in the Data Warehouse or elsewhere. Discoverer workbooks are a powerful way to 
work with the ava1abIe data- 

Topics: 

What Discovera stuff is akeady then 
How to b d d  Workbooks 

O How to develop a "Business Areal' 

Format: 
PowerPoint Presentatîon, Live Demonstration, Hands-on Lab, Q&A 
Go Top 

Systems Workshop ( Day) 
Andrew Faulkner, Data Warehouse Technicai Architect MELP-ISB 
Who shoufd attend: 

Data management staff; some inventory speciaIists 

Abstract: 

The ministry supports a nimiber of technoIogies for andyzing, vîewiqg, retrieving and updating data. 
A compIete day can be spent with data management staffto provide ha11ds-o~ training and systems 
development assistance to kick staa a project or specinc tooI use. This is workshop customized in 
advance for each region. 

Topics: 
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To be detennined with each region. Possibüitïes inciude: 

developing Discovera "Business Areas", Workbooks and linkùig them to GOAT 
Oracle Reports development 

a WebDB application development for reporting and data entry 
Administration of oracle toois: 
Oracle's tool sub-secmi mode1 - ad- users to Browser, Discoverer, etc 
Discoverer: EUL access 
Usa-maintaineci databases (Browser/WebDB/oraîârc) 
SQL and SQUPL Q&A clinic 

Fotmak 
Hands-on Workshop 
Go Top 

http ~/i~.eIp.gov~bc~ca/isb/oracIe-&ta/d~~repio~~~html 
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